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Abstract. In recent years the variability of the cosmic ray flux has become one of34

the main issues interpreting cosmogenic elements and additionally their connection35

with climate. In this review, an interdisciplinary team of scientist brings together36

our knowledge of the evolution and modulation of the cosmic ray flux from its origin37

in the Milky Way, during its propagation through the heliosphere, in its interaction38

with the Earth’s magnetosphere, resulting, finally, in the production of cosmogenic39
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isotopes in the Earth’ atmosphere. The interpretation of the cosmogenic isotopes40

and the cosmic ray – cloud connection are also shortly discussed. Finally, we discuss41

some open questions.42
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1. Interstellar-Terrestrial Relations: Definition and Evidence161

There is evidence that the galactic environment of the Solar System162

leaves traces on Earth. Well-known are supernova explosions, which163

are responsible for an increased 3He abundance in marine sediments164

(O’Brien et al., 1991), or catastrophic cometary impacts, which are165

considered as causes for biological mass extinctions (Rampino et al.,166

1997; Rampino, 1998). These and other events, to which also gamma167

ray bursts (Thorsett, 1995) or close stellar encounters (Scherer, 2000)168

can be counted, can be considered as ’quasi-singular’ and belong to169

so-called stellar-terrestrial relations. From those one should distinguish170

’quasi-periodic’ events, which are connected to encounters of differ-171

ent interstellar gas phases or molecular clouds (Frisch, 2000), to the172

crossing of the galactic plane (Schwartz and James, 1984), and to the173

passage through galactic spiral arms (Leitch and Vasisht, 1998). As will174

be explained in the following, these quasi-periodic changes influence175

the Earth and its environment and are, therefore, called interstellar-176

terrestrial relations. The mediators of such environmental changes are177

the interstellar plasma and neutral gas as well as the cosmic rays, all178

of which affect the structure and dynamics of the heliosphere. The179

heliosphere, however, acts as a shield protecting the Earth from the180

direct contact with the harsh interstellar environment. From all particle181

populations that can penetrate this shield, only the flux variations of182

cosmic rays can be read off terrestrial archives, namely the depositories183

of cosmogenic isotopes, i.e. ice-cores, sediments, or meteorites.184

The typical periods of interstellar-terrestrial relations seen in these185

archives are determined by external (interstellar) triggers on time-scales186

longer than about ten-thousand years, while those for shorter time-187

scales are governed by an internal (solar) trigger. The latter results188

from solar activity, which leads to variations of the cosmic ray flux189

with periods of the various solar cycles, like the Hale-, Schwabe- and190

Gleissberg-cycle amongst others.191

The interpretation of the cosmogenic archives is of importance for192

our understanding of variations of the galactic cosmic ray spectra and193

of the solar dynamo and, therefore, of high interest to astrophysics.194

Moreover, the correlation of cosmogenic with climate archives gives195

valuable information regarding the question to what extent the Earth196

climate is driven by extraterrestrial forces. Candidates for such climate197

drivers are the variable Sun (solar forcing), the planetary perturbations198

(Milankovitch forcing), the variable cosmic ray flux (cosmic ray forc-199

ing), and the varying atomic hydrogen inflow into the atmosphere of200

Earth (hydrogen forcing).201
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The current debate concentrates on solar and cosmic ray forcing,202

because the Milankovitch forcing is well understood and the hydro-203

gen forcing is highly speculative. While there exists a vast amount204

of literature, especially reviews and monographs, concerning the solar205

forcing, the work on cosmic ray forcing is still largely scattered and no206

comprehensive overview has been compiled so far. This review intends207

to make the first step to change that situation by bringing together208

our knowledge about cosmogenic archives, climate archives, cosmic ray209

transport and heliospheric dynamics.210

2. Cosmic Ray Forcing211

The idea that cosmic rays can influence the climate on Earth dates212

back to Ney (1959) who pointed out that if climate is sensitive to the213

amount of tropospheric ionization, it would also be sensitive to solar214

activity since the solar wind modulates the cosmic ray flux (CRF), and215

with it, the amount of tropospheric ionization. These principal consid-216

erations have been revived by Svensmark and Friis-Christensen (1997)217

and Svensmark (1998), who found from a study of satellite and neutron218

monitor data a correlation between cosmic ray intensity and the global219

cloud coverage on the 11-year time-scale of the solar activity cycle.220

While Marsh and Svensmark (2000a), Marsh and Svensmark (2000b),221

Palle Bago and Butler (2000) have significantly refined this correlation222

analysis. Usoskin et al. (2004b) have found that the CRF/low altitude223

cloud cover is as predicted. Namely, the amount of cloud cover change224

over the solar cycle at different latitudes is proportional to the change in225

tropospheric ionization averaged over the particular latitudes. Others226

have started to identify the physical processes for cloud formation due227

to high-energy charged particles in the atmosphere (Tinsley and Deen,228

1991; Tinsley and Heelis, 1993; Eichkorn et al., 2002; Yu, 2002; Harrison229

and Stephenson, 2006). There is, however, also severe doubt regarding230

the significance of the correlation, see, e.g. Gierens and Ponater (1999),231

Kernthaler et al. (1999), Carslaw et al. (2002), Sun and Bradley (2002),232

Kristjánsson et al. (2004), Sun and Bradley (2004).233

The critics rather favour the most evident external climate driver,234

namely the solar irradiance. While on the 11-year time-scale (Schwabe235

cycle) both the cosmic ray forcing and the solar forcing act in an in-236

distinguishable manner, on the 22-year time-scale (Hale cycle), there237

should be a difference because, in contrast to the solar irradiation, the238

cosmic ray flux is sensitive to the heliospheric magnetic field polarity239

as a consequence of drift-related propagation (Fichtner et al., 2006).240
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Other clues result from the study of the climate and cosmogenic241

archives for intermediate and very long time-scales. Regarding the for-242

mer, the so-called grand minima of solar activity have been investi-243

gated (van Geel et al., 1999a; Caballero-Lopez et al., 2004; Scherer244

and Fichtner, 2004) because temperature was generally lower during245

these periods (Grove, 1988). There is evidence from historical sunspot246

observations and cosmogenic archives that both forcing processes could247

have been responsible for this climate variation so that, unfortunately,248

no decision can be expected unless the 22-year Hale cycle is detected in249

the data, a claim that has been made already (Miyahara et al., 2005).250

The situation is different on very long time-scales. Opposite to the251

shorter time-scales, on which the cosmic ray flux variations are domi-252

nated by solar activity, on longer time scales they are influenced by pro-253

cesses external to the heliosphere, like interstellar environment changes254

(Yabushita and Allen, 1998) or spiral arm crossings (Shaviv, 2003a).255

So, one should expect corresponding climate variations on time-scales256

of millions of years. Indeed, Shaviv and Veizer (2003) have found a257

correlation between the cosmic ray flux and Earth temperature for the258

last 500 million years that can be related to the spiral arm crossings259

of the heliosphere occuring with a quasi-period of about 135 million260

years. Because there is no reason to expect that solar activity and, in261

turn, solar irradiance is triggered by spiral arm crossings or interstel-262

lar environment changes, any cosmic ray climate correlation on such263

time-scales is a strong argument in favour of cosmic ray forcing.264

3. Known Astronomical Effects265

Quite early the influence of interstellar clouds on the climate on Earth266

has been discussed (Shapley, 1921; Hoyle and Lyttleton, 1939; McCrea,267

1975; Eddy, 1976; Dennison and Mansfield, 1976; Begelman and Rees,268

1976; McKay and Thomas, 1978) and revisited by Yeghikyan and Fahr,269

Yeghikyan and Fahr (2004b, 2004a). A possible influence of interstellar270

dust particles on the climate was discussed in Hoyle (1984). A review of271

the possible long-term fluctuations of the Earth environment and their272

possible astronomical causes was given by McCrea (1981). The influence273

of a neutral interstellar particle fluxes on the terrestrial environment274

was studied by Bzowski et al. (1996)275

In the middle of the last century (Milankovitch, 1941) discussed the276

planetary influence on terrestrial climate, especially on the ice ages.277

The secular variations of the Earth’s orbital elements caused by the278

other planets, lead to periodically changes in the inclination and eccen-279

tricity (with the most significant periods of: 19, 23, 41, 100 400 kyr ),280
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which in turn affects the absorption of solar irradiation (the latitudinal281

dependence), insolation, the length of the seasons, etc. causing climatic282

changes, e.g. Berger (1991),Ruddiman (2006). These and other periods283

can be found in Figure 1 taken from Mitchell (1976). Concentrating on

Figure 1. Compilation of the climatic changes on Earth on all times scales (after
Mitchell 1976).

284

variations longer than one year in Figure 1 the different periods can be285

identified in the following ways: While the Milankovitch cycle is more or286

less confirmed, all periods for the external forcing of the climate listed287

above are still under debate. Recently, Lassen and Friis-Christensen288

(1995) pointed to the connection of the solar cycle length and the tem-289

perature variation in the northern hemisphere. These external effects290

have the major drawback, that up to now no detailed process is known291

which drives the related climate changes. The 2400–year period is prob-292

ably connected with the relative motion of the Sun around the center293

of mass (barycentre) of the solar system (Charvatova, 1990). The 30–294

Myr peak coincides with the galactic plane crossing of the heliosphere,295

and the (220–500)–Myr peak corresponds to the revolution period of296

the Sun around the galaxy (see section 6). In table I, some alternative297

explanations are listed, too.298

Other astronomical effects of sporadic nature are, for example, su-299

pernovae explosions (Ruderman, 1974), gamma-ray bursts (Thorsett,300

1995), and stellar encounters (Scherer, 2000) and will not be discussed301

further.302
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Table I. Possible astronomical or geological explanations of the different periods
observed in Figure 1.

Years Explanation

Astronomical Geological

10–20 solar cycle variations

100-400 long term solar variations

2400 motion of Sun around solar system
barycentre

deep-sea thermohaline
circulations

19000, 23000 precession parameter (Milankovitch
cycle)

41000 obliquity (Milankovitch cycle)

100000 eccentricity (Milankovitch cycle)

(30–60)×106 galactic plane crossing tectonism

(200–500)×106 orbital revolution of the Sun around
galactic center

tectonism

4. Structure of the Review303

The general physical ideas for cosmic ray acceleration and modula-304

tion together with magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) concepts are briefly305

presented in part II.306

In part III the problem of determining the local interstellar cosmic307

ray spectra is considered. This is done in two sections: First, in section 6308

the distribution of matter and stars in the galaxy along the orbit of the309

Sun and their influences on the cosmic ray flux is discussed (N. Shaviv).310

Second, in section 7 the galactic cosmic ray spectra inside and outside of311

galactic spiral arms are computed (H.-J. Fahr, H. Fichtner, K. Scherer).312

The heliospheric modulation of present-day interstellar spectra due313

to the solar activity cycle is subject of part IV. While in section 8 the314

time dependence of the modulation processes are described for the 11-315

and 22-year solar cycles (M.S. Potgieter), section 9 concentrates on the316

spatial aspect of the modulation, in particular its dependence on the317

outer heliospheric structure (U.W. Langner, M.S. Potgieter).318

For the considerations in part III and IV a stationary heliosphere319

was assumed. This approximation is dropped in part V. A general de-320

scription of hydrodynamic modeling of heliospheric plasma structures321

given in section 10 (H. Fichtner, T. Borrmann) is followed by section 11322
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with a presentation of results of hybrid modeling, including the kinetic323

transport equation of cosmic rays (S.E.S. Ferreira, K. Scherer).324

The interaction of cosmic rays with the environment of the Earth325

is studied in part VI. After discussing the magnetospheric and at-326

mospheric propagation of cosmic rays as well as the corresponding327

ionization and energy deposition in the atmosphere in section 12 (B.328

Heber, L. Desorgher, E. Flückiger), the production of cosmogenic nuclei329

is described in section 13 (J. Masarik, J. Beer).330

The imprints of cosmic rays on Earth and their implications for331

climate processes are subject of part VII. The emphasis in section 14332

is put on the storage of cosmogenic isotopes in various archives (K.333

Scherer, J. Beer), while in section 15 the evidence of cosmic ray driven334

climate effects on different time scales is presented (J. Veizer).335

In the final part VIII an attempt is made to identify and formulate336

the crucial questions in this new interdisciplinary field.337
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5. The Fundaments for the Quantitative Modelling341

The fundamental equations for quantitative studies are presented in the342

following two sections. The transport equation of cosmic rays discussed343

in the section 5.1 is used to describe the acceleration and propagation344

of cosmic rays through the galaxy as well as through the heliosphere.345

For the latter plasma structure the magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD)346

equations are presented in section 5.2 with their general assumptions.347

5.1. Cosmic Ray Transport348

The transport of cosmic rays is calculated by solving the transport349

equation (Parker, 1965)350

∂f

∂t
= ∇ ·

(

↔
κ ∇f

)

− (~v + ~vdr) · ∇f +
p

3
(∇ · ~v) ∂f

∂p
+ S(~r, ~p, t) (1)

The description is based on the isotropic phase space distribution func-351

tion f(~r, p, t) depending on location ~r, magnitude of momentum p and352

time t. Often instead of the momentum p the rigidity R = pc/q is353

used, with c and q denoting the speed of light and the particle charge,354

respectively. The equation contains, in addition to the effects of convec-355

tion velocity ~v and drift ~vdr in the magnetic field ~B a fully anisotropic356

diffusion tensor:357

↔
κ =





κ⊥r 0 0
0 κ⊥θ 0
0 0 κ‖



 (2)

This tensor, denoted here in spherical polar coordinates (r, θ, ϕ), is358

formulated with respect to the local magnetic field, see Fig. 2. Vari-359

ous suggestions for the explicit form of its elements have been made,360

Figure 2. Illustration of the elements of the diffusion tensor. The coefficient κ‖

describes the diffusion along the local magnetic field ~B.
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see, e.g., Burger and Hattingh (1998), Fichtner et al. (2000), Ferreira361

et al. (2001), Matthaeus et al. (2003), Bieber et al. (2004), or Shalchi362

and Schlickeiser (2004). The transport equation is generally solved363

numerically using mixed boundary conditions.364

For quantitative studies of interstellar-terrestrial relations it is nec-365

essary to have a model of a three-dimensional heliosphere, which is366

immersed in a dynamic local interstellar medium. There are at least two367

reasons why such model should be three-dimensional. First, a compre-368

hensive and self-consistent treatment of the cosmic ray transport must369

take into account the three-dimensional structure of the turbulent helio-370

spheric plasma and, second, the heliosphere can be in a disturbed state371

for which no axisymmetric description can be justified. The present372

state-of-the-art of the modelling of a dynamic heliosphere with a self-373

consistent treatment of the transport of cosmic rays is reviewed in374

Fichtner (2005). As is pointed out in that paper, the major challenge375

is the development of a three-dimensional hybrid model. This task re-376

quires, on the one hand, the generalisation of the modelling discussed377

in the following section and, on the other hand, the formulation of378

three-dimensional models of the heliospheric plasma dynamics.379

5.2. The Dynamical Heliosphere380

The model of the dynamical heliosphere is in most cases based on the381

following (normalized) magneto-hydrodynamical equations382

∂

∂t









ρ
ρ~v
e
~B









+ ∇ ·











ρ~v
ρ~v~v + (pth + 1

2 B
2)Î − ~B ~B

(e+ pth + 1
2 B

2)~v − ~B(~v · ~B)

~v ~B − ~B~v











=









Qρ

~Qρ~v

Qe

0









(3)

for each thermal component taken into account. Here, ρ is the mass383

density, ~v the velocity, e the total energy density and pth the thermal384

pressure of a given component. ~B is the magnetic field and Î the unity385

tensor. The terms Qρ, ~Qρ~v and Qe describe the exchange of mass, mo-386

mentum and energy between the thermal components and with the387

cosmic rays if present. For the closure of Eq. (3) an equation of state388

for each component is needed, for which usually the ideal gas equation389

is taken.390

Alternatively, the treatment of hydrogen atoms can be based on391

their kinetic transport equation:392

∂fH

∂t
+ ~w · ∇fH +

~F

mp
· ∇wfH = P − L (4)
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Here fH is the distribution function of hydrogen atoms with velocity ~w.393

The force ~F is the effect of gravity and radiation pressure, while P and394

L describe the sources and sinks, respectively. This equation takes into395

account, that the atoms may not collide sufficiently frequent, to allow396

a single-fluid approach (Baranov and Malama, 1993; Lipatov et al.,397

1998; Müller et al., 2000; Izmodenov, 2001). Heerikhuisen et al. (2006)398

have demonstrated, however, that a multifluid approach for hydrogen399

leads to a reasonable accurate description of the global heliosphere,400

comparable to the kinetic models.401

To keep computing time for the solution of Eqs. (3) affordable, in402

most cases the number of species in 3-D models is restricted to protons403

and neutral hydrogen atoms (Zank, 1999; Fahr, 2004; Izmodenov, 2004;404

Borrmann and Fichtner, 2005). In sophisticated MHD models, which405

nowadays have been developed (Ratkiewicz et al., 1998; Opher et al.,406

2004; Pogorelov, 2004; Pogorelov et al., 2004; Washimi et al., 2005),407

computing time is even more critical and therefore only protons are408

treated, except in Pogorelov and Zank (2005) who include also hydrogen409

atoms.410

In order to include more species the space dimension has to be411

reduced. In the 2-D hydrodynamic codes so far up to five species could412

simultaneously and self-consistently be included, namely in addition to413

protons and hydrogen also pickup ions (PUIs) as seed for the anomalous414

cosmic ray (ACR) component and the galactic cosmic rays (GCRs)415

(Fahr et al., 2000).416

Recent developments allow to combine the kinetic modeling of the417

cosmic ray transport equation (1) with the five species approach, re-418

sulting in a hybrid model (Scherer and Ferreira, 2005a; Scherer and419

Ferreira, 2005b; Ferreira and Scherer, 2005).420

The dynamics of the heliosphere includes time varying boundary421

conditions for both the solar activity cycle and the changing interstellar422

medium. The inner boundary condition determines the structure of423

the global heliosphere as well as the cosmic ray flux at the Earth on424

time scales of tens to thousands of years. For the longer periods, i.e.425

millions of years, the changes of the outer boundary conditions is more426

important. Details of modelling and its support by data are discussed427

in the following sections.428
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Part III429

Galactic Cosmic Rays430
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6. Long-term Variation431

The galactic cosmic ray flux reaching the outskirts of the Milky Way432

(MW) is often regarded as a constant. However, on long enough time433

scales, the galactic environment varies, and with it so does the density434

of cosmic rays in the vicinity of the solar system. In this section, we will435

concentrate on these variations, which are larger than the short term436

modulations by the solar wind. In particular, we expect variations from437

spiral arm passages over the 108 yr time scale, while Star Formation438

Rate (SFR) variations in the Milky Way are expected to be a dominant439

cause of Cosmic Ray Flux (CRF) variability on even longer time scales.440

We discuss here the expected variability over these scales, together with441

the empirical evidence used to reconstruct the actual variations. On442

shorter time scales, local inhomogeneities in the galactic environment443

or the occurrence of a nearby supernova can give rise to large variations.444

These variations will not be discussed since no definitive predictions yet445

exist nor do reliable reconstructions of the CRF on these shorter scales,446

which are still long relative to the cosmogenic records on Earth.447

6.1. Star Formation Rate448

The local and overall SFR in the MW is not constant. Variations in the449

SFR will in turn control the rate of supernovae. Moreover, supernova450

remnants accelerate cosmic rays (at least with energies . 1015 eV),451

and inject fresh high-Z material into the galaxy. Thus, cosmic rays and452

galactic nuclear enrichment, is proportional to the SFR.453

Although there is a lag of several million years between the birth454

and death of massive stars, this lag is small when compared to the455

relevant time scales at question. Over the “galactic short term”, i.e.,456

on time scales of 108 yr or less, the record of nearby star formation is457

“Lagrangian”, i.e., the star formation in the vicinity of the moving solar458

system. This should record passages through galactic spiral arms. On459

longer time scales, of order 109 yr or longer, mixing is efficient enough to460

homogenize the azimuthal distribution in the Galaxy (Wielen, 1977).461

In other words, the long-term star formation rate, as portrayed by462

nearby stars, should record the long term changes in the Milky Way463

SFR activity. These variations may arise, for example, from a merger464

with a satellite or a nearby passage of one.465

Scalo (1987), using the mass distribution of nearby stars, concluded466

that the SFR had peaks at 0.3 Gyr and 2 Gyr before present (BP).467

Barry (1988), and a more elaborate and recent analysis by Rocha-Pinto468

et al. (2000), measured the star formation activity of the Milky Way469
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using chromospheric ages of late type dwarfs. They found a dip between470

1 and 2 Gyr and a maximum at 2-2.5 Gyr b.p. (see also Fig. 3).471

The data in Fig. 3 are not corrected for selection effects (namely,472

the upward trend with time is a selection effect, favorably selecting473

younger clusters more of which did not yet dissolve). Since the clusters474

in the catalog used are spread to cover two nearby spiral arms, the475

signal arising from the passage of spiral arms is smeared, such that476

the graph depicts a more global SFR activity (i.e., in our galactic477

‘quadrant’). On longer time scales (1.5 Gyr and more), the galactic478

azimuthal stirring is efficient enough for the data to reflect the SFR in479

the whole disk. There is a clear minimum in the SFR between 1 and480

2 Gyr BP , and there are two prominent peaks around 0.3 and 2.2 Gyr481

BP . Interestingly, the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) perigalacticon482

should have occurred sometime between 0.2 and 0.5 Gyr BP in the483

last passage, and between 1.6 and 2.6 Gyr BP in the previous passage.484

This might explain the peaks in activity seen. This is corroborated with485

evidence of a very high SFR in the LMC about 2 Gyr BP and a dip at486

0.7-2 Gyr BP (Gardiner et al., 1994; Lin et al., 1995). Also depicted487

are the periods during which glaciations were seen on Earth: The late488

Archean (3 Gyr ) and mid-Proterozoic (2.2-2.4 Gyr BP ) which corre-489

late with the previous LMC perigalacticon passage (Gardiner et al.,490

1994; Lin et al., 1995) and the consequent SFR peak in the MW and491

LMC. The lack of glaciations in the interval 1-2 Gyr BP correlates492

with a clear minimum in activity in the MW (and LMC). Also, the493

particularly long Carboniferous-Permian glaciation, correlates with the494

SFR peak at 300 Myr BP and the last LMC perigalacticon. The late495

Neo-Proterozoic ice ages correlate with a less clear SFR peak around496

500-900 Myr BP . Since both the astronomical and the geological data497

over these long time scales have much to be desired, the correlation498

should be considered as an assuring consistency. By themselves, they499

are not enough to serve as the basis of firm conclusions.500

Another approach for the reconstruction of the SFR, is to use the501

cluster age distribution. A rudimentary analysis reveals peaks of ac-502

tivity around 0.3 and 0.7 Gyr BP , and possibly a dip between 1 and503

2 Gyr (as seen in Fig. 3). A more recent analysis considered better504

cluster data and only nearby clusters, closer than 1.5 kpc (de La Fuente505

Marcos and de La Fuente Marcos, 2004). Besides the above peaks which506

were confirmed with better statistical significance, two more peaks were507

found at 0.15 and 0.45 Gyr . At this temporal and spatial resolution,508

we are seeing the spiral arm passages. On longer time scales, cluster509

data reveals a notable dip between 1 and 2 Gyr (Shaviv, 2003a; de La510

Fuente Marcos and de La Fuente Marcos, 2004).511
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Figure 3. The history of the SFR. The squares with error bars are the SFR calculated
using chromospheric ages of nearby stars (Rocha-Pinto et al., 2000), which is one of
several SFR reconstructions available. These data are corrected for different selection
biases and are binned into 0.4 Gyr bins. The line and hatched region describe a 1-2-1
average of the histogram of the ages of nearby open clusters (using the Loktin et al.
(1994), catalog), and the expected 1-σ error bars.

6.2. Spiral Arm Passages512

On time scales shorter than those affecting global star formation in513

the Milky Way, the largest perturber of the local environment is our514

passages through the galactic spiral arms.515

The period with which spiral arms are traversed depends on the516

relative angular speed around the center of the galaxy, between the517

solar system with Ω⊙ and the spiral arms with Ωp:518

∆T =
2π

m |Ω⊙ − Ωp|
, (5)

where m is the number of spiral arms.519

Our edge-on vantage point is unfortunate in this respect, since it520

complicates the determination of both the geometry and the dynamics521

of the spiral arms. This is of course required for the prediction of the522
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spiral arm passages. In fact, the understanding of neither has reached523

a consensus.524

Claims in the literature for a 2-armed and a 4-armed structure are525

abundant. There is even a claim for a combined 2+4 armed structure526

(Amaral and Lepine, 1997). Nevertheless, if one examines the v−l maps527

of molecular gas, then it is hard to avoid the conclusion that outside528

the solar circle, there are 4 arms1 (Blitz et al., 1983; Dame et al.,529

2001). Within the solar circle, however, things are far from clear. This530

is because v−l maps become ambiguous for radii smaller than R⊙, such531

that each arm is folded and appears twice (R⊙ is the present distance532

of the Sun from the galactic center). Shaviv (2003a) has shown that533

if the outer 4 arms obey the simple density wave dispersion relation,534

such that they cannot exist beyond the 4:1 Lindblad resonances then535

two sets of arms should necessarily exist. In particular, the fact that536

these arms are apparent out to rout ≈ 2R⊙ necessarily implies that537

their inner extent, the inner Lindblad radius, should roughly be at R⊙.538

Thus, the set of arms internal to our radius should belong to a set other539

than the outer 4 arms.540

The dynamics, i.e., the pattern speed of the arms, is even less un-541

derstood than the geometry. A survey of the literature (Shaviv, 2003a)542

reveals that about half of the observational determinations of the rela-543

tive pattern speed Ω⊙ − Ωp cluster around 9 to 13 km s−1kpc−1, while544

the other half are spread between -4 and 5 km s−1kpc−1. In fact, one545

analysis revealed that both Ω⊙ −Ωp = 5 and 11.5 km s−1kpc−1 fit the546

data equally well (Palous et al., 1977).547

Interestingly, if spiral arms are a density wave (Lin and Shu, 1964),548

as is commonly believed (e.g., Binney and Tremaine, 1987), then the549

observations of the 4-armed spiral structure in HI outside the Galactic550

solar orbit (Blitz et al., 1983) severely constrain the pattern speed to551

satisfy Ω⊙ − Ωp & 9.1 ± 2.4 km s−1kpc−1, since otherwise the four552

armed density wave would extend beyond the outer 4:1 Lindblad reso-553

nance (Shaviv, 2003a).554

This conclusion provides theoretical justification for the smaller pat-555

tern speed. However, it does not explain why numerous different esti-556

mates for Ωp exist. A resolution of this “mess” arises if we consider the557

possibility that at least two spiral sets exist, each one having a different558

pattern speed. Indeed, in a stellar cluster birth place analysis, which559

allows for this possibility, it was found that the Sagittarius-Carina arm560

appears to be a superposition of two arms (Naoz and Shaviv, 2004).561

One has a relative pattern speed of Ω⊙ − ΩP,Carina,1 = 10.6+0.7
−0.5sys ±562

1 Actually, 3 are seen, but if a roughly symmetric set is assumed, then a forth
arm should simply be located behind the galactic center.
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1.6stat km s−1kpc−1 and appears also in the Perseus arm external to the563

solar orbit. The second set is nearly co-rotating with the solar system,564

with Ω⊙−ΩP,Carina,2 = −2.7+0.4
−0.5sys±1.3stat km s−1kpc−1. The Perseus565

arm may too be harboring a second set. The Orion “armlet” where the566

solar system now resides (and which is located in between the Perseus567

and Sagittarius-Carina arms), appears too to be nearly co-rotating with568

us, with Ω⊙ − Ωp,Orion = −1.8+0.2
−0.3sys ± 0.7stat km s−1kpc−1.569

For comparison, a combined average of the 7 previous measurements570

of the 9 to 13 km s−1kpc−1 range, which appears to be an established571

fact for both the Perseus and Sagittarius-Carina arms, gives Ω⊙−Ωp =572

11.1 ± 1 km s−1kpc−1. At reasonable certainly, however, a second set573

nearly co-rotating with the solar system exists as well.574

The relative velocity between the solar system and the first set of575

spiral arms implies that every ∼ 150 Myr , the environment near the576

solar system will be that of a spiral arm. Namely, we will witness more577

frequent nearby supernovae, more cosmic rays, more molecular gas as578

well as other activity related to massive stars. We will show below that579

there is a clear independent record of the passages through the arms of580

the first set. On the other hand, passages through arms of the second581

set happen infrequently enough for them to have been reliably recorded.582

To estimate the variable CRF expected while the solar system orbits583

the galaxy, one should construct a simple diffusion model which con-584

siders that the sources reside in the Galactic spiral arms. A straight585

forward possibility is to amend the basic CR diffusion models (e.g.,586

Berezinskĭı et al. (1990)) to include a source distribution located in the587

Galactic spiral arms. Namely, one can replace a homogeneous disk with588

an arm geometry as given for example by Taylor and Cordes (1993),589

and solve the time dependent diffusion problem as was done by Shaviv590

(2003a). Heuristically, such a model is sketched in Fig. 4.591

The main model parameters include a CR diffusion coefficient, a592

halo half width (beyond which the CRs diffuse much more rapidly)593

and of course the angular velocity Ω⊙ −Ωp of the solar system relative594

to the spiral arm pattern speed. The latter number is obtained from595

the above observations, while typical diffusion parameters include a CR596

diffusion coefficient of D = 1028cm2/s, which is a typical value obtained597

in diffusion models for the CRs (Berezinskĭı et al., 1990; Lisenfeld et al.,598

1996; Webber and Soutoul, 1998), or a halo half-width of 2 kpc, which599

again is a typical value obtained in diffusion models (Berezinskĭı et al.,600

1990). Note that given a diffusion coefficient, there is a relatively narrow601

range of effective halo widths which yields a Be age consistent with602

observations (Lukasiak et al., 1994).603

For the nominal values chosen in the diffusion model and the pattern604

speed found above, the expected CRF changes from about 25% of the605
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Figure 4. The components of the diffusion model constructed to estimate the Cosmic
Ray flux variation. We assume for simplicity that the CR sources reside in Gaussian
cross-sectioned spiral arms and that these are cylinders to first approximation. This
is permissible since the pitch angle i of the spirals is small. The diffusion takes place
in a slab of half width lH , beyond which the diffusion coefficient is effectively infinite.

current day CRF to about 135%. Moreover, the average CRF obtained606

in units of today’s CRF is 76%. This is consistent with measurements607

showing that the average CRF over the period 150-700 Myr BP , was608

about 28% lower than the current day CRF (Lavielle et al., 1999).609

Interestingly, the temporal behavior is both skewed and lagging after610

the spiral arm passages (Fig. 5). The lag arises because the spiral arms611

are defined through the free electron distribution. However, the CRs are612

emitted from which on average occur roughly 15 Myr after the average613

ionizing photons are emitted. The skewness arises because it takes time614

for the CRs to diffuse after they are emitted. As a result, before the615

region of a given star reaches an arm, the CR density is low since no616

CRs were recently injected in that region and the sole flux is of CRs that617

succeed to diffuse to the region from large distances. After the region618

crosses the spiral arm, the CR density is larger since locally there was a619

recent injection of new CRs which only slowly disperse. This typically620

introduces a 10 Myr lag in the flux, totaling about 25 Myr with the621

delay. This lag is actually observed in the synchrotron emission from622

M51, which shows a peaked emission trailing the spiral arms (Longair,623

1994).624
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Figure 5. The cosmic-ray flux variability and age as a function of time for
D = 1028 cm2/s and lH = 2kpc. The solid line is the cosmic-ray flux, the dashed
line is the age of the cosmic rays as measured using the Be isotope ratio. The
shaded regions at the bottom depict the location, relative amplitude (i.e., it is not
normalized) and width of the spiral arms as defined through the free electron density
in the Taylor and Cordes model. The peaks in the flux are lagging behind the spiral
arm crosses due to the SN-HII lag. Moreover, the flux distribution is skewed towards
later times.

6.3. Cosmic Ray Record in Iron Meteorites625

Various small objects in the solar system, such as asteroids or cometary626

nuclei, break apart over time. Once the newly formed surfaces of the627

debris are exposed to cosmic rays, they begin to accumulate spallation628

products. Some of the products are stable and simply accumulate with629

time, while other products are radioactive and reach an equilibrium630

between the formation rate and their radioactive decay. Some of this631

debris reaches Earth as meteorites. Since chondrites (i.e., stony mete-632

orites) generally “crumble” over . 108 yr, we have to resort to the rarer633

iron meteorites, which crumble over . 109 yr, if we wish to study the634

CRF exposure over longer time scales.635

The cosmic ray exposure age is obtained using the ratio between636

the amount of the accumulating and the unstable nuclei. Basically,637
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the exposure age is a measure of the integrated CRF, as obtained638

by the accumulating isotope, in units of the CRF “measured” using639

the unstable nucleus. Thus, the “normalization” flux depends on the640

average flux over the last decay time of the unstable isotope and not on641

the average flux over the whole exposure time. If the CRF is assumed642

constant, then the flux obtained using the radioactive isotope can be643

assumed to be the average flux over the life of the exposed surface.644

Only in such a case, can the integrated CRF be translated into a real645

age.646

Already quite some time ago, various groups obtained that the expo-647

sure ages of iron meteorites based on “short” lived isotopes (e.g., 10Be)648

are inconsistent with ages obtained using the long lived unstable isotope649

40 K , with a half life of ∼ 1 Gyr . In essence, the first set of methods650

normalize the exposure age to the flux over a few million years or less,651

while in the last method, the exposure age is normalized to the average652

flux over the life time of the meteorites. The inconsistency could be653

resolved only if one concludes that over the past few Myr , the CRF654

has been higher by about 28% than the long term average (Hampel655

and Schaeffer, 1979; Schaeffer et al., 1981; Aylmer et al., 1988; Lavielle656

et al., 1999).657

More information on the CRF can be obtained if one makes further658

assumptions. Particularly, if one assumes that the parent bodies of iron659

meteorites tend to break apart at a constant rate (or at least at a rate660

which only has slow variations), then one can statistically derive the661

CRF history. This was done by Shaviv (2003a), using the entire set of662

40 K dated iron meteorites. To reduce the probability that the breaking663

apart is real, i.e., that a single collision event resulted with a parent664

body braking apart into many meteorites, each two meteorites with a665

small exposure age difference (with ∆a ≤ 5×107 yr), and with the same666

iron group classification, were replaced by a single effective meteor with667

the average exposure age.668

If the CRF is variable, then the exposure age of meteorites will be669

distorted. Long periods during which the CRF was low, such that the670

exposure clock “ticked” slowly, will appear to contract into a short671

period in the exposure age time scale. This implies that the exposure672

ages of meteorites is expected to cluster around (exposure age) epochs673

during which the CRF was low, while there will be very few meteors in674

periods during which the CRF was high.675

Over the past 1 Gyr recorded in iron meteorites, the largest varia-676

tions are expected to arise from our passages through the galactic spiral677

arms. Thus, we expect to see cluster of ages every ∼ 150 Myr . The678

actual exposure ages of meteorites are plotted in Fig. 6, where periodic679

clustering in the ages can be seen. This clustering is in agreement with680
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Figure 6. The exposure age of iron meteorites plotted as a function of their phase
in a 147 Myr period. The dots are the 40 K exposure ages (larger dots have lower
uncertainties), while the stars are 36Cl based measurements. The K measurements
do not suffer from the long term “distortion” arising from the difference between
the short term (10 Myr ) CRF average and the long term (1 Gyr ) half life of K
(Lavielle et al. 1999). However, they are intrinsically less accurate. To use the Cl
data, we need to “correct” the exposure ages to take into account this difference.
We do so using the result of Lavielle et al. (1999). Since the Cl data is more
accurate, we use the Cl measurement when both K and Cl are available for a
given meteorite. When less than 50 Myr separates several meteorites of the same
iron group classification, we replace them with their average in order to discount for
the possibility that one single parent body split into many meteorites. We plot two
periods such that the overall periodicity will be even more pronounced. We see that
meteorites avoid having exposure ages with given phases (corresponding to epochs
with a high CRF). Using the Rayleigh Analysis, the probability of obtaining a signal
with such a large statistical significance as a fluke from random Poisson events, with
any period between 50 and 500 Myr , is less than 0.5%. The actual periodicity found
is 147 ± 6 Myr , consistent with both the astronomical and geological data.

the expected variations in the cosmic ray flux. Namely, iron meteorites681

recorded our passages through the galactic spiral arms.682

Interestingly, this record of past cosmic ray flux variations and the683

determination of the galactic spiral arm pattern speed is different in684

its nature from the astronomical determinations of the pattern speed.685
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This is because the astronomical determinations assume that the Sun686

remained in the same galactic orbit it currently occupies. The mete-687

oritic measurement is “Lagrangian”. It is the measurement relative to a688

moving particle, the heliosphere, which could have had small variations689

in its orbital parameters. In fact, because of the larger solar metalicity690

than the solar environment, the solar system is more likely to have691

migrated outwards than inwards. This radial diffusion gives an error692

and a bias when comparing the effective, i.e., “Lagrangian” measured693

Ω̃p, to the “Eulerian” measurements of the pattern speed:694

Ω̃p − Ωp = 0.5 ± 1.5 km s−1kpc−1 (6)

Taking this into consideration, the observed meteoritic periodicity, with695

P = 147±6 Myr , implies that Ω⊙−Ωp = 10.2±1.5sys ±0.5stat, where696

the systematic error arises from possible diffusion of the solar orbital697

parameters. This result is consistent with the astronomically measured698

pattern speed of the first set of spiral arms.699

7. Cosmic Ray Spectra inside and outside of Galactic Arms700

In this section we want to follow the line of argumentations of the701

previous one, but shall approach the problem based on more funda-702

mental physical considerations. The passage of the heliosphere through703

dense interstellar clouds has many interesting direct effects (see e.g.704

Yeghikyan and Fahr, 2003, 2004a, 2004b) and also influences via de-705

creased modulation the near-Earth flux intensities of GCRs and of706

anomalous cosmic rays (ACRs) (see Scherer, 2000, Scherer et al., 2001b,707

Scherer et al., 2001a). Here we study the problem of GCR spectra which708

are to be expected inside and outside of galactic arms.709

7.1. Accelerations at Shocks710

Shocks, for a long time already, have been recognized as effective astro-711

physical sites for particle acceleration. This is because particles, which712

strongly interact with scattering centers embedded in astrophysical713

magnetohydrodynamic plasma flows can easily and effectively profit714

from strong velocity gradients occuring in these flows. Most effective in715

this respect are velocity gradients which are established at astrophysical716

MHD shocks. One may characterize the transition from upstream to717

downstream velocities at such a shock by a typical transition scale δ and718

by the extent H of the whole region over which the acceleration pro-719

cedure is considered. Then the particle transport equation (1) given in720

section 5 needs to be solved for the case δ ≪ rg ≪ λ≪ H with rg and721
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λ being the gyroradius and the mean scattering length parallel to the722

background magnetic field, respectively. For a quasi one-dimensional723

shock, and for stationary conditions, at positions not too far from the724

shock it transforms into the following one-dimensional equation:725

u
∂f

∂x
− ∂

∂x

[

D‖ cos θ
∂f

∂x

]

=
1

3
(u+ − u−)δ(x)

∂f

∂ ln p
(7)

where ± denote the plasma parameters upstream (+) and downstream726

(−) of the shock structure, respectively, u is the corresponding plasma727

bulk speed, and D‖ the coefficient of spatial diffusion along the mag-728

netic field.729

Criteria, that in any case should be fulfilled by a formal solution of730

the above equation, are:731

A: steadiness of differential particle density at the shock, i.e.:732

f+(p, x = 0) = f−(p, x = 0)

B: Continuity of differential streaming at the shock, i.e.:733

[

uf − κ
df

dx

]

+,0
=

[

uf − κ
df

dx

]

−,0

C: Continuity of differential energy flow at the shock, i.e.:734

735

[

−u ∂f

∂ ln p3
− κ

df

dx

]

+,0

=

[

−u ∂f

∂ ln p3
− κ

df

dx

]

−,0

Far from the shock one may assume unmodulated spectra with736

asymptotic solutions given by f±(p, x→ ±∞) = f±∞(p). Downstream737

of the shock (x ≥ 0) it is expected that f is independent on x, i.e.:738

f = f+∞(p).739

Upstream of the shock (x ≤ 0), however, f must be expected to be740

modulated, i.e. given by:741

f = f−∞(p) + (f+∞(p) − f−∞(p)) exp

[

u−

∫ x

0

dx

κ

]

(8)

The full solution for f+∞(p) matching all the above requirements then742

is given by the following formal solution:743

f+∞(p) = qp−q
∫ p

0
f−∞(p′)p′(q−1)dp′ (9)

where the power index q is given by the expression: q = 3s/(s−1) with744

the shock compression ratio s given by: s = u−/u+.745
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Given the spectral distribution far upstream of the shock in the form746

f−∞(p) ∼ p−Γ with Γ ≤ q then Eq. (9) yields:747

f+∞(p) ∼ qp−q
∫ p

0
p′−Γp′q−1dp′ = qp−q

(

pq−Γ

q − Γ

)∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

p

0

=
q

q − Γ
p−Γ (10)

Assuming, on the other hand, that f−∞(p) ∼ p−Γ, with Γ = Γ0 ≤ q748

for p ≤ p0 only, and with Γ ≥ q for p ≥ p0, then Eq. (9) in contrast749

gives:750

f+∞(p) ∼ qp−q
[∫ p0

o
p′

q−Γ0−1
dp′ +

∫ p

p0

p′q−Γ−1dp′
]

(11)

with the solutions for751

f+∞(p) ∼



















q

q − Γ0
p−Γ0 ; p ≤ p0

qp−q
[

1

q − Γ0
pq−Γ0

0 +
1

q − Γ

∣

∣

∣pq−Γ − pq−Γ
0

∣

∣

∣

]

; p ≥ p0

(12)
which finally evaluates to:752

f+∞(p) ∼ q

Γ − q

(

p

p0

)−q
[

Γ − q

q − Γ0p
−Γ0

0 + p−Γ
0 + p

−Γ

0

(

p

p0

)−Γ
]

and simply is of the twin-power law form:753

f+∞(p) = A

(

p

p0

)−q

+B

(

p

p0

)−Γ

(13)

One should keep in mind that here Γ ≥ q was assumed, which makes754

it evident that the first term clearly is the leading term for p ≫ p0755

meaning that here one obtains a simple mono-power law:756

f+∞(p ≥ p0) ∼
q

Γ − q

(

p

p0

)−q [ Γ − q

q − Γ0
p−Γ0

0 + p−Γ
0

]

∼
(

p

p0

)−q

(14)

In the following this solution for the shock-related GCR distribution757

is to be applied to giant astrophysical shock waves like supernova blast758

waves sporadically running out from collapsing stars.759

7.2. Self-similar Blast Waves760

Supernova shock waves are considered in terms of spherical blast waves761

under the assumption of self-similarity (see Sedov, 1946). For the pur-762

pose of justifying this concept the outside pressure must be expected763

to be equal to P0 ≃ 0. The consideration starts with the adiabatic764
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Sedov phase which implies the initial explosion-induced SN energy765

release EB is converted into kinetic energy of the dynamics of the766

mass-accumulating SN shell. The problem in this adiabatic phase is767

fully determined by two quantities, namely EB and the mass density768

ρ0 of the unperturbed, pristine interstellar medium.769

In a spherically symmetric problem all hydrodynamic functions only770

are functions of the distance r from the SN explosion center and of the771

time t elapsed since the explosion event, and all solutions should allow a772

self-similar scaling by r(t) = α(t)r(t0). Since the quantity Ψ = EB/ρ0773

has the dimension [cm5 sec−2], one can thus introduce the following774

self-similar normalization:775

ξ = r/x(t) = r

(

ρ0

EBt2

)1/5

(15)

The special point Rs of the shock front location with the normalized776

value ξs as function of time hence behaves like:777

Rs(t) = ξs

(

EB

ρ0

)1/5

t2/5 (16)

As consequence from the above relation one easily derives the expansion778

velocity of the SN shock front by:779

u− =
dRs

dt
=

2

5

Rs

t
= ξs

2

5

(

EB

ρ0

)1/5

t−3/5 (17)

The upstream Mach number of the SN shock is permanently de-780

creasing with time after the explosion event according to:781

M(t) = M0

(

t

t0

)η−1

=
ηR0

t0C0

(

t

t0

)η−1

(18)

where η = 2/5 in a homogeneous low-pressure medium and M0 and C0782

are the initial SN shock Mach number and the sound velocity of the783

unperturbed interstellar medium. Roughly it can be estimated that784

the adiabatic Sedov expansion starts, when the initial SN explosion785

energy is converted into kinetic energy of the shell matter, i.e. when786

(4π/3)ρ0R
3
s0C

2M2
0 = ESN holds. This yields the time t0 after the787

explosive event t = 0 when the adiabatic phase of the shock expansion788

starts as related to the initial shock distance by:789

Rs0 = 13.5

(

mESN

ρ0

)1/5

t
2/5
0 [pc] (19)
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7.3. Galactic Cosmic Ray Spectra790

Based on a stochastic occurrence of SN events within the spiral arm791

regions it may be necessary, before an inner-arm particle spectrum can792

be estimated, to inspect various important time periods characterizing793

the course of relevant physical processes, like the SN-occurrence period,794

the SN shock passage time to the borders of the arm, the mean capture795

time of energetic particles within the arm region or the diffusion time,796

and the average particle acceleration time near the expanding SN shock797

surface.798

Starting from theoretical solutions of the cosmic ray transport equa-799

tion as presented by Axford (1981), O’C Drury (1983) or Malkov and800

O’C Drury (2001), where, as described above, a one-dimensional shock801

geometry is assumed, one finds the following upstream solution f−(x, p)802

for the spectrum of shock-accelerated energetic particles:803

f−(x, p) =
C

A

(

p

p0

)−q

exp

(

u−
κ(p)

x

)

(20)

Here C is a constant and the coordinate x denoting the linear dis-804

tance from the planar shock surface is counted negative in the direction805

upstream of the shock. The speed by which the shock passes over the806

galactic material amounts to u− and may be of the order of 1000 to807

2500 km/s. Downstream of the shock it is assumed that the spatial808

derivative of f+ vanishes, i.e. ∂f+/∂x ≃ 0, meaning that f+ ≃ const.809

The absolute value of the distribution function f− has not yet been810

specified. Thus the value C needs to be fixed such as to fulfill flux811

continuity relations at the shock expressing the fact that the total812

outflow Φ of the GCR fluxes to the left and to the right side of the813

SN shock (i.e. the sum of the upstream and downstream streamings,814

respectively, e.g. see Jokipii (1971), Gleeson and Axford (1968) has815

to be identical with the flux of particles above the injection threshold816

p = p0 which are convected from the upstream side into the shock817

and can serve as the seed of SN-accelerated GCRs. This requirement818

expresses in the form (see Fahr, 1990):819

∫ [

1

3
f−u− − 1

3
u−p

∂f−
∂p

− κ−
∂f−
∂x

]

p2dp

+

∫
[

1

3
f+u+ − 1

3
u+p

∂f+

∂p
− κ+

∂f+

∂x

]

p2dp = ε(p0)u+n+ (21)

where ε(p0)n+ is the number of particles with momenta pµ ≤ −p0820

upstream of the shock which can serve as seed of the GCRs. Evalu-821

ating the above equation with the expression for f± given in Eq. (20)822
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then, when reminding that at x = 0 the upstream and downstream823

distribution functions are identical, i.e. f− = f+ leads to:824

∫

u−f−

[

1

3
(1 +

1

s
)
4s − 1

s− 1
− 1

]

p2dp = ε(p0)u−n0 (22)

The above expression can finally be evaluated with the distribution825

function given by Eq. (20):826

s2 + 6s − 1

3(s2 − s)

∫

f0p
2dp =

s2 + 6s − 1

3(s2 − s)
Cp3

0

∫ ∞

1
x−

2+s
s−1 dx = ε(p0)n0 (23)

which delivers for the quantity C:827

C =
3sε(p0)n0

(3s2 + 2s− 3)p3
0

(24)

As a surprise the above result does not anymore show the explicit828

dependence of C on the upstream plasma velocity u−. This dependence,829

however, implicitly is hidden in the value p0 for the critical momentum830

of the particle injection into the shock acceleration. In order to inject831

particles into the diffusive acceleration process, it is necessary that these832

particles have the dynamic virtue due to which they are not simply833

convected over the electric potential wall of the SN shock but become834

reflected at this wall at least for the first time (see e.g. Chalov and835

Fahr, 1995, Chalov and Fahr, 2000). For this to happen the following836

relation simply needs to be fulfilled:837

1

2
m(u− − p0

m
)2 ≤ 1

2
m(u2

− − u2
+) ⇒ p0 ≥ mu−(1 −

√

1 − 1

s2
) (25)

The percentage of particles with momenta pµ ≤ −p0 in the shifted838

Maxwellian distribution function, describing particles comoving with839

the upstream plasma flow, is then given by;840

ǫ (p0) =
1

π1/2

∫ ∞

x0

exp(−x2)dx = 1 − 1√
π

erf(x0) = 1 − 1√
π

erf(κ(s)Ms)

(26)
where x2

0 = p2
0/2KT0m = mu2

−g
2(s)/2KT0 = κ2(s)M2

s . Here the fol-841

lowing notations have been used: g(s) = (1 − (1 − s−1)−1/2) with the842

Mach number of the upstream plasma defined by M2
s = mu2

−/γKT0.843

This finally delivers for C the expression:844

C = 3sn0
1 − π−1/2erf(κ(s)Ms)

(3s2 + 2s− 3)p3
0

(27)

This result expresses the fact that the absolute value of f− given845

by C is determined by the upstream flow velocity u−, the upstream846
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Mach number Ms, the compression ratio s as function of Ms and the847

upstream plasma density n0 which is known to be greater by a factor848

of about 10 in the spiral arms compared to inter-arm regions.849

To describe the evolution in time and space of spectra for GCRs orig-850

inating at SN shock waves one furthermore needs to know something851

about the evolution of the SN shock at its propagation in circumstellar852

space. Relying on the Sedov solution for the SN blast wave evolution853

at its propagation into the ambient interstellar medium one can de-854

scribe the propagation velocity U1 = U1(t) as a function of time by the855

following relation (see Krymskii, Krymskii (1977b, 1977a)):856

U1(t) =
2

5
(
2ESN

ρ1
)1/5t−3/5 (28)

where ESN denotes the total energy released by the SN explosion, and857

ρ1 is the ambient interstellar gas mass density ahead of the propagating858

shock.859

Keeping in mind that the compression ratio s as given by the Rankine-860

Hugoniot relations writes:861

s(t) =
(γ + 1)M2

1 (t)

(γ − 1)M2
1 (t) + 2

(29)

where M1(t) denotes the upstream Mach number depending on SN862

shock evolution time t and is given by:863

M2
1 (t) =

ρ1U
2
1 (t)

γP1
=

4

25

ρ
3/5
1

P1
(2ESN )2/5t−6/5 (30)

one can predict the temporal change ds/dt of the SN shock compression864

ratio. It then clearly turns out that the typical period τs by which the865

strength of the SN shock changes in time is large with respect to τa(p),866

i.e. that:867

τs = − s

ds/dt
≥ τa(p) =

6s

s− 1

κ1

U2
1

(31)

7.4. The Average GCR Spectrum inside Galactic Arms868

To calculate the average GCR spectrum for a casually placed space869

point within the galactic arm regions we shall assume that such a point870

is at a random distance with respect to casually occuring SN shock871

fronts, the latter being true as consequence of stochastic occurrences872

of SN explosions at random places in the arms. We shall denote the873

casual x-axis position of an arbitrary space point with respect to the874

center of a stochastic SN explosion by X. At time t, after the explosion875
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took place, the SN shock front has an actual x-axis position of Rx(t) =876
∫ t
0 U1(t

′)dt′ and thus the average GCR spectrum should be obtainable877

by the following expression:878

f(p) =
1

Xmaxtmax

∫ Xmax

Xmin

dX

∫ tmax

tmin

dt′C(t′)

[

(

p

p0

)−q(t′)

+B′
(

p

p0

)−Γ
]

× exp

[

−U1(X −Rx(t′))

κ(p)
H(Rx(t′) −X)

]

(32)

Here the function H(λ) is the well known step function with H(λ) = 0879

for positive values of λ.880

The quantity Xmax ≃ Ra is to determine the maximum distance881

which a stochastically placed detector point may have to the SN explo-882

sion center. This maximum distance, for physical reasons and in order883

to make the expression (32) statistically relevant, should be selected884

such that within the counted arm volume Vmax = πR2
aXmax during a885

time tmax one obtains the probability “1” for a next SN explosion to886

occur. With an SN- explosion rate ς per unit of time and volume within887

the arm region one then finds Xmax =
[

πR2
aςtmax

]−1
The quantity888

tmax is taken as the time after SN explosion till which the evolving SN889

shock front has upstream Mach numbers larger than or equal to 1 and890

thus accelerates GCRs. One can conclude that diffusive acceleration of891

GCRs can continue till the propagation speed U1(t) of the SN shock892

front falls below the local Alfvén speed vA1 impeding the pile-up of893

MHD turbulences which act as scattering centers for GCRs bouncing894

to and fro through the shock. From Eq. (30) one thus derives:895

tmax ≃
(

2ESN

ρ1

)1/3 (5

2
vA1

)−5/3

(33)

which for values given by Hartquist and Morfill (1983) (i.e. ESN =896

1051erg; ρ1/m = 10cm−3; vA1=106cm/s ) evaluates to tmax ≃ 6Myr.897

The distanceXmin denotes the SN shock distance from the SN explosion898

center at time tmin after explosion given by:899

tmin ≃
(

2ESN

ρ1

)1/3 (5

2
U1,max

)−5/3

(34)

where U1,max is the maximum SN shock speed just after shock forma-900

tion. For estimate purposes we may assume here that the following con-901

nection can be assumed
4π

3
X3

minρ1U
2
1,max = ESN and that a maximum902

shock speed of U1,max = 3500km/s can be adopted at the beginning of903

the Sedov phase.904
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7.5. Escape into the Interarm Region905

Assuming that the expression for f(p) given by the Eq. (32) is valid906

for all space points located within a cylindrical tube along the central907

axis of the spiral arm, i.e. f(p) represents an axially and temporally908

averaged GCR spectrum for all near axis points within a galactic arm,909

and adopting an arm-parallel magnetic field, then in addition to the910

very efficient spatial diffusion parallel to the magnetic field a much911

less efficient diffusion perpendicular to the field operates everywhere912

which eventually lets GCR particles escape into the interarm region.913

We describe this diffusion with respect to the cylindric coordinate r as914

a source-free, time-independent diffusion (∇ · (↔κ f) = 0) which gives915

in cylindrical coordinates916

(

rκ⊥
∂f

∂r

)

= const = (rκ⊥
∂f

∂r
)0 = −πr20

f0

τe
(35)

where r0 is the radius of an inner tube within which the distribution917

function f0 prevails, and where τe is the period of GCR escape into the918

interarm region. Then the solution for f = f(r) is obtained from the919

expression:920

f(r, p) = f(r0, p) +

∫ r

r0

const

r′κ⊥
dr′ = f(r0, p)

(

− πr20
τeκ⊥

ln(
r

r0
)

)

(36)

At the border r = Ra of the arm to the interarm region the identity921

at both sides of both GCR flux and the spectral intensity is required922

yielding the following two relations:923

Raκi⊥

∣

∣

∣

∣

∂fi

∂r

∣

∣

∣

∣

= Raκa⊥

∣

∣

∣

∣

∂fa

∂r

∣

∣

∣

∣

and |fi|Ra
= |fa|Ra

(37)

where κa⊥ and κi⊥ denote spatial diffusion coefficients in the arm and924

the interarm region, respectively. With these requirements one obtains925

the distribution function fi(r, p) in the interarm region as given in the926

form:927

fi(r, p) = f(r0, p)

[

1 − πr20
τe

(

1

κa⊥
ln

(

Ra

r0

)

+
1

κi⊥
ln

(

r

Ra

))

]

(38)

To achieve consistency with the assumptions made in the derivations928

above one should be able to justify a time-independence of the GCR929

distribution function, i.e. the fact that ∂f/∂t = 0 is assumed. From930

a simplified phase-space transport equation one can then derive the931

requirement that time-independence of f is achieved, if the average932
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galactic arm SN occurrence period τSN and the escape period τe are933

related by:934

τe =
τSN

(1 − 1
p3 qχn1τSN )

=
τSN

[1 + 4(pi0

p )3 τSN

τi0
]

(39)

where q = 3s/(s − 1) is the power index of the GCR spectrum and935

where the momentum loss of GCR particles due to gas ionisations has936

been assumed as ṗi ≃ −χn1p
−2, for details see Lerche and Schlickeiser,937

Lerche and Schlickeiser, Lerche and Schlickeiser (1982a, 1982c, 1982b).938

The second identity follows with q ≃ 4 and n1 ≃ 10cm−3 and τi0 =939

τi(pi0) = 108s and pi0 = p(100MeV ). The standard period τSN might940

be quantified by: τSN ≃ 1010s.941

Now we try to obtain a reasonably well supported value for the di-942

mension r0 within the above derived calculation. Going back to Eq. (35)943

one first finds:944

(

rκ⊥
∂f

∂r

)

Ra

≃ Raκ⊥
f0 − fRa

Ra
= πr20

f0

τe
(40)

from which with the help of Eq. (36) one furthermore derives945

πr20 = κ⊥τe
f0 − fRa

f0
= κ⊥τe

[

1 − 1 +
πr20
τeκ⊥

ln(
Ra

r0
)

]

(41)

simply requiring r0 = Ra/exp(1).946

With help of Eq. (39) one now can use Eq. (38) to display the947

spectral flux intensity of GCRs as function of the off axis-distance r948

from the axis of the galactic arms.949

Based on formula (38) one can estimate the variation of the galactic950

cosmic ray spectra along the trajectory of the Sun, in particular inside951

and outside galactic spiral arms. In a first step, we compute an arm952

spectrum from the expression953

ja(r0, p) = j(r⊙, p)

[

1 − πr20
τe

(

1

κa⊥
ln

(

Ra

r0

)

+
1

κi⊥
ln

(

r⊙
Ra

))

]−1

(42)
assuming that the present-day local interstellar spectrum derived from954

observations can be represented as (Reinecke et al., 1993)955

j(r⊙, p) = p2f(r⊙, p) =
12, 41 v/c

(Ek + 0.5E0)2.6
part./m2/s/srad/MeV (43)

where v is the speed of a proton with kinetic energy Ek in GeV and E0956

is the proton rest energy in GeV.957
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Figure 7. Galactic cosmic ray spectra inside and outside galactic spiral arms: the
solid line gives the present-day spectrum according to Reinecke et al. (1993), the
upper dashed line is the arm spectrum computed from formula 45 assuming that
the Sun is located 1 kpc outside the next main spiral arm, the lower dashed line
shows the spectrum in the middle between two arms, and the dash-dotted line is the
ratio of the arm to the interarm spectrum for a spiral arm radius of Ra=0.35 kpc,
r0=0.1 kpc, κi⊥ = 3 · 1028 cm2/s, and κa⊥ = 0.1κi,⊥, and τe = 7.1 · 106 a. The other
lines give the corresponding spectra for a 20% wider spiral arm.

For the present location of the Sun relative the next main spiral arm958

with radius Ra=0.35 kpc we use r⊙=1kpc. Interpreting the interarm959

diffusion coefficient as that one considered in galactic propagation mod-960

els we select a typical value of κi⊥ = 3 · 1028 cm2/s. For the diffusion961

coefficient inside an arm we adopt κa⊥ = 0.1κi⊥ corresponding to about962

three times higher turbulence level inside an arm than outside.963
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As we are computing spectral rather than just total flux variations,964

we have to take into account the dependence of the diffusion on rigidity965

P . We use966

κi⊥ = 1.5

(

P

P0

)ξ

; ξ =
aP + bP0

P + P0
(44)

which avoids the spectral break of the expression given by Büsching967

et al. (2005) and approximate the latter with the values a = 0.51 and968

b = −0.39.969

Because the time scale τe resulting from Eq. (41) is even shorter970

than τSN , its use in Eq. (38) would not be consistent with the diffusion971

time scale R2
a/κa⊥ = 7.1 · 106 yr, which we therefore use instead of τe.972

The resulting arm spectrum is shown as the upper dashed line973

in Fig. 7. From the latter we subsequently computed the spectrum974

approximately in the middle between to spiral arm from975

ji(rm, p) = j(ra, p)

[

1 − πr20
τe

(

1

κa⊥
ln

(

Ra

r0

)

+
1

κi⊥
ln

(

rm
Ra

))

]

(45)

with rm=3kpc resulting in the lower dashed curve in the figure. The976

dotted lines are at the same locations inside and outside an spiral977

arm but for a 20% greater Ra. That there is not much variation of978

the spectra in the interarm region is consistent with the rather high979

diffusion coefficient which cannot result in strong modulation over a980

few kpc.981

Obviously, we obtain the expected variation of factors two to seven982

depending on parameters, compare with the chapter 6. In our approach,983

however, this variation is computed as a function of kinetic energy, see984

the dash-dotted lines in the Fig. 7. Interestingly, the maximum vari-985

ation occurs at around 3 GeV , which means that also the modulated986

spectra at Earth should exhibit a variation. This modulation of the987

interstellar spectra within the heliosphere is the subject of the following988

part, while the interactions of CRs in the atmosphere are described in989

part VI.990
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Part IV991

Heliospheric Modulation992
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8. Propagation of Cosmic Rays inside the Heliosphere993

8.1. Solar Activity: 11-year and 22-year Cycles in Cosmic994

Rays995

In the heliosphere three main populations of cosmic rays, defined as996

charged particles with energies larger than 1 MeV, are found. They997

are: (1) Galactic cosmic rays, mainly protons and some fully ionized998

atoms, with a spectral peak for protons at about 2GeV at Earth.999

(2) The anomalous component, which is accelerated at the solar wind1000

termination shock after entering the heliosphere as neutral atoms that1001

got singly ionized. For a review of these aspects, see Fichtner (2001). (3)1002

The third population is particles of mainly solar origin, which may get1003

additionally accelerated by interplanetary shocks. A prominent strong1004

electron source of up to 50 MeV is the Jovian magnetosphere, with the1005

Saturnian magnetosphere much less pronounced.1006

We are protected again CRs by three well-known space “frontiers”,1007

the first one arguably the less appreciated of the three: (1) The solar1008

wind and the accompanying relatively turbulent heliospheric magnetic1009

field extending to distances of more than 500 AU in the equatorial plane1010

and to more than 250 AU in the polar plane. The heliospheric volume1011

may oscillate significantly with time depending on solar activity, and1012

where the solar system is located in the galaxy, see part V. (2) The1013

Earth’s magnetic field, which is not at all uniform, e.g. large changes in1014

the Earth’s magnetic field are presently occurring over southern Africa.1015

This means that significant changes in the cut-off rigidity at a given1016

position occur. These changes seem sufficiently large over the past 4001017

years that the change in CRF impacting the Earth may approximate1018

the relative change in flux over a solar cycle (Shea and Smart, 2004).1019

The magnetosphere also withstands all the space weather changes that1020

the Sun produces, and can reverse its magnetic polarity on the long-1021

term. (3) The atmosphere with all its complex physics and chemistry.1022

The cosmic ray intensity decreases exponentially with increasing at-1023

mospheric pressure. The Sun contributes significantly to atmospheric1024

changes through, e.g. variations in solar irradiance, and variations in1025

the Earth’s orbit (Milankovitch cycles).1026

The dominant and the most important variability time scale re-1027

lated to solar activity is the 11-year cycle. This quasi-periodicity is1028

convincingly reflected in the records of sunspots since the early 1600’s1029

and in the GCR intensity observed at ground and sea level since the1030

1950’s when neutron monitors (NMs) were widely deployed, especially1031

as part of the International Geophysical Year (IGY). These monitors1032

have been remarkably reliable, with good statistics, over five full 11-year1033
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Figure 8. Cosmic ray flux measured by the Hermanus NM (at sea-level with a cut-off
rigidity of 4.6 GV) in South Africa. Note the 11-year and 22-year cycles.

cycles. An example of this 11-year cosmic ray cycle is shown in Fig. 8,1034

which is the flux measured by the Hermanus NM in South Africa. The1035

intensity is corrected for atmospheric pressure to get rid of seasonal1036

and daily variations. This means that atmospheric pressure must also1037

be measured very accurately at every NM station.1038

In Fig. 8 another important cycle, the 22-year cycle, is shown. This1039

cycle is directly related to the reversal of the solar magnetic field during1040

each period of extreme solar activity and is revealed in CR modulation1041

as the alternating flat and sharp profiles of consecutive solar mini-1042

mum modulation epochs when the CR intensity becomes a maximum1043

(minimum modulation). The causes and the physics of the 11-year and1044

22-year cycles will be discussed below, but first a short discussion in1045

the context of this paper will be given about other variabilities related1046

to CRs in the heliosphere.1047

Short periodicities are evident in NM and other cosmic ray data,1048

e.g. the 25–27-day variation owing to the rotational Sun, and the daily1049

variation owing to the Earth’s rotation. These variations seldom have1050

magnitudes of more than 1% with respect to the previous quite times.1051

The well-studied corotating effect is caused mainly by interaction re-1052

gions (CIRs) created when a faster solar wind overtakes a previously1053

released slow solar wind. They usually merge as they propagate out-1054

wards to form various types of interaction regions, the largest ones1055
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are known as global merged interaction regions - GMIRs (Burlaga1056

et al., 1993). Such a GMIR caused the very large cosmic ray decrease1057

in 1991, shown in Fig. 8. They are related to what happened to the1058

solar magnetic field at some earlier stage and are linked to coronal1059

mass ejections (CMEs), which are always prominent with increased1060

solar activity but dissipate completely during solar minimum. They1061

propagate far outward in the heliosphere with the solar wind speed,1062

even beyond the solar wind termination shock around 90–95 AU. Al-1063

though CIRs may be spread over a large region in azimuthal angle,1064

they cannot cause long-term periodicities on the scale (amplitude) of1065

the 11 year cycle. An isolated GMIR may cause a decrease similar1066

in magnitude than the 11-year cycle but it usually lasts only several1067

months to about a year. A series or train of GMIRs, on the other hand,1068

may contribute significantly to modulation during periods of increased1069

solar activity, in the form of large discrete steps, increasing the overall1070

amplitude of the 11-year cycle (le Roux and Potgieter, 1995). The Sun1071

also occasionally accelerates ions to high energies but with a highly1072

temporal and anisotropic nature, which are known as solar energetic1073

particle (SEP) events.1074

The 11-year and 22-year cycles are modulated by longer term vari-1075

ability on time scales from decades to centuries, perhaps even longer.1076

There are indications of periods of 50–65 years and 90–130 years, also1077

for a periodicity of about 220 and 600 years. It is not yet clear whether1078

these variabilities should be considered “perturbations”, stochastic in1079

nature or truly time-structured to be figured as superpositions of sev-1080

eral periodic processes. Cases of strong “perturbations” of the con-1081

secutive 11-year cycles are the “grand minima” in solar activity, with1082

the prime example the Maunder Minimum (1645–1715) when sunspots1083

almost completely disappeared. Assuming the solar magnetic field to1084

have vanished or without any reversals during the Maunder minimum1085

would be an oversimplification as some studies already seem to illus-1086

trate (Caballero-Lopez et al., 2004; Scherer and Fichtner, 2004). The1087

heliospheric modulation of CRs could have continued during this period1088

but much less pronounced (with a small amplitude). It is reasonable1089

to infer that less CMEs, for example, occurred so that the total flux of1090

CRs at Earth then should have been higher than afterwards. However,1091

to consider the high levels of sunspot activity for the last few 11-year1092

cycles as unprecedented is still inconclusive. From Fig. 8 follows that1093

the maximum levels of CRs seem to gradually decrease.1094

The CRF is also not expected to be constant along the trajectory1095

of the solar system in the galaxy. Interstellar conditions, even locally,1096

should therefore differ significantly over long time-scales, for example,1097

when the Sun moves in and out of a spiral arm (Shaviv, 2003a, see also1098
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part III). The CRF at Earth is therefore expected to be variable over1099

time scales of 105 to 109 years (e.g. Scherer, 2000, Scherer et al., 2004,1100

and the references therein).1101

It is accepted that the concentration of 10Be nuclei in polar ice1102

exhibits temporal variations in response to changes in the flux of the1103

primary CRs (Beer et al., 1990, Masarik and Beer, 1999, and references1104

therein). McCracken et al. (2002, 2004) showed that the 10Be response1105

function has peaked near 1.8 GeV/nucleon since 1950. They also claim1106

that the NM era represents the most extreme cosmic ray modulation1107

events over the past millennium and that this period is not the typical1108

condition of the heliosphere. There is the hypothesis that short-term1109

(one month or less) increases in the nitrate component of polar ice1110

are the consequence of SEPs (Shea et al., 1999). The observed concen-1111

tration of 10Be is also determined by both production and transport1112

processes in the atmospheric, and a terrestrial origin for many of the1113

noticeable enhancements in 10Be is possible, a major uncertainty that1114

inhibits the use of cosmogenic isotopes for the quantitative determina-1115

tion of the time variations of galactic CRs on the same scales for which1116

10Be is available.1117

Exploring cosmic ray modulation over time scales of hundreds of1118

years and during times when the heliosphere was significantly differ-1119

ent from the present epoch is a very interesting development. Much1120

work is still needed to make the apparent association (correlations)1121

more convincing, being very complex is well recognized, than what e.g.1122

McCracken et al. (2004) and Usoskin and Mursula (2003) discussed.1123

However, the association between the 10Be maxima and low values of1124

the sunspot number is persuasive for the Maunder and Dalton minima.1125

8.2. Causes of the 11- and 22-year Modulation Cycles1126

Although there is a large number of solar activity indices, the sunspot1127

number is the most widely used index. From a CR modulation point1128

of view, sunspots are not very useful, because the large modulation ob-1129

served at Earth is primarily caused by what occurs, in three-dimensions,1130

between the outer boundary (heliopause) and the Earth (or any other1131

observation point). In this sense the widely used “force-field” modula-1132

tion model (e.g. Caballero-Lopez and Moraal, 2004) is very restricted,1133

ignoring all the important latitudinal modulation effects e.g., perpen-1134

dicular diffusion, gradient and curvature drifts.1135

Our present understanding of cosmic ray modulation is based on1136

the cosmic ray transport equation (1). For this equation, with a full1137

description of the main modulation mechanisms and the main physics1138

behind them, the reader is referred to Potgieter (1995, 1998) and Fer-1139
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reira and Potgieter (2004), and the references therein, for more details1140

see section 5. The individual mechanisms are well-known but how1141

they combine to produce cosmic ray modulation, especially with in-1142

creasing solar activity, is still actively studied. Basically it works as1143

follows. GCRs scatter from the irregularities in the heliospheric mag-1144

netic field as they attempt to diffuse from the heliospheric boundary1145

toward the Earth. With these irregularities frozen into the solar wind,1146

the particles are convected outward at the solar wind speed. In the1147

process, they experience adiabatically energy losses, which for nuclei1148

can be quite significant. Gradient and curvature drift is the fourth1149

major mechanism, and gets prominent during solar minimum condi-1150

tions when the magnetic field becomes globally well structured. In the1151

A > 0 drift cycle (see Fig. 8) the northern field points away from1152

the Sun, consequently positively charged particles drift mainly from1153

high heliolatitudes toward the equatorial plane and outward primarily1154

along the current sheet, giving the typical flat intensity-time profiles.1155

The current (neutral) sheet separates the field in two hemispheres and1156

becomes progressively inclined and wavy, due to solar rotation, with1157

increasing solar activity (Smith, 2001). The extent of inclination or1158

“tilt angle” changes from about 10◦ at solar minimum to 75◦ at solar1159

maximum (theoretically 90◦ is possible but the current sheet on the1160

Sun becomes unrecognizable long before then; Hoeksema, 1992). In the1161

A < 0 cycle the drift directions are reversed, so that when positive1162

particles drifting inward along the wavy current sheet, the intensity at1163

Earth becomes strongly dependent on the tilt angle and consequently1164

exhibits a sharp intensity-time profile for about half of the 11-year1165

cycle. For negatively charged particles the drift directions reverse so1166

that a clear charge-sign dependent effect occurs, a phenomenon that1167

has been confirmed by observations from the Ulysses mission for more1168

than a solar cycle (Heber et al., 2003). The CRF thus varies in anti-1169

correlation with the 11-year solar activity cycle indicating that they are1170

indeed modulated as they traverse the heliosphere. The extent of this1171

modulation depends on the position and time of the observation, and1172

strongly on the energy of the cosmic rays. The 22-year cycle, originating1173

from the reversal of the solar magnetic field roughly every 11 years, is1174

superimposed on the 11-year cycle with an amplitude less than 50% of1175

the 11-year cycle. As shown in Fig. 8, the NM intensity-time profiles1176

exhibit the expected peak-like shapes around the solar minima of 19651177

and 1987 (A < 0), while around 1954, 1976 and 1998 (A > 0) they1178

were conspicuously flatter. Shortly after the extraordinary flat profile1179

around 1976 was observed, two research groups, in Arizona (Jokipii1180

et al., 1977) and in South Africa, quickly recognized that gradient and1181

curvature drifts, together with current sheet drifts, could explain these1182
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features (Potgieter and Moraal, 1985, and references therein). After the1183

revealing of drifts as a major modulation mechanism, the “tilt angle”1184

of the current sheet, being a very good proxy of its waviness which on1185

its turn is directly related to solar activity, has became the most useful1186

solar activity “index” for cosmic ray studies.1187

While the cosmic ray intensity at NM energies are higher in A < 01188

cycles at solar minimum than in the A > 0 cycles - see Fig. 8 - the1189

situation is reversed for lower energies e.g., for 200 MeV protons, con-1190

firmed by spacecraft observations. This requires the differential spectra1191

of consecutive solar minima to cross at energies between 1 and 5GeV1192

(Reinecke and Potgieter, 1994). The maxima in these spectra also shift1193

somewhat up or down in energy depending on the drift cycle because1194

the energy losses are somewhat less during A > 0 cycles than during1195

A < 0 cycles. Convincing experimental evidence of drift effects followed1196

since the 1970’s, e.g. when it was discovered that NM differential spec-1197

tra based on latitude surveys showed the 22-year cycle, and when the1198

intensity-time profiles of cosmic ray electrons depicted the predicted1199

“opposite” profiles. It further turned out that the A > 0 minimum in1200

the 1990’s was not as flat as in the 1970’s, by allowing the solar minima1201

modulation periods to be less drift dominated, as predicted (Potgieter,1202

1995). This fortuitous flat shape during of the 1970’s is therefore not1203

entirely owing to drifts but also to the unique unperturbed way in1204

which solar activity subsided after the 1969-70 solar maximum. The1205

period from 1972–1975 became known as a “mini-cycle”, interestingly1206

close to the 5-year cycle that McCracken et al. (2002) reported. It is1207

also known that the sharp profiles are consistently asymmetrical with1208

respect to the times of minimum modulation, with a faster increase1209

in cosmic ray flux before than after the minima (about 4 years to 71210

years, respectively). The 11-year solar cycle thus has an asymmetric1211

shape, also evident from “tilt angle” calculations, and should therefore1212

be evident in the cosmogenic archives.1213

In the mid-1990’s, le Roux and Potgieter (1995) illustrated that1214

the waviness of the current sheet cannot be considered the only time-1215

dependent modulation parameter because large step decreases occurred1216

in the observed CR intensities (McDonald et al., 1981). These steps1217

are prominent during increased solar activity when the changes in1218

the current sheet are no longer primarily responsible for the modu-1219

lation. In order to successfully model CR intensities during moderate1220

to higher solar activity requires some form of propagating diffusion1221

barriers (PDBs). The extreme forms of these diffusion barriers are the1222

GMIRs, mentioned above. They also illustrated that a complete 11-year1223

modulation cycle could be reproduced by including a combination of1224

drifts and GMIRs in a time-dependent model. The addition of GMIRs1225
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convincingly explains the step-like appearance in the observed cosmic1226

ray intensities. The periods during which the GMIRs affect long-term1227

modulation depend on the radius of the heliosphere, their rate of oc-1228

currence, the speed with which they propagate, their amplitude, their1229

spatial extent, especially in latitude, and finally also on the background1230

turbulence (diffusion coefficients) they encounter. Drifts, on the other1231

hand, dominate the solar minimum modulation periods so that during1232

an 11-year cycle there always is a transition from a period dominated1233

by drifts to a period dominated by diffusive propagating structures.1234

During some 11-year cycles these periods of transition happen very1235

gradually, during others it can be very quickly, depending on how the1236

solar magnetic field transforms from a dominating dipole structure to1237

a complex higher order field. For reviews on long-term modulation, see1238

e.g. Heber and Potgieter (2000) and Potgieter et al. (2001).1239

If there is a direct relation between 10Be concentrations and CRs1240

impacting Earth, large decreases like the one in 1991 which reduced1241

the flux of relatively high energy significantly, should show up in the1242

time-profiles of 10Be.1243

A third improvement in our understanding of 11-year and 22-year1244

cycles came when Potgieter and Ferreira (2001) generalized the PDBs1245

concept by varying also all the relevant diffusion coefficients with an1246

11-year cycle, in a fully time-dependent model directly reflecting the1247

time-dependent changes in the measured magnetic field magnitude at1248

Earth. These changes were propagated outwards at the solar wind speed1249

to form effective PDBs throughout the heliosphere, changing with the1250

solar cycle. This approach simulated an 11-year modulation cycle suc-1251

cessfully for cosmic ray at energies > 10 GeV, but it resulted in far less1252

modulation than what was observed at lower energies. They therefore1253

introduced the compound approach, which combines the effects of the1254

global changes in the heliospheric magnetic field magnitude, related1255

to all diffusion coefficients, with global and current sheet drifts in a1256

complex manner, not merely approximately proportional to 1/B, with1257

B the magnetic field magnitude, to produce realistic time-dependent1258

relations between the major modulation parameters (Ferreira and Pot-1259

gieter, 2004). This approach has so far provided the most successful1260

modeling of the 11-year and 22-year cycles. An example is given in1261

Fig. 9, where the 11-year simulation done with the compound numerical1262

model is shown compared to the Hermanus NM count rates expressed1263

as percentage values for the period of 1980–1992.1264

This inversion CR-B method is used to derive values of the solar1265

magnetic field back in time, after the modulation model is calibrated1266

to CR observations, typically for minimum modulation like in May1267

1965, and further by assuming a direct relation between CRs and the1268
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Figure 9. Model computations, based on the compound approach (Ferreira and
Potgieter, 2004), shown with the Hermanus NM count rates expressed as percentage
values for 1980–1992. Shaded areas indicate when the solar magnetic field polarity
was not well defined.

long-term cosmogenic isotope time-profiles. This produces interesting1269

results but further investigation is required because these computations1270

are highly model dependent. It is apparent that for the reconstruction1271

of sunspot numbers from the rate of cosmogenic isotopes, one needs to1272

take into account drift effects described above. Using sunspot numbers1273

as a proxy for the long-term changes in the interplanetary magnetic1274

field over long periods of time and hence the cosmic ray intensity is not1275

reasonable.1276
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The structural features and geometry of the heliosphere, including1277

the solar wind termination shock, the heliosheath and heliopause, es-1278

pecially their locations, also influence the cosmic ray fluxes at Earth.1279

This is the topic of the next section. Together with these features, one1280

has to take into account the possible variability of the local interstellar1281

spectrum for the various cosmic ray species as the heliosphere moves1282

around the galactic center as discussed in part III. The impact of these1283

global heliospheric features on very long-term cosmic ray modulation1284

will be intensively studied in future, with the interest already being1285

enhanced by the recent encounter (Stone et al., 2005) of the solar wind1286

termination shock of the Voyager 1 spacecraft.1287

9. Effects of the Heliospheric Structure and the Heliopause1288

on the Intensities of Cosmic Rays at Earth1289

As the heliosphere moves through interstellar space, various changes1290

in its environment could influence and change its structure. In this1291

section the purpose is to show how changes in the geometrical structure1292

of the heliosphere can affect the modulation of cosmic rays at Earth1293

from a test particle model point of view. The next two subsections1294

will discuss the hydrodynamic point of view. The main focus will be1295

on the modulation effects of the outer heliospheric structures: (1) The1296

solar wind termination shock (TS) where charged particles are getting1297

re-accelerated to higher energies. (2) The outer boundary (heliopause)1298

where the local interstellar spectra (LIS) of different particle species1299

are encountered; and (3) the heliosheath, the region between the TS1300

and the heliopause. The TS is described as a collisionless shock, i.e.1301

a discontinuous transition from supersonic to subsonic flow speeds of1302

the solar wind, in order for the solar wind ram pressure to match the1303

interstellar thermal pressure, accompanied by discontinuous increases1304

in number density, temperature and pressure inside the heliosheath.1305

The heliopause is a contact discontinuity; a surface in the plasma1306

through which no mass flow occurs, and which separates the solar and1307

interstellar plasmas. For a review of these features, see Zank (1999) and1308

also part V.1309

With the recent crossing of the TS by the Voyager 1 spacecraft at1310

≈94AU a compression ratio, between the upstream and downstream1311

solar wind plasmas, was measured between ≈2.6 (Stone et al., 2005)1312

and ≈3 (Burlaga et al., 2005). This implies that the TS is rather weak,1313

as assumed in our modeling. The TS may move significantly outwards1314

and inwards over a solar cycle (Whang et al., 2004). Many factors1315

influence the position of the heliopause, making it less certain, but it1316
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Figure 10. Solutions for a symmetric (red curves) and an asymmetric heliosphere
(black curves) shown for the nose region (α = 20◦), for solar minimum conditions
(α = 90◦), and for the A > 0 polarity cycle (top panels) and the A < 0 polarity
cycle (bottom panels), respectively. Left panels: Energy spectra at radial distances of
1AU, 60 AU, at the TS position and at the LIS position. Right panels: Differential
intensities as a function of radial distance at energies of 16 MeV, 200 MeV, and
1GeV, respectively. Here rs = 90 AU and rHP = 120 AU for both heliospheric
shapes, but only in the nose direction, for the asymmetrical shape rs = 100 AU and
rHP = 180 AU in the tail direction. The LIS is specified at rHP . (From Langner and
Potgieter 2005b).

is probably at least 30–50 AU beyond the TS in the nose direction,1317

the region in which the heliosphere is moving, but significantly larger1318

in the tail direction of the heliosphere, because the dimensions of the1319

heliosphere should be affected by its relative motion through the local1320

interstellar medium (Scherer and Fahr, 2003; Zank and Müller, 2003).1321

The configuration and position of the TS and the heliopause will also1322

change if the heliosphere would move in and out of a denser region in1323

the interstellar medium, like a crossing of the galactic spiral arm.1324

The effects on the intensities of CRs at Earth of some assumptions1325

and unknowns in heliospheric modeling are shown in this part; these1326

effects may just as well be interpreted as caused by changes in the local1327

interstellar space.1328
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9.1. Modulation Models1329

Modulation models are based on the numerical solution of the time-1330

dependent CR transport equation (Parker, 1965), see also section 5.1331

The details of the model used to obtain the results shown below, were1332

discussed by Langner et al. (2003) and Langner and Potgieter (2005c).1333

Eq. (1) was solved time-dependently as a combined diffusive shock1334

acceleration and drift modulation model, neglecting any azimuthal de-1335

pendence. The heliospheric magnetic field (HMF) was assumed to have1336

a basic Archimedian geometry in the equatorial plane, but was mod-1337

ified in the polar regions similar to the approach of Jokipii and Kota1338

(1989). The solar wind was assumed to be radially outward, but with1339

a latitudinal dependence. The current sheet tilt angle α was assumed1340

to represent solar minimum modulation conditions when α = 10◦, and1341

solar maximum when α = 75◦, for both the magnetic polarity cycles,1342

respectively called A > 0 (e.g. ≈1990–2001) and A < 0 (e.g. 1980–1343

1990). The position of the outer modulation boundary (heliopause) was1344

assumed at rHP = 120 AU, except where explicitly indicated, where1345

the proton LIS of Strong et al. (2000) was specified, or the interstellar1346

spectra of Moskalenko et al. (2002, 2003) for boron (B) and carbon (C).1347

The position of the TS was assumed at rs = 90 AU, with a compression1348

ratio s = 3.2 and a shock precursor scale length of L = 1.2 AU (Langner1349

et al., 2003), except where explicitly indicated.1350

9.2. Changes in the Shape of the Heliosphere1351

An example of the effects on galactic CR protons at Earth due to1352

a change in the shape of the heliosphere is illustrated in Fig. 10 for1353

both HMF polarity cycles for α = 10◦. The shape of the heliosphere1354

is changed from symmetrical, with rHP = 120 AU and rs = 90 AU, to1355

asymmetrical with rHP = 120 AU and rs = 90 AU in the nose direction1356

and rHP = 180 AU and rs = 100 AU in the tail direction. In the left1357

panels the energy spectra are shown at radial distances of 1 AU, 60 AU,1358

and at rs and rHP . In the right hand panels the differential intensities1359

are shown at energies of 16 MeV, 200 MeV, and 1 GeV, respectively.1360

The 16 MeV profiles are shown for illustrative purposes only.1361

The comparison of these spectra illustrates that no significant dif-1362

ference occurs for the A > 0 cycle for solar minimum between a sym-1363

metrical and asymmetrical heliosphere, despite a difference of a factor1364

of 1.5 in the position of the heliopause in the equatorial tail direction;1365

even when the heliopause is moved from 120 AU to 200 AU and the TS1366

from 90 AU to 105 AU. For the A < 0 polarity cycle differences remain1367

insignificant in the nose direction, but they increase towards the Sun1368

with decreasing radial distances, for all latitudes. Changes in the shape1369
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of the heliosphere therefore have an influence on the CR intensities at1370

Earth, although relatively small (Langner and Potgieter, 2005c).1371

9.3. Changes in the Size of the Heliosheath1372

In Fig. 11 the computed spectra for galactic protons are shown for1373

both magnetic polarity cycles and for solar minimum conditions with1374

α = 10◦. The spectra and differential intensities are shown at the1375

same distances and energies as in Fig. 11. The LIS is specified first1376

at rHP = 120 AU and then with rHP = 160 AU. All the modulation1377

parameters including the diffusion coefficients were kept the same for1378

both situations. Qualitatively the results for the different heliopause1379

positions look similar, but quantitatively they differ, especially as a1380

function of radial distance. The spectra for rHP = 120 AU in all four1381

panels are higher than for the 160 AU position. The differences between1382

the differential intensities are most prominent for energies ≤1GeV and1383

increase with decreasing energy indicative of the wider heliosheath. In1384

the equatorial plane the TS effects are most prominent in the A < 01385

cycle judged by the amount and at what energies the spectra at 90 AU1386

and even at 60 AU exceed the LIS value. This “excess” effect is reduced1387

when the heliopause is moved further out. As a function of radial1388

distance these effects are quite evident for the chosen energies, e.g.1389

the 0.20 GeV intensities are lower at all radial distances.1390

The “barrier” effect, the sharp drop in intensities over relatively1391

small radial distances in the outer heliosphere, becomes more promi-1392

nent (covers a larger distance) when the heliopause is moved outward,1393

especially during the A > 0 cycles when it happens over an extended1394

energy range. The width of this modulation “barrier” is dependent1395

on the modulation conditions (diffusion coefficients) close to the outer1396

boundary. For energies ≤200 MeV most of the modulation happens in1397

the heliosheath for both cycles, but especially because of the barrier1398

covering relatively small distances near the heliopause during the A > 01399

cycle. For CR intensities at Earth the position of the TS proved to1400

be not as significant as the position of the heliopause (Langner and1401

Potgieter, 2004; Langner and Potgieter, 2005a; Langner and Potgieter,1402

2005b).1403

9.4. Changes in the Termination Shock Compression Ratio1404

The modulation obtained with the TS model with respect to the carbon1405

LIS, as a typical example of the modulation of CR nuclei, is shown in1406

the left panels of Fig. 12 Potgieter and Langner (2004) for boron spec-1407

tra, with a detailed discussion. The spectra and differential intensities1408

are now also shown for α = 75◦, for a model with a TS and then1409
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Figure 11. Left panels: Computed differential intensities for galactic protons with
α = 10◦ as a function of kinetic energy for both polarity cycles, at 1 AU, 60 AU, and
the TS location (bottom to top) in the equatorial plane (θ = 90◦). Right panels:
The corresponding differential intensities as function of radial distance for 0.016, 0.2
and 1.0 GeV, respectively at the same latitude as in the left panels. The TS is at
90AU, as indicated, with the LIS specified at 120 AU (red lines) and 160 AU (black
lines), respectively. (From Langner and Potgieter 2005a).

without a TS, respectively. The modulation of C is clearly affected by1410

incorporating a TS. Note the manner in which the modulation changes1411

from solar minimum to moderate solar maximum activity and how the1412

effects increase with solar activity.1413

The effect of the TS on the modulation of C is for the larger part1414

of the heliosphere significant; it drastically decreases the intensities at1415

lower energies (e.g. at 100 MeV/nuc) but increases it at higher energies1416

(e.g. at 1 GeV/nuc), as the lower energy particles are being accelerated1417

to higher energies. The adiabatic spectral slopes are also altered in the1418

process. The intensities at low energies are, therefore, lower at Earth1419

with the TS than without it in the A > 0 polarity cycle, but not for the1420

A < 0 cycle, because in this cycle the low energy particle population1421

are supplemented by the modulation of the larger population of high1422

energy particles at the TS, emphasizing the role of particle drifts. These1423

differences can be seen at Earth, and it is clear that a change in the1424

compression ratio will have consequences on the intensities at Earth.1425
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Figure 12. Left panels: Computed spectra for galactic carbon for both polarity
cycles, at 1 AU, 60AU and 90AU (bottom to top) in the equatorial plane. Right
panels: Corresponding differential intensities as a function of radial distance for
0.016, 0.2 and 1.0 GeV, respectively. The TS is at 90AU, as indicated, with the LIS
(blue lines) at 120 AU, with α = 10◦ and 75◦, respectively. Solutions without a TS
are indicated by black lines for the same radial distances and energies. Note the
scale differences. (From Potgieter and Langner, 2004).
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The differences between the two approaches are most significant with1426

E ≤ 100 MeV/nuc and r ≥ 60 AU. Similar results were found for CR1427

protons and helium (He) (Langner et al., 2003; Langner and Potgieter,1428

2004).1429

9.5. Modulation in the Heliosheath1430

Also shown in the right panels of Fig. 12 is that the modulation in1431

the heliosheath is an important part of the total modulation for C.1432

Barrier type modulation is caused by the heliosheath as was previously1433

mentioned for galactic protons. It differs significantly for different en-1434

ergies, from almost no effect at high energies to the largest effect at low1435

energies, and with changes in HMF polarity cycle. The TS plays in this1436

regard a prominent role and can be regarded as a main contributor to1437

the barrier modulation effect at low energies. For a discussion of these1438

effects for protons, see Langner et al. (2003).1439

In Fig. 13 the computed modulation to take place in the heliosheath,1440

between rb and rs, is compared to what happens between rb and 1AU1441

(LIS to Earth) and between rs and 1 AU (TS to Earth). This compari-1442

son is emphasized by showing in this figure the intensity ratios jLIS/j1,1443

jLIS/j90 and j90/j1 for B and C in the equatorial plane for both polarity1444

cycles with α = 10◦. Note that for a few cases the ratios become less1445

than unity. Obviously, all these ratios must converge at a high enough1446

energy where no modulation takes place. According to this figure a1447

significant level of modulation occurs in the heliosheath when A > 01448

with E ≤ 200 MeV/nuc for solar minimum (α = 10◦). This is also true1449

for A < 0 but at a somewhat lower energy. The level of modulation in1450

the heliosheath decreases significantly for E > 200 MeV/nuc in contrast1451

with that of j90/j1 for the A < 0 cycle but to a lesser extent for the1452

A > 0 cycle. From this it is clear that the heliosheath can play an1453

important role for CR intensities at Earth, because at low energies1454

most of the modulation of CRs happens in this region.1455

9.6. Changes in the Local Interstellar Spectrum1456

By comparing the energy spectra and radial dependence of the intensi-1457

ties for the chosen energies in Fig. 14 it can be seen that the modulation1458

for B and C differs as a function of radial distance. This is primarily1459

because of the much steeper spectral slope for the local interstellar1460

spectrum (LIS) below 100 MeV/nuc for B compared to C. This implies1461

that the C modulation should have a much larger radial gradient below1462

≈200-500 MeV/nuc in the outer heliosphere than for B. The spectral1463

slopes at low energies change with increasing radial distance as the1464

adiabatic energy loss effect gets less. Despite the rather flat LIS for C1465
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Figure 13. Intensity ratios jLIS/j1, jLIS/j90 and j90/j1 (120 to 1AU, 120 to 90 AU
and 90 to 1AU) for boron and carbon as a function of kinetic energy in the equatorial
plane with α = 10◦; left panels: for A > 0, right panels for A < 0. Interstellar spectra
are considered local interstellar spectra (LIS) at 120 AU and the TS is positioned at
90AU. Note the scale differences. (From Potgieter and Langner, 2004).

below 100 MeV/nuc, the modulated spectra at 1AU look very similar1466

for B and C, a characteristic of large adiabatic “cooling”. The computed1467

differential intensities for B and C are also shown at Earth for both1468

polarity cycles compared to B and C observations. These comparisons1469

are shown for two sets of LIS as mentioned in the figure caption. This1470

second approach contains a new, local component to spectra of primary1471

nuclei and is probably closer to what can be considered a LIS. The B1472

to C ratios as functions of kinetic energy are also shown compared to1473

the observations, with the interstellar B/C at 120 AU as a reference1474

(Potgieter and Langner, 2004).1475

As noted before the spectral shapes at 1 AU are very similar for B1476

and C owing to adiabatic energy loses between 120 AU and 1AU. This1477

causes a steady B/C below 200-300 MeV/nuc. This ratio will system-1478

atically decrease with increasing radial distances to eventually coincide1479

with the LIS ratios. However, the spectral slopes at 1 AU are slightly1480

different for the two polarity epochs owing to the different particle drift1481
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Figure 14. Top and middle panels: Computed differential intensities for boron (top)
and carbon (middle) at Earth for both polarity cycles compared to observations.
Computations are done with the IS for boron and carbon by Moskalenko et al.
(2002) (left panels) and by Moskalenko et al. (2003) (right panels). Bottom panel:
B/C as a function of kinetic energy for both polarity cycles with α = 10◦ compared
to corresponding observations. The computations are compared to the interstellar
B/C at 120 AU as a reference (blue lines). The data compilation is taken from
Moskalenko et al. (2003). (From Potgieter and Langner, 2004).

directions during the two magnetic polarity cycles. This causes the well-1482

known crossing of the spectra for successive solar minima, seen here1483

between 100–200 MeV/nuc (Reinecke and Potgieter, 1994). The LIS1484

of (Moskalenko et al., 2002) is most reasonable above 500 MeV/nuc,1485

although a more reasonable fit is obtained below 300 MeV/nuc by using1486

the second LIS of (Moskalenko et al., 2003), which from 200 MeV/nuc1487

to ≈4 GeV/nuc is higher than the previous one. Unfortunately these1488

modified LIS produce modulated spectra that do not represent the1489
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Figure 15. A comparison of the two sets of interstellar spectra for boron (black
lines) and carbon (blue lines); lower values (LIS1; solid lines) by Moskalenko et al.
(2002), higher values (LIS2- dashed lines) by Moskalenko et al. (2003). The latter
contains a local interstellar contribution to spectra of primary nuclei as proposed
by Moskalenko et al. (2003) and is probably closer to what can be considered a LIS
for carbon. In the lower panel the corresponding ratios (LIS2/LIS1) are shown as a
function of energy/nuc. (From Potgieter and Langner, 2004).

observations well between ≈200 MeV/nuc and ≈1 GeV/nuc for both B1490

and C, with the fit to the low-energy B/C still in place. This aspect is1491

emphasized in Fig. 15 by showing the two sets of LIS, with the changes1492

introduced by Moskalenko et al. (2003), and the corresponding ratios1493

as a function of energy.1494
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These differences in the intensities at Earth, caused by different local1495

interstellar spectra, are therefore a clear indication that even small1496

changes in the spectral shape of the LIS can play an important role1497

in the measured intensities of CRs at Earth, if it would occur at high1498

enough energy not to be hidden by adiabatic energy losses.1499

Changes in the heliospheric structure and in the heliosheath can1500

play a measurable part on the CR intensities at Earth. Qualitatively1501

the modulation for B, C, protons, and He are similar, with certainly1502

quantitative differences. Although these studies were done with a differ-1503

ent compression ratio and position for the TS than what was recently1504

observed, the results will qualitatively stay the same. Even though each1505

of the discussed changes cause only small effects at Earth, which alone1506

may seem insignificant, it is clear that a superposition of changes,1507

strongly dependent on energy and on the HMF polarity cycle, may1508

cause a significant effect on the intensities of CRs at Earth.1509
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Part V1510

Effects of the Dynamical1511

Heliosphere1512
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10. 3D (Magneto-)Hydrodynamic Modelling1513

For quantitative studies of interstellar-terrestrial relations it is nec-1514

essary to have a model of a three-dimensional heliosphere, which is1515

immersed in a dynamic local interstellar medium. There are at least two1516

reasons why such model should be three-dimensional. First, a compre-1517

hensive and self-consistent treatment of the cosmic ray transport must1518

take into account the three-dimensional structure of the turbulent helio-1519

spheric plasma and, second, the heliosphere can be in a disturbed state1520

for which no axisymmetric description can be justified. The present1521

state-of-the-art of the modeling of a dynamic heliosphere with a self-1522

consistent treatment of the transport of cosmic rays is reviewed in1523

Fichtner (2005). As is pointed out in that paper, the major challenge1524

is the development of a three-dimensional hybrid model. This task1525

requires, on the one hand, the generalisation of the modeling discussed1526

in the following section and, on the other hand, the formulation of1527

three-dimensional models of the heliospheric plasma dynamics. The1528

fundamental equations are discussed in section 5 for both the cosmic1529

ray transport as well as the MHD-fluid equations. In the following we1530

discuss different approaches based on these fundamental equations (1)1531

to (3).1532

10.1. 3D Models without Cosmic Rays1533

Several three-dimensional models without cosmic rays have been pre-1534

sented. Following early work, which is reviewed in Zank (1999), Fichtner1535

(2001), Fahr (2004), and Izmodenov (2004), nowadays sophisticated1536

MHD models have been developed, see Washimi et al. (2005), Opher1537

et al. (2004), Pogorelov (2004), Pogorelov et al. (2004) and Pogorelov1538

and Zank (2005). Their results are not discussed further, because this1539

review is focused on models containing cosmic rays.1540

10.2. 3D Models with Cosmic Rays1541

So far, a truly dynamical, three-dimensional model for the large-scale1542

heliosphere that also includes self-consistently a sophisticated cosmic1543

ray transport comprising fully anisotropic diffusion and drifts is still1544

missing. For the existing three-dimensional models including the cosmic1545

ray transport rather over-simplifying approximations had to be made.1546

Common to all these models is their pure hydrodynamical character,1547

i.e. the fact that the heliospheric magnetic field is included only kine-1548

matically. Further simplifications depend on the type of approach being1549

used.1550
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Figure 16. The (normalized) spatial distribution of anomalous protons with 31 MeV
for the no-drift case (corresponding to solar activity maximum) in a non-spherical
heliosphere. Both cuts are containing the upwind-downwind axis (horizontal solid
line): the left panel is a cut perpendicular to the symmetry axis of the heliospheric
magnetic field and the right panel is a cut containing it. The outermost dashed line
indicates the heliospheric shock in these planes. The contours have, from the shock
inwards, the values 1, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1, 0.05, 0.01 (taken from
Sreenivasan and Fichtner (2001)).

10.2.1. Models Based on a Kinetic Description of Cosmic Rays1551

Those models that include the kinetic cosmic ray transport equation,1552

are not self-consistent by prescribing the heliospheric plasma structure.1553

This has been done, in extension of earlier work, by Sreenivasan and1554

Fichtner (2001), who treated the kinetic, drift-free transport of anoma-1555

lous cosmic rays within a three-dimensionally structured stationary1556

heliosphere with a Parker field and excluded the region beyond the1557

asymmetric termination shock. Despite these simplifications the result-1558

ing spatial cosmic ray distribution (see Fig. 16) gives a first impression1559

of what one should expect quantitatively for the outer heliosphere.1560

The figure shows the spatial distribution of anomalous protons with1561

a kinetic energy of 31 MeV for a non-spherical heliospheric shock (outer-1562

most dashed line) in the ’equatorial’ plane (left), which is perpendicular1563

to the symmetry axis of the heliospheric magnetic field and contains the1564

upwind-downwind axis (horizontal solid line), and in a meridional plane1565

(right) containing both the symmetry axis of the heliospheric magnetic1566

field and the upwind-downwind axis. The shock is elongated in the polar1567

and the downwind direction by factors of 1.3 and 1.5, respectively, as is1568

found with the above-mentioned (M)HD studies. The resulting spectra1569

are compared with those for a spherical heliosphere in Fig. 17.1570
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Figure 17. The spectral distribution of anomalous protons in the upwind (solid lines)
and downwind (dashed lines) directions for the no-drift case applicable to maximum
solar activity. Even for the spherical heliosphere (left panel) the source spectra in
the upwind and the downwind direction (uppermost solid and dashed lines) are
different due to an assumed variation in the flux of the ACR source population, i.e.
the pick-up ions. The right panel is for a non-spherical heliosphere. In both panels the
solid and dashed lines indicate (from bottom to top) the spectra at 2, 26, 44, 66, 78
and 80 AU. Note that in the right panel there are two additional (separately labeled)
spectra for 100 and 120 AU (dash-dotted lines) due to the downwind elongation of
the non-spherical heliosphere. The vertical dotted line indicates Ekin = 2keV (taken
from Sreenivasan and Fichtner, 2001).

From the figures it is obvious that the three-dimensional structure1571

of the heliosphere is manifest in the spatial and spectral distributions1572

of anomalous cosmic rays only in the outer heliosphere beyond about1573

50 AU. Thus, within the framework of the assumptions made for this1574

work, one would not expect any effect of the large-scale heliospheric1575

structure on the spectra at the orbit of the Earth.1576

This first attempt to incorporate the anisotropic diffusion tensor in1577

a ‘realistically’ 3D-structured heliosphere has, of course, severe short-1578

comings. Some were addressed with 2D models, which are discussed1579

in the following section. Concentrating here on the three-dimensional1580

aspects, a next step was made by Burger and Hitge (2004) computing1581

galactic proton spectra for a non-Parkerian heliospheric magnetic field1582

as suggested by Fisk (1996). Their steady-state model is formulated1583

in a frame corotating with the Sun. Figure 18 gives a comparison of1584

the spectra at the Earth as well as the latitudinal gradients resulting1585

for the Parker field and a hybrid field having Fisk- and Parker-field1586

properties.1587
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Figure 18. Proton energy spectra at the Earth (left panel) and proton latitudinal
gradients as a function of rigidity (right panel) for a Parker field (dashed lines) and
the hybrid field (solid lines). The upper two lines are for an A > 0 solar polarity
epoch, and the lower two (almost identical) lines are for an A < 0 epoch. The
gradients are calculated between 20o and 90o colatitude at a radial distance of 2AU
(taken from Burger and Hitge (2004)).

The finding with highest relevance for the present context is that1588

the hybrid field reduces intensities compared to a Parker field when1589

qA > 0, with the signed particle charge q and sign(A) indicating the1590

two subcycles of the Sun’s magnetic cycle. This reduction is stronger at1591

high latitudes than at lower latitudes, and also stronger at low energies1592

than at higher energies. Interestingly, for qA < 0 the global effects of1593

the hybrid field are almost negligible.1594

In this model, however, the outer boundary of the computational1595

domain was chosen as 50 AU and, thus, the entire outer heliosphere1596

was neglected.1597

10.2.2. Models Based on a Hydrodynamic Description of Cosmic Rays1598

In order to get closer to a model of cosmic ray transport in a fully1599

dynamic and complete heliosphere Borrmann (2005) developed a three-1600

dimensional hydrodynamic model of heliospheric dynamics (Borrmann1601

and Fichtner, 2005) that self-consistently includes a hydrodynamically1602

treated galactic cosmic ray component, i.e. rather than the full kinetic1603

transport equation 1, it is employing the moment equation1604

∂pcr

∂r
= ∇ ·

(

〈↔κ〉∇pcr

)

− ~vsw · ∇pcr − γ(∇ · ~vsw) pcr (46)

for the cosmic ray pressure1605

pcr(~r, p, t) =
4π

3

∫

p3wf(~r, p, t)dp (47)

with the particle speed w. Here, 〈↔κ〉 is the momentum-average of1606

the diffusion tensor given in Eq. (2). A typical result for the plasma1607
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Figure 19. Contour plots of the proton number density in the equatorial (X−Y ) and
a meridional (Y −Z) planes along and with the associated number density profiles in
the upwind (solid lines), the downwind (dotted lines), the crosswind (dashed lines
in the lower left panel), and the polar directions (dashed lines in the lower right
panel).

structure of the heliosphere at solar minimum activity is shown in1608

Fig. 19.1609

The galactic proton distribution at a rigidity of about 0.6 GV for1610

such a configuration is shown in Fig. 20, which is – not surprisingly1611

– qualitatively similar to that shown in Fig. 16. It is quantitatively1612

far more realistic, of course, as the whole heliosphere in particular the1613

heliosheath and the local interstellar medium in the vicinity of the1614

heliopause are fully included.1615

Again it is found with this study that the cosmic ray intensity at1616

Earth remains unaffected by the large-scale asymmetry of the helio-1617

sphere.1618
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Figure 20. The (normalized) galactic proton distribution for a mean rigidity of
0.6GV in the equatorial plane (left panel) and the meridional plane containing
the heliospheric upwind-downwind axis (right panel). The contour values decrease
by 0.1 between 1 (outermost line around the Sun) and 0.1 followed by 0.05, 0.01,
0.005, 0.001, 0.0005 and 0.0001.

This model allows one, however, for the first time, to compute the1619

back reaction of three-dimensional galactic proton distributions on the1620

large-scale structure of the heliosphere. This is illustrated in Figs. 211621

and Fig. 22. The first gives the density and velocity contours for three1622

different diffusion tensor models as used by Fichtner et al. (1996),1623

Fichtner et al. (2000), and Ferreira et al. (2001).1624

From these figures it is evident that the effect of galactic cosmic rays1625

on heliospheric structure is limited to the outer downwind heliosphere,1626

where it manifests in a reduction of the heliocentric distance to the1627

termination shock. This translates into the confirmation that the effect1628

of galactic cosmic rays on the heliosphere is probably negligible and that1629

their test particle treatment is well-justified. Note that this is probably1630

not true for anomalous cosmic rays, which are supposedly accelerated1631

at the termination shock and expected to modify the latter (Florinski1632

et al., 2004). This has, however, not yet been studied with a 3D model.1633

This model by Borrmann (2005) has also been used for studies of1634

the test particle transport of cosmic rays particularly including the1635

heliosheath region, see the previous section and Langner et al. (2005b)1636

and Langner et al. (2005a), where it is shown that, while the helio-1637

spheric asymmetry is not directly showing up in the 1AU spectra of1638

galactic and anomalous cosmic rays, the absolute levels of the isotropic1639

fluxes are depending on the 3D-structure of the heliosphere.1640

More involved is an analysis of the consequence of a severely dis-1641

turbed local interstellar medium. While also this has not been studied1642
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Figure 21. The number density (upper panels) and velocity (lower panels) of the
solar wind plasma in the upwind (left) and the downwind direction (right) resulting
from a a computation self-consistently including the back reaction of cosmic rays on
heliospheric structure for three choices of the anisotropic diffusion tensor (dotted,
dashed and dash-dotted lines) as compared to the case without cosmic rays (solid
lines).

within the framework of a 3D model, certain principal aspects were1643

investigated already by Zank and Frisch (1999) with axisymmetric1644

computations. Borrmann and Fichtner (2005) presented the plasma1645

structure of a severely disturbed heliosphere as a result of a changing1646

inflow direction of a local interstellar medium whose density is increas-1647

ing to a ten-fold higher value as it can happen when the heliosphere is1648

entering a different interstellar cloud. For a transition period of roughly1649

400 years from one steady-state to another, the shape of the shrinking1650

heliosphere is highly asymmetric, see Fig. 23, and one should expect1651

a response of the spatial and spectral distribution of galactic cosmic1652

rays.1653

Such cosmic ray response to heliospheric environment changes has1654

been studied by Scherer et al., Scherer et al., Florinski and Zank (2001a,1655
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Figure 22. Same as Fig. 21 but for the polar (left panel) and the crosswind direction
(right panel).

2002, 2005) with a 2D model. These authors show that a changing1656

interstellar environment can cause the cosmic ray flux at the Earth to1657

be higher or lower than at present as is shown in Fig. 24.1658

The resulting estimates of the corresponding 10Be production rates1659

(see part VI) amount to about 80% to 400% of the present rate (Florin-1660

ski and Zank, 2005). The authors remark, however, that these values1661

depend critically on the model of heliospheric turbulence determining1662

the cosmic ray spectra at the Earth.1663

In summary one can state that the development of 3D models, which1664

self-consistently include cosmic rays, is progressing but has not reached1665

a satisfactory level. Given the rather high computational requirements1666

of such modeling, progress will probably be slow. Therefore, 2D models1667

will be very important tools with which many physical aspects can be1668

studied in a rather good approximation. Also, they allow the incorpo-1669

ration of more physical processes and their refined treatment, like the1670
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Figure 23. The structure of the heliosphere, here visualized with the proton number
density n[cm−3], can be irregular in case of a time-varying local interstellar medium
(taken from Borrmann and Fichtner (2005)).

Figure 24. Spectra of galactic protons at 1.1 times the distance to the solar wind
termination shock in the apex direction (left) and at 1AU (right) for the three
interstellar environments (taken from Florinski and Zank (2005)).

solution of the kinetic transport equation. These 2D hybrid models are1671

reviewed in the following section.1672
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11. Cosmic Ray Transport in a Dynamic Heliosphere1673

To model cosmic ray modulation over long timescales and for differ-1674

ent energies requires knowledge of the most important modulation1675

processes and in particular how these change over a solar cycle. (See1676

Potgieter and Ferreira (2001) and Potgieter (1998) for a review, and1677

also part IV.) Also of great importance is to know the geometry of1678

the modulation volume (heliosphere) as well as the plasma flow inside,1679

which includes a transition from super to subsonic speeds. This shock1680

also acts as an accelerator of cosmic rays, which in their turn might1681

alter the original plasma flow.1682

In view of the above argumentation a hybrid model is required,1683

taking into account the hydrodynamic equations (3) and the kinetic1684

transport equation (1). Because the magnetic field is not dynamically1685

important, one can chose B = 0 in Eq. (3), but for the modulation of1686

the CRs the magnetic field is not negligible, e.g. B 6= 0. To take care1687

of this contradictory assumption, the Parker spiral field is calculate1688

kinematically in the hydrodynamic part, in which it is not needed, but1689

it is used in the kinetic part (Scherer and Ferreira, 2005a; Scherer and1690

Ferreira, 2005b).1691

However, concerning the 11- and 22-year cosmic ray modulation1692

propagating diffusion barriers (Burlaga et al., 1993) and drift effects1693

(Jokipii et al., 1977) are important and are primarily responsible, es-1694

pecially at the higher energies, for time dependent modulation, see1695

part IV. Apart from these, global changes in the HMF magnitude over1696

a solar cycle also play an important role (Cane et al., 1999; Wibberenz1697

et al., 2002). Both effects are combined into a compound approach1698

(Ferreira and Potgieter, 2004) to calculate long-term cosmic ray modu-1699

lation utilizing a self-consistent hybrid model. A short discussion of this1700

approach and model is given below, together with some results which1701

are presented thereafter.1702

11.1. Cosmic Ray Transport1703

The transport of ACRs and GCRs inside the heliosphere can be cal-1704

culated by solving transport equation (1) for the differential intensity1705

j = R2f , where f is the solution for distribution function and R is the1706

rigidity. j is given in units of particles m−2 s−1 sr−1 MeV−1.1707

To calculate j as self consistent as possible a hybrid model (Scherer1708

and Ferreira, 2005a; Scherer and Ferreira, 2005b) was developed, in1709

which three species are estimated hydrodynamically, the protons, neu-1710

tral H-atoms and H-pick-up ions. Once the heliospheric geometry and1711

plasma flow are calculated, they are transferred into the kinetic trans-1712
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port part (solving equation 1) to determine the spectra of the other two1713

species, e.g. ACRs and GCRs, inside the heliosphere. This is all done1714

dynamically including solar cycle related changes in ~v and
↔
κ which1715

influences the heliospheric geometry particle transport therein. For the1716

dynamics, it is assumed that the fast solar wind dissappears over the1717

solar poles toward solar maximum as observed by Ulysses (McComas1718

et al., 2001) and close to the ecliptic the solar wind is always constant at1719

slow speeds. As shown by e.g. (Ferreira and Scherer, 2004) and (Scherer1720

and Ferreira, 2005a) this influences the geometry of heliosphere.1721

Results of the hybrid model are presented in Fig. 25 showing the1722

time evolution of the dynamic heliosphere including solar cycle related1723

changes in the latitudinal profile of ~v. Shown here is the proton (~v and1724

LISM) speed for selected periods over a 11-year cycle as three plots1725

representing increasing solar activity from top to bottom. An interest-1726

ing aspect is the so called “tornado alley” evident at high latitudes1727

beyond the termination shock. In this narrow region the plasma speed1728

significantly differs compared to that of the surroundings. However, as1729

the fast solar wind (solar minimum) over the poles disappears and only1730

an uniformly slow solar wind (solar maximum) is left, this structure is1731

less evident and almost disappears for extreme solar maximum periods.1732

The most important feature shown here, from a CR modulation point1733

of view, is that as solar activity increases the termination shock moves1734

inward, especially at the polar and tail regions. That has important1735

consequences for CR particle acceleration and distribution in these1736

regions.1737

The geometry of the heliosphere, as calculated by our hybrid model,1738

is summarized in table II, where the radial distance of the shock and1739

the heliopause are given for the nose, the pole, and tail, as well as the1740

latitude 34◦, corresponding to the Voyager 1 crossing of the termination1741

shock. Note that the termination shock, and to a lesser extent the1742

heliopause radius, depend on the plasma speed which changes over1743

solar activity, emphasizing the need to compute these structures, and1744

their effect on the CR distribution self-consistently. See Zank, Fichtner1745

(1999, 2005) for a review. Note that solar cycle related changes in ~v1746

also has a large effect on the cooling and acceleration of cosmic rays1747

because of their dependence on ∇ · ~v.1748

11.2. Transport Coefficients and the Compound Approach1749

The two most important CR transport processes in Eq. 1, are diffusion1750

and drifts found in
↔
κ where the following coefficients are of special1751

interest1752

κrr = κ|| cos
2 ψ + κ⊥r sin2 ψ (48)
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Figure 25. Time evolution of the dynamic heliosphere represented by the solar wind
speed. The red line indicates the inclination at which Voyager 1 has crossed the
termination shock
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Table II. Heliospheric geometry during different levels of solar
activity

Structure Nose Poles Tail Voyager 1

Solar minimum

Termination shock 85 AU 137AU 189AU 92AU

Heliopause 120AU 219AU undefined 134AU

Solar maximum

Termination shock 85AU 130AU 173AU 93AU

Heliopause 121AU 228AU undefined 135AU

κθθ = κ⊥θ (49)

κA =
βP

3B
(50)

these are, from top to bottom, the radial and polar diffusion and1753

drifts respectively, with heliospheric magnetic field B (Parker, 1958)1754

and spiral angle ψ. Here κ|| is diffusion parallel to the heliospheric1755

magnetic field, κ⊥r perpendicular diffusion in the radial direction and1756

κ⊥θ perpendicular diffusion in the polar direction, compare with Fig. 2.1757

Concerning the time-dependence of the CR transport parameters, it1758

was shown by Perko and Fisk (1983) and le Roux and Potgieter (1989),1759

that the modulation over long periods requires some form of propagat-1760

ing diffusion barriers, see section 8. More recently Cane et al. (1999)1761

and Wibberenz et al. (2002) argued that the CR step decreases ob-1762

served at Earth could not be primarily caused by GMIRs because they1763

occurred before any could form beyond 10 AU. Instead they suggested1764

that time-dependent global changes in the HMF might be responsible1765

for long-term modulation. These two ideas were combined by Ferreira1766

(2002) and into the so-called compound approach, by simply multiply-1767

ing all the diffusion (and drift) coefficients in
↔
κ by a time dependent1768

function1769

f2(t) =

(

B0

B(t)

)n

(51)

with n = α/k with α the tilt angle and k a constant with the appro-1770

priate units. Equation (51) use as time-dependent input parameters1771

the observed tilt angle and HMF magnitude. This function results1772

in transport parameters which is roughly a factor of ∼10 smaller for1773

solar minima compared to solar maxima, see also Cummings and Stone1774
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(2001) and results in realistic time-dependent modulation (Ferreira and1775

Potgieter, 2004; Ndiitwani et al., 2005).1776

11.3. Results of the Hybrid Model1777

Figure 26 shows the results from our hybrid model in the form of com-1778

puted 30 MeV ACR and GCR combined intensities in the meridional1779

plane of the heliosphere. The computations are presented as a series1780

of “snapshots” corresponding to different solar activity conditions. The1781

top left panel displays solar minimum, and then from left to right,1782

bottom to top, each panel shows increasing solar activity with the last1783

panel at the bottom showing the CR distribution at solar maximum.1784

Demonstrated here is that, in general, irrespectively of solar activity1785

the heliosphere and the CR distribution are highly asymmetrical due1786

to the motion of the Sun through the LISM, as well as the poleward1787

elongation of the termination shock and heliopause.1788

One can see in Fig. 26 that there is a minor decrease of particle1789

intensities at the shock toward solar maximum. However, for the higher1790

latitudes in the heliospheric flanks in the nose direction (typically the1791

region where the fast solar wind dominates at solar minimum) there1792

is a large decrease of CR particles. This is because less ACRs, which1793

are accelerated in the equatorial regions, reach these high latitudes.1794

For the heliospheric tail this is not as clear because of the interesting1795

phenomenon that just after solar minimum, there is acceleration of1796

particles at high latitudes. This occurs just below the so-called “tornado1797

alley” which is an extension of a relatively high speed solar wind stream1798

into the tail region (Scherer and Ferreira, 2005b). These authors showed1799

that in this region at the termination shock, ∇ · ~v is comparable to1800

values in the equatorial regions of the nose, resulting in equally effective1801

acceleration. However, this effect is depending on solar activity and1802

disappears toward solar maximum conditions. Also of interest is the1803

large modulation volume in the tail, and the symmetric distribution of1804

CRs inside the termination shock, irrespective of solar activity (Langner1805

and Potgieter, 2005a).1806

Showing time dependent modulation over all energies, in Fig. 271807

computed spectra for the A < 0 polarity cycle (top panels) and for1808

the A > 0 polarity cycle (bottom panels) are shown for galactic (left1809

panels), anomalous (middle panels) and combined (right panels) proton1810

intensities. From bottom to top the model solutions are plotted for1811

10, 60, 85 AU (which is the computed termination shock distance in1812

the equatorial regions), and 120 AU (which is the computed heliopause1813

distance at the stagnation line), respectively The solid lines correspond1814
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Figure 26. Computed 30MeV ACR and GCR intensities in the meridional plane
of the heliosphere. Results are shown as a series of snapshots corresponding to
different solar activity conditions present in the heliosphere. The top left panel
shows solar minimum, and then from left to right, bottom to top, each panel shows
increasing solar activity with the middle panel at the bottom showing the cosmic
ray distribution at solar maximum.

to solar minimum, and the dashed lines correspond to solar maximum1815

conditions present in the heliosphere.1816

As solar activity increases, a reduction in the computed GCR in-1817

tensities, as well as a reduction in the amount of particles accelerated1818

at the termination shock occurs. The latter is especially evident for1819

the A < 0 polarity cycle where, due to the reduction of drifts, CRs1820

now enter the heliosphere from all latitudes and are not as effectively1821

accelerated in the equatorial region where the compression ratio of the1822

solar wind termination shock is the largest. Also for solar maximum1823

conditions, low energy GCRs are much more modulated leading to lower1824

intensities, compared to solar minimum, and, therefore, less particles1825

are accelerated to higher energies. For the ACRs there are even less1826

particles accelerated toward higher energies for both polarity cycles, as1827

shown in the middle panels of Fig. 27. Concentrating on the spectrum1828

at the shock, the model shows for the A < 0 polarity cycle, that, for the1829

very low energies, there is not much difference between the computed1830

intensities corresponding to different solar cycle conditions, due to the1831

mono-energetic source which was specified at the termination shock.1832
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Figure 27. Computed spectra for the A < 0 heliospheric magnetic field polarity
cycle (top panels) and A > 0 polarity cycle (bottom panels). Shown are computed
galactic (left panels), anomalous (middle panels) and combined (right panels) proton
spectra. Model solutions are shown from bottom to top at 10, 60, 85 AU (which is
the computed termination shock distance at the stagnation line), and 120 AU (which
is the computed heliopause distance in direction to the heliospheric nose). The solid
lines correspond to computed intensities with solar minimum conditions, and the
dashed lines correspond to solar maximum conditions present in the heliosphere

For increasing energy the two spectra at the shock start to diverge1833

because of the different modulation conditions, resulting in e.g. a factor1834

of ∼10 less particles at 100 MeV for solar maximum conditions. For the1835

inner heliosphere, e.g. inside 10 AU, the effect of increasing modulation1836

results in even a larger reduction of particle intensities reducing number1837

of anomalous particles by a factor of ∼35 during solar maximum. For1838

the A > 0 polarity cycle, the difference between the accelerated spectra1839

at the shock, due to different heliospheric conditions, are not as pro-1840

nounced. However, for regions inside the termination shock, especially1841

in the inner heliosphere, the ACRs completely disappears (Lanzerotti1842

and Maclennan, 2000; Reames and McDonald, 2003).1843

For the combined intensities it is shown that the solar modulation1844

amplitude is depending on distance and rigidity (Webber and Lock-1845

wood, 2001; Webber and Lockwood, 2004). For example, at 200 MeV1846

the ratio between the computed combined intensities for solar minima1847
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and solar maximum conditions at 10 AU is a factor ∼10, at 60 AU it1848

is a factor ∼4, and it decreases towards the heliopause. Also shown1849

is that for solar maximum conditions the computed combined spectra1850

for both polarity cycles are almost the same for all distances. This is1851

expected because of the reduction of drifts in the model via the com-1852

pound approach which is essential in explaining charge-sign dependent1853

modulation (Ferreira and Potgieter, 2004; Ndiitwani et al., 2005).1854
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Part VI1855

Magnetospheric and1856

Atmospheric Effects1857
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12. Shielding by the Earth’s Magnetosphere and1858

Atmosphere1859

12.1. Cosmic Ray Propagation in the Earth’s Magnetic1860

Field1861

The Earth’s magnetic field shields us partly against galactic cosmic rays1862

and solar particles. The lower energy limit needed for a charged particle1863

to cross the Earth’s magnetosphere and access a specific position at1864

the top of the atmosphere decreases with the geomagnetic latitude of1865

the observer, resulting in a cosmic ray flux on Earth increasing pole-1866

ward. The cosmic ray flux dependence on the geomagnetic latitude was1867

already observed shortly after World War II. Fig. 28 represents the vari-1868

ation of the flux of fast neutrons in the atmosphere with geomagnetic1869

latitude measured by Simpson (1951, 2000).1870

As a first approximation, the geomagnetic field can be represented1871

by a dipole centered on the Earth with an axis tilted approximately1872

11◦ to the spin axis of the Earth. In reality the geomagnetic field is1873

much more complex than a dipole. It is the result of the interaction of1874

the solar wind with the Earth’s internal magnetic field and ionosphere1875

(McPherron, 1995). From this complex interaction several dynamical1876

magnetospheric current systems develop, resulting in several modifi-1877

cations of the Earth’s magnetic field, among which are the compres-1878

sion of the magnetic field lines in the day-side and their stretching in1879

Figure 28. Geomagnetic latitude dependence of fast neutrons as observed by
Simpson (1951), taken from Simpson (2000).
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Figure 29. Configuration of the Earth’s magnetosphere at 9 a.m. on January 1, 2005
as obtained by using the IGRF and Tsyganenko96 models for describing the internal
and external geomagnetic field respectively (Langel, 1992; Tsyganenko, 1996). The
different lines represent magnetic field lines which cross the Earth’s surface on the
noon-midnight meridian.

the night-side, leading to a magnetosphere configuration as illustrated1880

in Fig. 29. The external geomagnetic field, also called the magneto-1881

spheric magnetic field, refers to the magnetic field induced by the mag-1882

netospheric currents. The International Geomagnetic Reference Field1883

(IGRF) model represents the most frequently used model of the Earth’s1884

internal magnetic field for the period 1900 to the present (Langel,1885

1992). It is a spherical harmonic model, with coefficients derived from1886

magnetic field measurements from geomagnetic stations, ship-towed1887

magnetometers, and satellites. The spherical harmonic coefficients for1888

a given period are obtained by interpolating and extrapolating the1889

different IGRF parameters released every five years by the International1890

Association of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy (IAGA). From continu-1891

ous satellite measurements, different models of the external magnetic1892

field depending on geomagnetic activity and solar wind parameters1893

have also been developed (Olson and Pfitzer, 1982; Tsyganenko, 1989;1894

Tsyganenko, 1995; Tsyganenko, 1996; Tsyganenko, 2002; Tsyganenko1895

et al., 2003; Tsyganenko and Sitnov, 2005; Ostapenko and Maltsev,1896

2000; Alexeev and Feldstein, 2001; Feldstein et al., 2005).1897

For the study of the interaction of cosmic rays with the Earth’s1898

environment it is important to quantify the cutoff rigidity, which rep-1899
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resents roughly the lowest rigidity limit above which cosmic rays can1900

cross the Earth’s magnetosphere and reach a specific position from a1901

specific observational direction (Cooke et al., 1991). For the purpose of1902

the study of solar energetic particles observed on Earth during Ground1903

Level Enhancement (GLE) or for the study of cosmic ray anisotropy,1904

it is also important to determine the asymptotic direction of a cosmic1905

ray particle, which represents its direction of motion before entering1906

into the magnetosphere. By approximating the geomagnetic field by a1907

geocentric dipole, the cutoff rigidity is expressed by the Störmer cutoff1908

formula:1909

Rc =
M cos4 λ

r2(1 + (1 − cos3 λ cos ǫ sin η))2
(52)

where M is the dipole moment, r is the distance from the dipole center, λ1910

is the geomagnetic latitude, ǫ is the azimuthal angle measured clockwise1911

from the geomagnetic east direction (for positive particles), and η is1912

the angle from the local magnetic zenith direction (Cooke et al., 1991).1913

Störmer (1950) studied theoretically the motion of charged particles1914

in the geomagnetic dipole. Unfortunately, the Störmer formula gives1915

only a first order approximation of the cutoff rigidity. For more precise1916

estimation of the cutoff rigidity and for computing the asymptotic di-1917

rection of incidence, backward trajectory tracing codes, which combine1918

the IGRF model and an external magnetospheric model of the Earth,1919

are needed (Flückiger and E., 1990, Smart et al., 2000 and references1920

therein). In these codes the trajectories of cosmic rays with different1921

rigidities, arriving at the same observing position and from the same1922

direction of incidence, are computed backward in time as illustrated1923

in Fig. 30. The curves labeled 1, 2, 3, and 4 represent the trajectories1924

of positively charged particles with a rigidity of 20, 10, 5, and 4.5 GV1925

respectively. In this case all the trajectories are initiated in the vertical1926

direction at 20 km altitude above Jungfraujoch Switzerland. Particles1927

with high rigidities (trajectory 1,2) have small trajectory bending be-1928

fore escaping the Earth’s magnetosphere. A particle with 5 GV rigidity1929

is bent stronger but can still escape the Earth’s magnetosphere. The1930

trajectory labeled 4 makes several complex loops before reaching an-1931

other point on the Earth’s surface, illustrating that for this specific1932

rigidity a cosmic ray can not reach the Jungfraujoch location. Some1933

trajectories not shown here, which neither go back to the Earth nor1934

leave the magnetosphere, can also be observed. Trajectories that do1935

not leave the Earth’s magnetosphere are called forbidden trajectories1936

while those of particles escaping the Earth’s magnetosphere are called1937

allowed trajectories. The direction of motion at the position where an1938

allowed trajectory crosses the magnetopause represents the asymptotic1939

direction of incidence.1940
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Figure 30. Illustration of the backward trajectory technique used for computing
cutoff rigidity and asymptotic direction of incidence. See details in text.

For a specific direction of incidence, backward trajectories are com-1941

puted generally for a set of rigidities spanning a large range of values1942

with a constant rigidity interval δR (usually 0.01 GV). From these1943

computations three rigidity regions are identified: i) a high rigidity1944

region where all trajectories are allowed, ii) a low rigidity region where1945

all trajectories are forbidden and, iii) an intermediate region called the1946

penumbra where bands of allowed trajectories are separated by bands1947

of forbidden ones. The rigidity of the last allowed computed trajectory1948

before the first forbidden one is called the upper cutoff rigidity RU . The1949

rigidity of the last allowed trajectory, below which all trajectories are1950

forbidden, is called the lower cut-off rigidity RL. Finally, the effective1951

cutoff rigidity RC is given by RC = RU − nδR, where n represents the1952

number of allowed trajectories in the penumbra. The reader will find a1953

complete description of the asymptotic direction computation method1954

and cosmic ray cutoff terminology in Cooke et al. (1991).1955

Figure 31 displays the vertical effective cutoff rigidity as a function1956

of latitude and longitude on Earth obtained with the MAGNETO-1957

COSMICS code (Desorgher, 2004). This kind of map is periodically1958

published for 20 km and 450 km altitudes, and for different geomagnetic1959

activities (Smart and Shea, 1997; Smart et al., 1999a; Smart et al.,1960

1999b). For the analysis of the measurements of most ground-based1961

cosmic ray experiments, where mostly vertically incident particles con-1962
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tribute to the counting rate, it is sufficient to consider that only cosmic1963

rays with rigidity higher than the vertical effective cutoff rigidity RC1964

can reach the top of the Earth’s atmosphere from all directions of1965

incidence. However at high latitude and for positions with high cutoff1966

rigidity, the contribution of non vertical particles becomes important1967

and the variation of RC with the direction of incidence must be taken1968

into account (Clem et al., 1997). In the left panel of Fig. 32 we illustrate1969

the difference obtained in the mean solar activity galactic proton flux1970

penetrating the atmosphere at mid-latitude if RC is considered as being1971

constant (thin solid line) or as varying with the direction of incidence1972

(thick solid line). The dashed line represents the flux outside the mag-1973

netosphere. The right panel represents the variation of the flux with1974

the azimuth direction if RC is considered as varying with the direction1975

of incidence. Note that for each azimuth the flux is integrated over the1976

zenith angle. The well-know east-west asymmetry is clearly observed.1977

Our computation of GCR induced atmospheric ionisation shows that1978

for these specific conditions the ionisation is overestimated by roughly1979

10 % in the higher part of the atmosphere (depth< 100gcm−2) if the1980

dependence of RC on the direction is not considered.1981

When studying the long term influence of cosmic rays on the Earth’s1982

environment, it is important to take into account the variation of the1983

geomagnetic field during the past. Barraclough (1974) published spher-1984

ical harmonic models of the geomagnetic field for eight epochs between1985

1600 and 1910. By computing vertical cutoff rigidity using these mod-1986

els, (Shea and Smart, 2004) have estimated that the decrease of the1987

geomagnetic field over the last 400 years has probably induced a 10% in-1988

crease of the cosmic ray flux on Earth. Archeomagnetic data have been1989

used in various studies to quantify the variation of the geomagnetic1990

dipole moment over the last 50 000 years and 12 000 years (McElhinny1991

and Senanayake, 1982; Yang et al., 2000). Laj et al. (2000) and Laj1992

et al. (2002), have used sediments, archeomagnetic and volcanic data1993

for deducing the variation of the geomagnetic dipole over the last 75 0001994

years. Wagner et al. (2000) and Muscheler et al. (2005a) have deduced1995

from cosmogenic radionuclide data the variation of the geomagnetic1996

dipole moment over the past 60 000 years. In their studies the measured1997

concentration of radionuclides in natural archives is considered to be1998

an indirect proxy of the geomagnetic shielding and therefore of the1999

geomagnetic dipole (see section 13). In all reconstruction methods of2000

the past geomagnetic field over the millennium time scale cited above,2001

the Earth’s magnetic field is considered to be a geocentric dipole. As2002

already said it is only a first order approximation and if possible the2003

non dipole component of the geomagnetic field should also be taken2004

into account to quantify the geomagnetic shielding. The importance of2005
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Figure 31. Variation of the vertical effective cutoff rigidity as a function of latitude
and longitude of the observer at 20 km altitude and for the time period 1982. The
cutoff rigidities were computed with the MAGNETOCOSMICS code and by using
the IGRF model. (Desorgher, 2004).

the non-dipole component when quantifying the geomagnetic shielding2006

during the past has been discussed by Flückiger et al. (2003) and Shea2007

and Smart (2004). Very recently, Korte and Constable (2005b) and2008

Korte and Constable (2005a) have released the first spherical harmonic2009

model of the geomagnetic field for the last 7000 years. They have2010

shown that the dipole component of their model follows the same time2011

variation trend but is significantly smaller than the dipole moments2012

obtained by Yang et al. (2000), and McElhinny and Senanayake (1982).2013

No comparison of the geomagnetic shielding obtained with the various2014

past geomagnetic field models has been published yet.2015

12.2. Cosmic Ray Interaction in the Atmosphere2016

In addition to the Earth’s magnetosphere, the Earth’s atmosphere2017

shields us partly against galactic and solar cosmic rays. Experiments in2018
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Figure 32. The left panel represents the mean solar activity GCR proton flux at the
top of the atmosphere at 45◦ N latitude and 0◦ longitude, computed by considering
the effective cutoff rigidity Rc either as varying with the direction of incidence (thick
solid line) or as being constant for all directions (thin solid line). The dashed line
represents the flux of GCR protons outside the magnetosphere. The right panel
represents the computed azimuthal variation of the GCR proton flux at the top of
the atmosphere that is obtained if the variation of RC with the direction of incidence
is taken into account. The flux at a given azimuth is integrated over the zenith angle.
The east and west directions correspond to 90◦ and 270◦ azimuth respectively.

space can resolve the individual chemical elements and isotopes of the2019

cosmic radiation over an extended element and energy range. Hydrogen2020

and helium nuclei are the dominant elements, constituting ∼98% of2021

the cosmic ray ions. As an example Fig. 33 sketches typical cosmic ray2022

energy spectra observed in interplanetary space near the Earth (from2023

http://helios.gsfc.nasa.gov/ace/gallery.html).2024

At energies below a few tenth of keV/nuc and above several GeV2025

the solar wind and the galactic cosmic ray component are dominant. In2026

the intermediate energy range particle intensities can vary by orders2027

of magnitude during the 11 year solar activity cycle. The popula-2028

tions indicated in Fig. 33 by corotating and anomalous cosmic rays2029

are observed around solar minimum and represent particles that are2030

accelerated in corotating interaction regions (Heber et al., 1999, and2031

references therein) and at the termination shock (Fichtner, 2001, and2032
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Figure 33. Typical oxygen energy spectra in interplanetary space close to the Earth
(from http://helios.gsfc.nasa.gov/ace/gallery.html).

references therein), respectively. Energetic storm particles (ESP) and2033

solar flares particles occur sporadically and most likely around solar2034

maximum. Protons in these solar energetic particle populations have2035

energy spectra that span the region from about 10 keV to above 10 GeV.2036

However, solar events producing protons with energies above 1GeV2037

are rare. Due to the geomagnetic shielding solar energetic particles2038

with energy < 100 MeV can only reach the Earth’s atmosphere over2039

polar regions. When these particles hit the atmosphere they loose their2040

energy mainly due to ionization, leading to the production of different2041

trace gases, as discussed below. While the intensity of solar cosmic2042

rays decreases strongly with energy, the spectra of galactic cosmic ray2043

ions have maxima at several hundred MeV/nuc (Heber, 2001; Heber2044

and Potgieter, 2000, and references therein). A GCR particle that2045

penetrates into the Earth’s atmosphere interacts by electromagnetic2046

and nuclear processes with the atoms of the atmosphere, resulting in2047

a cascade of secondary particles also called a cosmic ray shower, as2048
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Figure 34. (a) Schematic view of a typical particle shower that develops when a
cosmic ray interacts with the Earth’s atmosphere. (b) Simulation with the ATMO-
COSMICS code of 10 cosmic ray showers resulting from the interaction of 10 protons
of 10 GeV energy with the Earth’s atmosphere Desorgher et al. (2003).

illustrated in Fig. 34, see also the following section. If the primary cos-2049

mic ray has an energy greater than 500 MeV the cosmic ray shower can2050

reach the Earth’s surface where the secondary particles may be detected2051

by ground based cosmic ray experiments. A description of the different2052

interactions involved in the development of a cosmic ray shower can be2053

found for example in (Wolfendale, 1973; Stanev, 2004; Grieder, 2001).2054

The effects of energetic particles on the Earth’s environment are2055

various. Some of these effects are listed below:2056

1. Below 50 km altitude the cosmic ray shower particles are the main2057

source of ionization in the atmosphere. As explained in the previous2058

section, it has been proposed that the galactic cosmic ray induced2059

atmospheric ionization plays a key-role in the formation of clouds2060

in the troposphere and therefore that the cosmic ray flux could2061

represent an important driver to explain the long term variation of2062

the climate on Earth.2063
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Figure 35. Changes in ozone concentration in the Earth’s atmosphere at 49 km
altitude during the October-November 2003 solar proton events. For details see
Rohen et al. (2005).

2. Solar energetic particles are the sources of ozone loss in the upper2064

atmosphere (Callis et al., 1998; Jackman et al., 2000). The ioniza-2065

tion and dissociation of the neutral atmosphere induced by charged2066

particle precipitation leads to the formation of N O x (N, N O, N2067

O 2) (Crutzen et al., 1975; Porter et al., 1976; Heath et al., 1977)2068

and H O x (Solomon et al., 1981), which in turn destroy the ozone.2069

Figure 2 shows the change in ozone concentration at 49 km altitude2070

during the October-November 2003 solar proton events in both2071

hemispheres relative to a reference period before the large events2072

occurred. Also shown are isolines of different magnetic latitudes.2073

From that figure it is evident that the solar particles caused a signif-2074

icant ozone loss in both hemispheres. While most authors consider2075

only the interaction of solar energetic protons with the atmosphere,2076

Schröter et al. (2005) computed the atmosphere ionization during2077

the solar particle event on June 14th 1989, including the electron2078

component. Their calculations shows a two times stronger ion pair2079

production at altitudes between 50 km and 90 km.2080

3. Cosmogenic nuclides are produced in the atmosphere by the inter-2081

action of secondary cosmic ray protons and neutrons with atmo-2082

spheric nuclei. The measurements of their concentrations in natural2083

archives allows in particular to study the variation during the past2084

of the cosmic ray flux and of the Earth’s climate (see section 13).2085
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Figure 36. The solid lines represent the ATMOCOSMICS computed flux of cosmic
ray shower particles vs atmospheric depth over Moscow during solar maximum
activity. The dotted line in the left panel represents the year 2000 averaged flux
of cosmic ray measured over Moscow by the balloon experiment from the Lebedev
Physical Institute (Bazilevskaya et al., 1991). This experiment is sensitive to fluxes
of electrons with energy > 200 keV, protons with energy > 5MeV, muons, and 1% of
gamma rays with energy > 20 keV. The upper most solid line in this panel represents
the total flux of these particles computed with ATMOCOSMICS. From (Desorgher
et al., 2005)

To quantify the effect of cosmic rays on the Earth’s environment it2086

is important to know precisely the flux of cosmic ray shower particles2087

in function of position, atmospheric depth, and time. For this purpose2088

complex codes that simulate the transport of cosmic rays through the2089

Earth’s atmosphere have been developed by several groups and vali-2090

dated with experimental data (O’Brien, 1979; Velinov et al., 2001; Zuc-2091

con, 2002; Clem et al., 2003; Webber and Higbie, 2003; Lei et al.,2092

2004; Desorgher et al., 2005; Schröter et al., 2005). One of this code2093

is the Monte Carlo ATMOCOSMICS2 code, based on Geant4 (Geant42094

Collaboration et al., 2003), that allows to simulate the hadronic and2095

electromagnetic interaction of energetic particles (< 1 TeV) with the2096

Earth’s atmosphere (Desorgher et al., 2003; Desorgher et al., 2005).2097

As an example Fig. 34 displays on the right simulation results of the2098

interaction of 10 GeV protons with the Earth’s atmosphere obtained2099

with ATMOCOSMICS.2100

Desorgher et al. (2005) simulated with ATMOCOSMICS the inter-2101

action of galactic cosmic ray protons with energy < 1 TeV with the2102

Earth’s atmosphere over Moscow during solar maximum activity. In2103

2 It is now part of the PLANETOCOSMICS program which is available from
http://cosray.unibe.ch/∼laurent/planetocosmics.
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Figure 37. Left: The thin and bold solid lines represent the ATMOCOSMICS com-
puted atmospheric ionization rate induced by galactic cosmic rays (GCR) over Thule
during the minimum and maximum of solar activity, respectively (Desorgher et al.,
2005). The dotted lines represent the atmospheric ionization rate measured over
Thule by Neher (1971) from 1959 to 1965. Right: Atmospheric ionization rate in-
duced by GCR over Durham NH in May 1969 as computed by ATMOCOSMICS
(solid line) and measured by (Lowder et al., 1971) (diamonds).

both panels of Fig. 36 the solid lines represent the computed flux of2104

different types of secondary particles versus atmospheric depth.2105

The dotted line in the left panel of 36 represents the yearly av-2106

eraged flux of cosmic ray shower particles measured over Moscow by2107

the balloon experiment of the Lebedev Physical Institute (Bazilevskaya2108

et al., 1991). The upper most solid line represents the ATMOCOSMICS2109

computed total flux of particles at which this experiment is sensitive2110

(e.g. electrons with energy > 200 keV, protons with energy > 5 MeV,2111

muons, and 1% of gamma rays with energy > 20 keV). It can be seen2112

that a very good agreement was obtained between the simulation results2113

and the experimental data.2114

In order to investigate the cosmic ray cloud hypothesis several groups2115

have computed the GCR induced atmospheric ionization by using cos-2116

mic ray transport codes (Usoskin et al., 2004a; Pallé et al., 2004;2117

Desorgher et al., 2005). In most of these codes the computed energy2118

deposited by cosmic ray showers in the Earth’s atmosphere is converted2119

into an ionization rate by considering a ∼35 eV mean ionisation energy.2120

In Fig. 37 the ATMOCOSMICS computed atmospheric ionization rate2121

induced by GCR over Thule (left panel) for minimum and maximum2122

solar activity, and over Durham NH in May 1969 (right panel), are2123

compared to experimental data from Neher (1971) and Lowder et al.2124
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(1971), respectively. A good agreement between the simulation results2125

and the measurements is obtained.2126

In conclusion complex transport codes like MAGNETOCOSMICS2127

and ATMOCOSMICS simulating the interaction of cosmic rays with2128

the Earth’s magnetosphere and atmosphere have to be used to better2129

understand and quantify the effect of cosmic rays on our environment.2130

13. Cosmic Ray Flux and Cosmogenic Isotopes2131

Primary cosmic rays are charged particles, which impinge on Earth2132

with relativistic energies (i.e., above 0.1 GeV). Most of these originate2133

from outside the solar system (i.e. GCRs), while the remainder, with2134

lower energies, originate from the Sun (i.e. SEPs), see Masarik and2135

Reedy (1995). Secondary cosmic-rays are produced through the inter-2136

action of primary cosmic rays with atmospheric and terrestrial nuclei,2137

and include strongly interacting particles (e.g. neutrons, protons and2138

pions), weakly interacting particles (e.g. muons and neutrinos), elec-2139

tromagnetic radiation (photons), positrons and electrons. Secondary2140

neutrons are responsible for the majority of nuclear transformations in2141

which cosmogenic nuclides are produced (Lal, 1991). Neutrons may be2142

classified by energy according to the types of nuclear reactions in which2143

they are involved (Masarik and Reedy, 1995):2144

− High-energy neutrons are produced through direct reactions of pri-2145

mary and secondary cosmic-ray particles with terrestrial nuclei.2146

They are capable of inducing spallation reactions, and range from2147

primary energies of several GeV down to ca. 10 MeV.2148

− Fast neutrons are produced primarily from the de-excitation of2149

nuclei following compound nucleus reactions produced through2150

interaction with high-energy neutrons. A common mode of de-2151

excitation is nuclear evaporation: the emission of neutrons and2152

protons with kinetic energies in the range 0.1-10 MeV.2153

− Slow neutrons have kinetic energies in the order of 1 keV, and are2154

produced from the slowing down of fast neutrons, through elastic2155

and inelastic collisions with nuclei.2156

− Thermal and epithermal neutrons are produced from the slowing2157

down of fast neutrons to energies similar to the vibrational motion2158

of nearby molecules. An important characteristic is their rela-2159

tively high probability of being absorbed by some nuclei. Thermal2160
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neutrons have an average energy of 0.025 eV at 20◦ C , while ep-2161

ithermal neutrons have energies between 100 eV and the cadmium2162

cut-off energy for transparency to neutrons of 0.5 eV.2163

The development of accelerator mass-spectrometry (AMS) has in-2164

creased the detection sensitivity for long-lived cosmogenic radionu-2165

clides, produced in nuclear reactions initiated by cosmic rays, by several2166

orders of magnitude and allows us now to analyse with high resolution2167

natural archives such as ice cores. The concentration of cosmogenic2168

nuclides in these archives is the result of the interplay between three2169

processes: production, transport and deposition. In order to make full2170

use of the information stored in these archives, a detailed knowledge of2171

the source functions of the cosmogenic nuclides is necessary.2172

Models have been developed that describe the production of nuclides2173

by the interaction of cosmic ray particles with the main target elements2174

of the atmosphere. The first extensive and pioneering work in this field2175

by Lal and Peters (1967) was based on data from direct observations2176

limited to a few years. Subsequently there have been a number of model2177

calculations devoted to particle and cosmogenic nuclide production in2178

the atmosphere (Hess et al., 1961; Newkirk, 1963; Lingenfelter, 1963;2179

Oeschger et al., 1969; Light et al., 1973; O’Brien, 1979; Blinov, 1988;2180

Masarik and Reedy, 1995), see also the previous section.2181

The good agreement between the calculated and measured 14C pro-2182

duction rates proves the reliability of the model approach. However, we2183

have to take into account that the conditions affecting the cosmic ray2184

propagation within the heliosphere are changing with time (quiet-Sun2185

periods like during the Maunder Minimum (1645–1715 AD), low or high2186

geomagnetic field intensity like during the Laschamp event about 40 ky2187

BP).2188

The production rate of cosmogenic nuclides depends on the CRF.2189

Time-dependent changes of the production rate are caused mainly by2190

variations of the geomagnetic field intensity and the solar activity. From2191

measurements of cosmogenic radionuclides with different half-lives and2192

different irradiation histories in meteorites, the average galactic CRF2193

was inferred to be constant within 10% during the last few million years2194

(Vogt et al., 1990). The incident CRF on Earth is different from that2195

incident on meteorites at least in one respect: the Earth’s geomagnetic2196

field prevents most low energetic cosmic-ray particles from interacting2197

with the atmosphere.2198

Concentrations of cosmogenic nuclides observed in various archives2199

on the Earth’s surface are determined by their production, atmospheric2200

mixing, and deposition processes. We concentrate here only on the pro-2201
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Figure 38. Dependence of the atmospheric 10Be production rate on the depth and
the latitude assuming the present magnetic field intensity and a solar activity of
F = 700 MeV. The production rate is largest at high latitude high altitude and
decreases with decreasing latitude for all depths in the atmosphere.

duction processes, which depend on both the latitude and the altitude2202

(Fig. 38).2203

To simulate in detail the development of the secondary particle cas-2204

cade in the atmosphere and to calculate the corresponding production2205

rates of cosmogenic isotopes in the atmosphere, numerical models were2206

developed. Among the most frequently used models are LCS (Prael2207

and Lichtenstein, 1989), GEANT (Brun et al., 1987) combined with2208

MCNP (Briesmeister, 1993), and MCNPX (Waters, 1999). These codes2209

use only basic physical quantities and parameters, without including2210

any free parameters, to numerically simulate all processes relevant in2211

particle production and transport. This enables us to trace the fate of2212

each individual particle and in doing so to study in detail the effects2213

of various parameters on the production rate such as geomagnetic and2214

solar modulation for a wide range of possible conditions. In spite of2215

the fact that the above mentioned codes differ in the values of some2216

physical parameters used in the simulations of elementary processes,2217

they all represent the involved physics satisfactorily. Within the sta-2218
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tistical errors, an equally good agreement between experimental and2219

calculated production rates was obtained.2220

13.1. Calculation of Cosmogenic Nuclide Production2221

Rates2222

The production rate of the cosmogenic nuclide j at depth D is2223

Pj(D) =
∑

i

Ni

∑

k

k
∫

0

σijk(Ek)J̇k(Ek,D)dEk (53)

where Ni is the number of atoms for target element i per kg material in2224

the sample, σijk(Ek) is the cross section for the production of nuclide2225

j from the target element i by particles of type k with energy Ek,2226

and Jk(Ek,D) is the total flux of particles of type k with energy Ek2227

at location D inside the atmosphere. In our model, the particle fluxes2228

Jk(Ek,D) are calculated using the numerical codes. The cross sections2229

σijk(Ek) were those evaluated from many measurements and used in2230

earlier calculations. Some information related to the used cross sections2231

is given below.2232

The main problem with the calculation of production rates using2233

calculated fluxes and code-independent sets of cross sections for the2234

particular nuclides, is the frequent lack of measured cross sections,2235

especially for neutron-induced reactions.2236

13.2. Geometrical and Chemical Model of the Earth2237

All calculations based the Monte Carlo technique use a 3D-model of2238

the Earth assumed as a sphere with a radius of 6378 km, and a surface2239

density of 2 g cm−3 . The composition of the Earth’s atmosphere in2240

weight fractions is: 0.755 N, 0.232 O, and 0.013 Ar. The errors resulting2241

from the assumed average composition of the atmosphere and surface2242

are also not significant because it was found (Masarik and Reedy,2243

1994) that, except for hydrogen, small changes in the abundance of2244

the elements affect only little the calculated particle fluxes.2245

The Earth’s atmosphere is modeled as a spherical shell with an inner2246

radius of 6378 km and a thickness of 100 km. The atmospheric shell is2247

usually divided into a certain number of concentric subshells of equal2248

thickness ( g cm−2 ), in order to get a depth dependence of particle2249

fluxes. Each shell is divided into 9 latitudinal sections corresponding to2250

steps of 10 degrees in magnetic latitude. The atmospheric pressure, den-2251

sity and temperature profiles are approximated by the U.S. Standard2252

Atmosphere 1976, model (Champion et al., 1985) that approximates2253
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long-term mean conditions at low-mid latitudes, but cannot represent2254

extremes such as Antarctica, where pressures fall 20–40 hPa below the2255

Standard Atmospheric curve (Warren, 1999).2256

13.3. Cosmic Ray Particle Fluxes and Cosmogenic Nuclide2257

Production2258

The simulation of particle production and transport processes in all2259

numerical simulations begins with the choice of the primary particle2260

type and its energy. The primary cosmic ray flux at the Earth’s orbit2261

has two components: galactic (GCR) and solar (SEP).2262

The GCR particles are a mixture of ≈87% protons, ≈12% α-particles2263

and ≈ 1% of heavier nuclei with atomic numbers from 3 to ≈90 (Simp-2264

son, 1983). The spectral distributions of all particles look quite similar2265

if they are compared in units of energy per nucleon. The propagation2266

of the GCR particles to the Earth is influenced by many interactions2267

that lead to spatial and temporal variations. The dominant effect is2268

the heliospheric modulation, see part IV. Near the Earth during a2269

typical solar cycle, the low energy part of GCR particle flux (E <2270

1 GeV/nucleon ) varies by an order of magnitude. With increasing2271

energy, the modulation effect becomes weaker (Fig. 39).2272

Solar modulation is taken into account in the expression for the2273

differential primary GCR proton flux. Most simulations use the Castag-2274

noli and Lal (1980) formula for the differential spectra of GCR primary2275

protons. Later another formula was suggested by Webber and Higbie2276

(2003). The influence of solar modulation on cosmogenic nuclides is2277

illustrated in Fig. 40.2278

For GCR alpha particles and heavier nuclei, analogous formulae2279

hold with slightly different parameters (Lal, 1988). Since differences in2280

cross sections for neutron and proton emission in reactions of primary2281

GCR protons and alpha particles are very small, only interactions of2282

protons are simulated and results are multiplied by factor of 1.44 to2283

account for heavier nuclei. From the fitting of lunar experimental data2284

(Reedy and Masarik, 1994), the effective long-term average flux of2285

nucleons with energies above 10 MeV at 1AU was determined to be2286

4.56 nucleons cm−2s−1.2287

Because of their relatively low energies, SEP can cause nuclear reac-2288

tions in the Earth’s atmosphere only at high geomagnetic latitudes2289

(above 60◦), and even there the nuclide production is restricted to2290

the very top of the atmosphere. The long-term average production of2291

cosmogenic nuclides by SEP is not expected to be significant. Some2292

huge solar-particle events produce proton fluxes much higher than the2293

average, and they could make a contribution to the production of some2294
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Figure 39. Differential primary proton spectra of the GCRs for different levels of
solar activity expressed by the solar modulation parameter Φ.

cosmogenic nuclides (e.g. 7Be and 36Cl) observable in some layers in2295

polar ice (36Cl), such as from Greenland and Antarctica. Calculations2296

confirming these expectations with the analysis of obtained results were2297

published earlier (Masarik and Reedy, 1995).2298

13.4. The Geomagnetic Field and Cosmogenic Nuclide2299

Production2300

The geomagnetic field, which is dominated by its dipole component,2301

acts as a shield. It deflects incoming particles depending on their electric2302

charge, energy, and angle of incidence. Depending on the geomagnetic2303

latitude and angle of incidence, there is a critical energy below which2304

cosmic-ray particles cannot penetrate into the Earth’s atmosphere. This2305
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Figure 40. Dependence of the depth integrated atmospheric 10Be production rate
on the solar modulation Φ and the latitude. Due to the large cut-off rigidity at low
latitudes solar modulation is largest at high latitudes.

leads to a latitudinal dependence of the primary and secondary particle2306

fluxes and consequently also of the production rate of cosmogenic nu-2307

clides, with higher values around the magnetic poles and lower values2308

in the equatorial region (Fig. 41). From paleomagnetic records, it is2309

known that the geomagnetic field varied in the past in its intensity,2310

direction, and polarity (Tauxe, 1993; Gosse et al., 1996; Yang et al.,2311

2000).2312

Two main approaches to the characterization of geomagnetic field2313

effects are used in theoretical estimates of cosmogenic nuclide pro-2314

duction. The first is based on the relation between cosmic ray flux2315

and the magnetic inclination and the second is based on the cut-off2316

rigidities corresponding to a particular geomagnetic latitude. The most2317

of theoretical models, especially Monte Carlo models, uses the second2318

approach. The cut-off rigidity (Rc) describes the momentum to charge2319

ratio above which these particles can penetrate the geomagnetic field2320

and interact with the Earth’s atmosphere. The value of Rc tends to in-2321

crease with decreasing latitude, resulting in lower cosmic-ray intensities2322

towards the equator (Graham et al., 2005).2323
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Figure 41. Dependence of the depth integrated atmospheric 10Be production rate
on the geomagnetic field intensity and the latitude. The field intensity is expressed
in relative units with 1 for the present field intensity. The latitudinal production
rates decrease with decreasing latitude for all field intensities larger than zero.

In a magnetic field with substantial non-dipolar components, such2324

as the present geomagnetic field, there is always a “longitude effect”2325

in cosmic-ray intensity. The primary flux is nearly omnidirectional and2326

therefore a complete description of primary cosmic-ray access to the2327

Earth requires calculation of cutoff rigidities for all angles of incidence2328

(Clem et al., 1997). The reliability of Rc has been confirmed by nu-2329

merous sea level latitude surveys (Moraal et al., 1989; Dorman et al.,2330

2000).2331

Because direct measurements of the cosmic-ray intensity are col-2332

lected in the present-day geomagnetic field, they should properly be2333

ordered according to Rc. Unfortunately, Rc cannot be accurately cal-2334

culated for the past 200–10 000 years because the geomagnetic field2335

parameters are not known. However, if the long-term (>10 000 years)2336

behaviour of the Earth’s magnetic field can be approximated by an axial2337

dipole field, as is often assumed (Fraser-Smith, 1985) then geomagnetic2338

latitude is equivalent to geographic latitude over the long-term and Rc2339

can be estimated (Desilets et al., 2001).2340
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Figure 42. Dependence of the mean global production rate of 10Be in the Earth’s
atmosphere on the geomagnetic field intensity and solar modulation parameter Φ.
The dynamic range of the production rate between extreme situations (no solar
modulation, no magnetic field and high solar modulation, doubled magnetic field
intensity) is almost an order of magnitude.

In order to adjust our CRF data to a common time line, we need2341

to be able to predict the relative variation in terrestrial cosmic-ray2342

flux with solar modulation. Hence, we have attempted to quantify2343

the variation of production rates as a function of solar modulation2344

and geomagnetic field intensity. In order to investigate the influence of2345

geomagnetic field variations on particle fluxes and cosmogenic nuclide2346

production rates, the relative intensity of the geomagnetic field was2347

varied from 0 to 2 relative to the present field, in steps of 0.25. The2348

shape of the field was left unchanged. The resulting dependence is given2349

in Fig. 42.2350

13.5. Cross Sections for Cosmogenic Nuclide Production2351

The main target elements in the atmosphere are nitrogen, oxygen and2352

argon. For reactions on oxygen, the same cross sections were used as in2353

the case of extraterrestrial material (Masarik and Reedy, 1994; Reedy2354

and Masarik, 1994). For nuclear reactions on nitrogen and argon, ex-2355

perimental cross sections were used whenever possible. Otherwise they2356
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were estimated from similar reactions on other isotopes. For the tritium2357

production the cross sections of Nir et al. (1966) were applied.2358

With the development of AMS also the production rates of some2359

other nuclides, like 26Al, 22Na, and 32Si, were measured. We did not2360

calculate their production rates because there are no reliable cross sec-2361

tions available for them. Our calculated particle fluxes are accessible on2362

the Web and can be used to calculate the production of any radionuclide2363

provided the corresponding cross sections are available.2364

The uncertainties of the cross sections for nitrogen and argon are2365

difficult to estimate because they have not been tested in extraterres-2366

trial materials. The uncertainties of proton cross sections are probably2367

within their measuring errors, which are usually below 10% for the2368

latest data and 20% or even more for older data. The uncertainties2369

in evaluated cross sections for neutron-induced reactions are unknown,2370

but probably less than 50%. The reported uncertainties for the mea-2371

sured neutron cross sections are on the level of 25%. The lack of precise2372

cross sections for the production of different nuclei from the target ele-2373

ments of interest represents the largest contribution to the uncertainty2374

of these calculations.2375
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Cosmic Ray Imprints in2377

Terrestrial Archives and2378

Their Implications to2379

Climate2380
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14. Imprints in Earth’s archives2381

Planets and moons are potential archives to store changes of the local2382

interstellar medium over eons, with the Earth as a special archive. A2383

major problem with the terrestrial archives, however, is the multiple2384

influences of the complex geological and climatological processes, which2385

make it hard to disentangle them and interstellar-terrestrial relations.2386

Nonetheless, ice cores, sediments, tree rings, etc. are the only archives2387

accessible without spacecraft. The best studied data sets are provided2388

by the 14C and 10Be isotopes. 14C is produced by the capture of a ther-2389

mal neutron from the interaction of cosmic rays with the atmosphere2390

(see part VI) in the reaction 14N(n, p)14C, while 10Be is a spallation2391

product from nitrogen and oxygen. Both atoms quickly oxidize to C2392

O 2 and Be O. The advantage of archives with these isotopes is their2393

relatively high production rate (2.2 atoms cm−2 s−1 for 14C and 0.022394

atoms cm−2 s−1 for 10Be) and their long half–lives (14C ≈ 5730 yr and2395

10Be ≈ 1.5 kyr ).2396

The two corresponding time series are not directly comparable, be-2397

cause 10Be is bound by aerosols and washed out subsequently by pre-2398

cipitation within about year. In view of this short time scale, it serves2399

as a tracer for a more regional production. The latter is higher over the2400

magnetic poles, because the cosmic rays can deeper penetrate into the2401

atmosphere following the magnetic field lines (see sec. 12). Therefore,2402

10Be records may be best observed at high geo-magnetic latitudes, i.e.2403

in polar ice-cores. 14C oxidizes into atmospheric CO2 which is con-2404

nected to larger reservoirs and is deposited on a global scale due to the2405

longer deposition time scale (Kocharov, 1991; Bard et al., 1997). These2406

differences are shown in Fig. 43.2407

The solar cycle variations are clearly seen in Fig. 44. The two year2408

delay of the 10Be curve compared to that of the sunspot number is in2409

good agreement with the lag of one year of the CR modulation and the2410

one year atmospheric residence time.2411

The 10Be records can be extended into the past, but the data analysis2412

becomes more difficult and will not be discussed here see, e.g. (Beer2413

et al., 1991). Nevertheless, the 10Be records have been used to recon-2414

struct the sunspot numbers as proxy for the solar cycle variations in the2415

past, therefore, allow to estimate the CR-fluxes at Earth orbit. This in2416

turn allows a reconstruction of the structure of the heliospheric shield2417

in the past, or in other words, it should be possible to get observational2418

hints on the history of the interstellar environmental changes (Scherer,2419

2000; Scherer et al., 2001a; Florinski and Zank, 2005).2420

Additional information can be gained from the 14C records (radio-2421

carbon) sampled from tree rings or other organics. There the problem2422
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Figure 43. Difference in the 14C and 10Be transport from the atmosphere into
archives. The figure gives the transfer times, and in the case of 14C the relative
production rates in the stratosphere Ps and in the troposphere Pt are presented.

Figure 44. Solar cycle variation of 10Be (thick line). The 10Be data have been shifted
by two years. The thin line is the smoothed sunspot number (Beer et al., 1991).

arises that the 14C records are anticorrelated with the magnetic mo-2423

ment of the Earth, as indicated in Fig. 14. The data can be detrended2424

and then show a nearly periodic behavior anticorrelated to the solar2425

activity cycle.2426

Also for the centennial time scale exist indications of variable cosmic2427

ray fluxes. An example is shown in Fig. 46, where it is evident that2428

during the Maunder Minimum the production of cosmogenic 14C has2429
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Figure 45. The 14C variation for the last 10 kyr . The crosses indicate the dipole
moment (Damon and Sonett, 1991).

Figure 46. The sunspot number (upper panel) and the cosmic ray intensity (lower
panel) during the Maunder Minimum (Kocharov, 1991).

been significantly higher indicating that the cosmic ray fluxes have been2430

much higher, too (McCracken and McDonald, 2001).2431

During that period the climate was quite cold, which fits into the2432

chain of argumentation, that a higher cosmic ray flux causes a higher2433

cloudiness, which then reflects more radiation back into the space. This2434

kind of climate forcing was also discussed recently by van Geel et al.,2435

van Geel et al. (1998, 1999a), who explained a local climate change2436
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Figure 47. The 14C enhancement during the Maunder Minimum, as consequence of
a higher CRF (taken from Miyahara et al. (2005)).

850 calendar years BC and the simultaneous rise in 14C and will be2437

continued in the next section.2438

First modulation models (see sections 9 and 10) to explain the2439

cosmic ray flux enhancements during the Grand minima have been2440

developed by Scherer and Fichtner (2004) and Caballero-Lopez et al.2441

(2004). It was found, that the spatial structure of the outer heliosphere2442

in the Grand Minima is not so important, but rather the changes in2443

the heliospheric magnetic field, which is the continuation of the solar2444

surface magnetic field.2445

15. Implications to Climate2446

The principal source of energy that drives the dynamics of the outer2447

spheres of our planet, including its climate, is unquestionably our Sun,2448

and it is the electromagnetic radiation that overwhelmingly dominates2449

energy exchange between the Earth and its cosmic environment. The2450

equation for global planetary energy equilibrium (Kandel and Viollier,2451

2005) can be written as:2452

Ts =





(1 −A) S0

4r2
⊙+P

σ(1 − g)





1/4

(54)

where Ts is surface temperature, A the Bond albedo, S0 the solar “con-2453

stant”, r⊙ the distance from the Sun, P the internal planetary energy2454

production (crustal heat flow), σ the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and2455

g the normalized greenhouse factor. The quantities S0 and r⊙ are as-2456

tronomical while the A, Ts, g and P should be regarded as parameters2457

of the planet’s global system. The planetary surface temperature Ts is2458
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Figure 48. Evolution of solar luminosity (S/S0) normalized to today and the re-
spective black body (Te) and greenhouse augmented (Ts) temperature over geologic
history. Adapted from (2005).

controlled essentially by its albedo A and normalized greenhouse factor2459

g (P being negligible at 0.086 W m−2 ), which can be externally forced2460

by natural and/or anthropogenic perturbations.2461

The short wave energy flux from the Sun that reaches the upper2462

atmosphere is 342 Watts per square meter (W m−2 ), with ≈77 W m−2
2463

reflected back into space by the atmosphere and clouds and ≈30 W m−2
2464

by the Earth surface (Baede et al., 2001). At a radiative balance of2465

235 W m−2 the Earth would have an average surface temperature of2466

only −19◦ C , resulting in a perpetually frozen planet (Ruddiman, 2001).2467

Moreover, the standard solar model (Gough, 1981) predicts that the2468

luminosity of the Sun 4.6 billion years (Ga) ago was only ≈70% of the2469

present value and increased ever since due to the advancing conversion2470

of hydrogen to helium in its core (Fig. 48), making the early planet2471

even more inhospitable to life. Yet the geologic record tells us that the2472

planet had running water from at least 3.8 Ga ago (Windley, 1984) and2473

abundant life since at least 3.5 Ga ago (Schopf, 1983). Its climate must2474

have been therefore equable, not that much different from present-day2475

conditions.2476

The saving grace is the existence of the planetary atmosphere which2477

traps sufficient long wave energy, reradiated by the warm Earth’s sur-2478

face (“natural greenhouse effect”); to raise the surface temperature,2479

today by ≈33◦ C , to a comfortable average of 14◦ C . This “natural”2480
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greenhouse effect is overwhelmingly due to water vapour, the princi-2481

pal greenhouse gas, and only to a lesser degree to other greenhouse2482

gases (GHG), such as CO2, CH4, N2O or CFCs. The global water2483

cycle plays therefore the dominant role, in some estimates up to 902484

– 95% in the magnitude of the “greenhouse” effect. It also is the major2485

player in the global transfer of energy from the equator to the poles, a2486

redistribution that is responsible for vagaries of regional climates. The2487

“anthropogenic” addition of GHG, principally CO2, since the advent2488

of the industrial revolution, is believed to have enhanced the natural2489

greenhouse effect by ≈2.5 W m−2 (Ramaswamy et al., 2001). For com-2490

parision, satellite data for less than a decade (1995–2002) suggest a2491

decline in the cloud albedo by ≈7% (Kandel and Viollier, 2005; their2492

Fig. 3b), consistent with a 2 – 6 W m−2 enhancement of the short2493

wave solar energy input into the system (Pallé et al., 2005; Wild et al.,2494

2005). The current scientific and political dispute boils down ultimately2495

to the following: is the additional energy that is responsible for the2496

centennial temperature rise of ≈0.6◦ C due principally to GHG or is2497

it due to some external factor, such as the Sun? Note that we are2498

not dealing with mutually exclusive scenarios. Climate models would2499

respond in a similar way to the addition of energy from any source2500

and it is only the relative importance of these potential “drivers”, at2501

a variety of time scales, which is the contentious issue. Note also that,2502

compared to the sizes of the global energy fluxes, and their overall2503

uncertainty of the order ±6 W m−2 , the apparent centennial to annual2504

trends are at the limit of detectability (Kandel and Viollier, 2005). It2505

is therefore not likely that the issue of principal climate driver can be2506

resolved by energy balance considerations. Instead, observations based2507

on past climate trends and their compatibility with the celestial vs2508

GHG records may help to resolve their relative contributions.2509

15.1. Celestial Climate Drivers and Amplifiers2510

Considering that the “consensus” view (IPCC, 2001) favours CO2 as2511

the principal climate driver on most (Ruddiman, 2001), or at least2512

the human, time scales, it is important to ask what is the “sensitiv-2513

ity” of climate to doubling of CO2 from its “pre-industrial” value of2514

≈280 ppm . Direct radiative forcing of 4 W m−2 , attributed to CO22515

doubling, should theoretically increase the global temperature by ≈1.25◦ C ,2516

short of the predictions by general circulation models (GCMs) of 1.5 –2517

5.5◦ C . Similarly, direct empirical surface measurements show a cen-2518

tennial temperature rise of only ≈0.6◦ C (IPCC, 2001), of which ≈1/32519

is attributed to the observed increase in solar brightness. The “an-2520

thropogenic” greenhouse effect, of ≈80 – 100 ppm CO2, should thus2521
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account for ≈0.4◦ C . An extrapolation of these empirical data to CO22522

doubling would therefore suggest that the real climate sensitivity to2523

CO2 is closer to, or below, the minimal model predictions of 1.5◦ C2524

(Shaviv, 2005), consistent with the direct satellite and balloon obser-2525

vations for the mid-lower troposphere (Sherwood et al., 2005; Mears2526

and Wentz, 2005; Pinker et al., 2005). The amplification of tempera-2527

tures in GCMs is thus mostly due to the “positive feedback” of higher2528

atmospheric water vapour concentrations, and the large spread in their2529

predictions reflects essentially the differences in model parameterization2530

of clouds.2531

The attribution of only ≈1/3 of the centennial temperature rise2532

to solar forcing (Mitchell et al., 2001), despite very good correlation,2533

is based on the empirical observation that averaged over the 11-year2534

solar cycle the Total Solar Irradiance (TSI) variability is only 0.1%2535

(1.5 W m−2 ) per 11-year solar cycle (Lean, 2005), insufficient to ac-2536

count for the 0.6◦ C centennial temperature rise in the GCMs. An2537

amplifier related to solar dynamics would therefore be required to ex-2538

plain the entire magnitude of the trend and the 1980–2002 satellite2539

data (Scafetta and West, 2005; Scafetta and West, 2006) indeed show2540

that the response to the 11-year TSI cycle is 1.5 – 3 times larger than in2541

the GCM predictions. The galactic cosmic ray (GCR) flux was briefly2542

considered to be such an amplifier, but dismissed because of the lack of2543

understanding of physical processes, particularly cloud formation, that2544

could point to a climate connection (Ramaswamy et al., 2001).2545

Recently, however, a spate of empirical observations demonstrates2546

that the “Sun-climate connection is apparent in a plethora of high-2547

fidelity climate indicators” (Lean, 2005), such as surface temperatures,2548

cloud cover, drought, rainfall, cyclones, forest fires . . . This does sug-2549

gest the existence of an amplifier related to the muted changes in the2550

solar luminosity “constant”. That observational evidence supports the2551

presence of the 11-year solar signal in the dynamics of the stratosphere2552

and troposphere is confirmed also in the Hadley Centre review of Gray2553

et al. (2005). In the stratosphere, it modulates the temperature and2554

ozone levels. In the troposphere, during the solar maximum, the sub-2555

tropical jets are weakened and shifted polewards and the pattern of the2556

North Atlantic Oscillation index (NAO) extends over Eurasia. While2557

the impact of direct solar radiative forcing relative to amplification2558

of TSI by indirect mechanisms is still a subject of debate, the detec-2559

tion/attribution assessments of climate models “suggest that the solar2560

influence on climate is greater than would be anticipated from radiative2561

forcing estimates. This implies that either the radiative forcing is un-2562

derestimated or there are some processes inadequately represented in2563
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those models” (Gray et al., 2005). If so, climate modulation by indirect2564

amplifying mechanisms may play an important role.2565

Ozone and temperature anomalies in the stratosphere, generated by2566

the UV spectral portion of the TSI flux (Haigh, 1994; Shindell et al.,2567

1999; Labitzke et al., 2002), were proposed as such potential indirect2568

mechanisms. However, the existing models apparently do not simulate2569

well the propagation of these anomalies into the troposphere (Gray2570

et al., 2005).2571

Considering that the aa index of geomagnetic activity (Prestes et al.,2572

2006) and the GCR flux (sections 8, 12; Sabbah and Rybanský, 2006)2573

also reflect the 11-year solar cycle, scenarios that implicate magnetic2574

fields and electrical circuitries of the Sun and the Earth in climate2575

modulation appear to be more promising amplifying candidates, be-2576

cause high-energy particles, such as GCR and solar protons, during2577

their passage through the Earth’s atmosphere and magnetosphere can2578

trigger processes that affect the planetary radiative balance. The most2579

likely pathway for translation of the high energy particle flux into a2580

climate variable involves the role of clouds (Marsh and Svensmark,2581

2000a; Usoskin et al., 2004a; Harrison and Stephenson, 2006), since the2582

“GCR have been shown to be closely correlated with continuous satel-2583

lite (ISCCP) retrieval of low cloud cover from 1983-1994, and possibly2584

to 2001” (Gray et al., 2005). Considering that solar radiation reflected2585

by the atmosphere (and albedo of clouds) accounts for ≈77 W m−2 ,2586

that climate models may underestimate the tropospheric short wave2587

absorption by up to 30 – 40 W m−2 , and that evapotranspiration and2588

precipitation each account for 78 W m−2 (Baede et al., 2001; Stocker2589

et al., 2001), a change in cloudiness of only a few percent could poten-2590

tially alter the planetary energy balance by as much as the proposed2591

anthropogenic GHG effect (2.5 W m−2 ).2592

Despite the fact that “modeling and observation now support at-2593

mospheric production of ultra-fine aerosols from cosmic ray produced2594

ions” (Gray et al., 2005) and despite the ´theory (that) shows that2595

charged aerosols are preferentially removed by cloud droplets, present-2596

ing the possibility of a long-range influence (on climate) through the2597

global electrical circuit¡, the physics of the processes resulting in cloud2598

nucleation is still a hotly debated issue. The proposed mechanisms may2599

involve (1) aerosol microphysics, such as particle nucleation, coagula-2600

tion and scavenging (Yu, 2002) in response to GCR flux, (2) charging of2601

aerosol particles and droplets at particle and cloud boundaries related2602

to the global electrical circuit and their removal to cloud droplets (elec-2603

trofreezing, electroscavenging) (Tinsley and Yu, 2004), and (3) other2604

potential mechanisms or any combination of the above (see Gray et al.,2605

2005 for a review). The growth of charged molecular clusters from2606
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ultrafine aerosols, essential as an intermediate step in the formation2607

of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), is likely catalyzed by hygroscopic2608

H2SO4 aerosols (Carslaw et al., 2002; Lee, 2003). Cloud formation by2609

this scenario may therefore require spatial convergence of all these2610

variables (GCR, water vapour, and natural as well as anthropogenic2611

aerosols) in the troposphere.2612

15.2. Terrestrial Archives2613

Accepting that celestial and GHG forcings of climate are not mutually2614

exclusive, but complementary drivers, addition of energy from either2615

source would lead to a quasi-similar model outcome. Note that it is2616

not the actual CO2 that is embedded in most GCMs, but its assumed2617

energy equivalent, the “prescribed CO2”. Unfortunately, both alterna-2618

tives, celestial as well as GHG, suffer from the same deficiency, poorly2619

understood physics of clouds that hampers modeling of the water cycle,2620

even so it is this cycle acts as a major thermostat n climate regulation.2621

In an effort to shed some light on the issue by empirical observations,2622

the subsequent sections will juxtapose the signals of these complemen-2623

tary drivers, as presently known from terrestrial archives across the2624

entire terrestrial time/space hierarchy, from resolution of billions of2625

years to human time scales.2626

The direct instrumental record of global temperature is known for2627

only about a century and satellite measurements of TSI, cloud param-2628

eters and atmospheric GHG concentrations are available for only a2629

few decades. For longer time scales, we have to rely on proxies. These2630

include concentrations of GHGs occluded in, and oxygen/hydrogen2631

isotope paleotemperatures calculated from, the polar ice caps which2632

enables observation of the climate/GHG relationship over the past2633

≈ 400 000 (and potentially 650 000) years (Siegenthaler et al., 2005).2634

In contrast, apart from sunspot numbers that are known for several2635

centuries, we have no direct proxies for TSI and no record of clouds.2636

Fortunately, the energetic particles of the GCR during their interaction2637

with the atmosphere produce the so-called cosmogenic nuclides, such2638

as 10Be, 14C, 36Cl (sections 12, 13), and these can be measured in2639

terrestrial archives such as ice, trees, and sediments. Because the GCR2640

flux reaching the Earth is inversely proportional to the intensity of the2641

sun (and the intensity of the heliospheric shield), the concentration of2642

these radioisotopes can be utilised as a proxy for TSI and potentially2643

cloudiness. Note that the utility of the 14C and 10Be records peters out2644

at ≈ 40 000 and ≈ 300 000 years, respectively (Frank, 2000). The utility2645

of cosmogenic nuclides as proxies for TSI is further complicated by the2646

fact that on time scales exceeding the decadal solar cycles, the GCR flux2647
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is attenuated also by the geomagnetic field that varies in intensity. Its2648

variation is relatively well known for the last 800 000 years (Guyodo and2649

Valet, 1999) and less so for the last 2 million years (Valet et al., 2005).2650

Thus, unless the geomagnetic and heliomagnetic fields are somehow2651

coupled, the extraction of TSI from these proxy signals may require2652

correction for GCR attenuation by the geomagnetic field (section 13).2653

In that case, the TSI/climate (or global temperature) scaling parameter2654

over longer time scales may also vary (Gray et al., 2005).2655

The complementary oceanic temperature record for centennial to2656

millennial and low million-year (Tertiary) time scales is available from2657

numerous studies on calcitic shells of foraminifera that were the out-2658

come of the Deep Sea Drilling Programme (e.g. Ruddiman, 2001). Po-2659

tentially, this approach can yield a record even for the entire Phanero-2660

zoic (Veizer et al., 2000), albeit constrained by the limitations of geochronol-2661

ogy and biostratigraphy. A comparable record for GCR flux can eventu-2662

ally also be quantified via data on exposure ages in meteorites (section2663

6).2664

15.3. Paleoclimate on Billion Year Time Scales2665

Accepting the validity of the standard solar model, the Earth – even2666

with the contribution from the greenhouse – should have been a frozen2667

body until about 1 Ga ago (Fig. 48). Yet, the sedimentary record2668

(Windley, 1984) demonstrates convincingly the existence of open water2669

bodies and streams, hence at least benign climate, during the entire2670

Precambrian. Some authors (e.g. Knauth and Lowe, 2003) even ar-2671

gued that the declining δ18O values in ancient cherts and carbonates2672

(Fig. 49) indicates that the Archean oceans may have been as warm as2673

≈ 70±15◦ C , but the clear evidence for ice ages at ≈2.9 Ga , 2.2–2.4 Ga2674

and since ≈0.7 Ga ago (Frakes et al., 1992; Young et al., 1998) rules2675

out such an interpretation. Ice ages may have coexisted with temperate2676

oceans, but not with the hot ones.2677

In order to resolve the “faint young Sun” conundrum, it was argued2678

that the benign planetary surface temperatures were maintained by a2679

supergreenhouse of CO2, NH3 or CH4. Unfortunately, the atmospheric2680

CO2 levels required to counter the lower solar luminosity are up to 1042681

times higher than the modern values (Kasting, 1993) and this would2682

result in a pH of the oceans ≈2-3 units lower than today. Tempera-2683

ture and pH both affect the δ18O of marine carbonate minerals, but2684

have opposing effects of similar magnitude, essentially canceling each2685

other. The downward δ18O trend (Fig. 49) is therefore unlikely to be2686

an outcome of the hot “CO2 greenhouse” oceans, but rather of the2687

changing oxygen isotopic composition of seawater (Veizer and et al.,2688
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Figure 49. Oxygen isotope record of Ca C O 3 shells and sediments over geologic
history (n = 9957). The upper envelope is the best approximation of the original
signal. Most post-depositional processes tend to shift the δ18O to more negative
values and the bulk of the observed spread is due to this cause. Adapted from
Shields and Veizer (2002).

1999; Veizer and Mackenzie, 2004). The alternative proposition of a2689

CH4 or NH3 greenhouse (Sagan and Chyba, 1997; Kasting and Ono,2690

2005) faces the problem that such greenhouses could have been sus-2691

tained only in an oxygen-free ocean/atmosphere system. This may have2692

been theoretically feasible for the young Earth, up to ≈2.4 Ga ago, but2693

not subsequently because the surficial environments were sufficiently2694

oxidized (Holland, 1984).2695

In an alternative explanation Shaviv (2003b) invoked the impact of2696

a stronger solar wind from the young Sun, coupled with the changing2697

galactic star formation rates, to vary the intensity of the CRF into the2698

terrestrial atmosphere. His model calculations, based on the acceptance2699

of the CRF/climate causation, suggest that the celestial scenario could2700

explain ≈2/3 of the dim Sun anomaly, with the remainder ameliorated2701

perhaps by modestly higher GHG levels. Moreover, star formation rates2702

in the Milky Way galaxy are believed to have been high ≈3 – 2 Ga ago2703

and during the last 1 Ga , but muted in the intervening 2 – 1 Ga interval2704

(section 6). This would have been mirrored in the temporal evolution of2705

the GCR flux, and cloud albedo, resulting in cooling ≈3 – 2 and < 1 Ga2706

ago and warming during the 2 – 1 Ga interval. The enigmatic absence2707

of any indication of cold climate during this protracted 2 – 1 Ga warm2708
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interval, preceded and followed by planetary glaciations, is consistent2709

with such a scenario.2710

15.4. Paleoclimate on Million Year Time Scales2711

The geological record of the Phanerozoic, the last 545 million years,2712

is replete with shelly fossils. Utilising biostratigraphy, it has better2713

temporal resolution than the Precambrian, particularly for the younger2714

time intervals. However, as a unit, its average resolution is somewhere2715

between 1 and 5 Ma , due mostly to difficulties in correlating the highly2716

incomplete sedimentary sequences across the globe. The record, inte-2717

grated over the 1 – 5 Ma bins, shows intervals of 107-year duration with2718

predominantly, but not exclusively, warm and cold climates, called2719

greenhouses and icehouses, respectively (Frakes et al., 1992). Eval-2720

uation of the temporal and spatial distribution of climate sensitive2721

sediments and fossil assemblages, as recorded in paleogeographic maps,2722

shows a structure of 4 greenhouse/icehouse intervals (Fig. 50), alter-2723

nating with ≈140 Ma periodicity. This paleoclimate trend coincides, in2724

phase and amplitude, with the detrended δ18O signal of the paleotem-2725

perature (based on the calcitic shells of marine fossils), as well as with2726

the variations in the intensity of the GCR-flux (Shaviv and Veizer,2727

2003; de la Fuente Marcos and de la Fuente Marcos, 2004; Gies and2728

Helsel, 2005). All these observations are consistent with the proposition2729

that celestial forcing is the primary climate driver on multimillion-2730

year time scales, the icehouses coincident with the passages of the2731

heliosphere through the arms of the Milky Way galaxy. The dense2732

population of young stars in galactic arms, hence enhanced GCR-flux2733

and cloud albedo, are postulated to have been the causes of planetary2734

cooling (Shaviv, 2002 and see part III).2735

In contrast to the celestial scenario, the model and proxy based2736

estimates of atmospheric CO2 levels for the Phanerozoic (Fig. 50) do2737

not show any correlation with the paleoclimate picture that emerged2738

from geological criteria (Veizer, 2005). While a correlation may exist2739

for some partial intervals (e.g. Pagani et al., 2005), this is not the2740

case for the Phanerozoic as a unit. Note also that any translation of2741

proxy signals into Phanerozoic atmospheric CO2 levels is beset by large2742

uncertainties (Royer et al., 2001). Similarly, no convincing correlation2743

exists between tectonic phenomena, such as the dispersal/reassembly2744

of continents or seafloor spreading rates. Neither the GHG nor tectonic2745

forcing is therefore likely to have been the primary climate driver on2746

Phanerozoic time scales.2747
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Figure 50. Phanerozoic climate history. Top: Thin line and shading: atmospheric
CO2 and the estimated ranges for the GEOCARB III model (Berner and Kothval,
2001); thick line: normalized cosmic ray flux (Shaviv and Veizer, 2003); Middle:
Paleoclimate interpretation based on the paleogeographic distribution of climate
sensitive sediments and fossils (www.scotese.com/climate.htm; figure 1 in Boucot
and Gray (2001)); Bottom: Brachiopod, belemnite and planktonic foraminifera δ18O
isotope time-series (N = 4775) plotted in the Harland et al. (1990) time scale. The
data are Gaussian filtered with ±1σ uncertainty (dashed lines) and the linear trend
(Veizer and et al., 1999) is removed. The thick line marks the moving average for
50 Ma window.

15.5. Paleoclimate on Multimillenial Time Scales2748

The time scales in the 104 – 105 year range fall into the band of Mi-2749

lankovitch frequencies. The response of terrestrial climate to orbital2750

parameters is assumed to have been proportional at any instant to the2751

magnitude of summer insolation at 65◦N, with ≈413 000 and ≈100 0002752

year frequencies due to eccentricity, ≈41 000 years to tilt and ≈23 0002753

years to precession. Assuming near-constant TSI, this orbital modula-2754

tion (±12%) of insulation at the top of Earth’s near-polar atmosphere,2755

would not have been sufficient to cause the observed amplitudes of2756

climate variability at high latitudes, and even less so in the equatorial2757

regions. Amplifications by ice sheet dynamics in cold regions and by2758

monsoon dynamics at low latitudes are therefore invoked as solutions2759

(Ruddiman, 2001). The records of such climate oscillations are pre-2760

served in marine sediments, ice cores, cave stalagmites, lake and bog2761
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sediments, pollen data and similar archives. The most comprehensive2762

record, based δ18O measured in shells of marine foraminifera, resolves2763

about 50 discrete cycles from ≈2.75 Ma, the presumed onset of north-2764

ern glaciation (but see (Mudelsee and Raymo, 2005), to 0.9 Ma ago2765

(Fig. 51b), consistent with the tilt as the driving parameter. However,2766

from 0.9 Ga onwards the ≈100 000-year oscillation becomes the dom-2767

inant one (Fig. 51a). The overall agreement of the δ18O signal with2768

the orbital parameters is indeed impressive. Note, nevertheless, that2769

the outstanding fit is to some extent due also to the fact that the2770

records were “tuned” to these parameters. This is permissible because2771

of uncertainties in the δ18O chronology of ±5 000 years (Martinson2772

et al., 1987), or more for the pre-300 000-year datasets (Imbrie et al.,2773

1984). Another perplexing aspect is the appearance of the 100 000-2774

year quasi-periodicity at ≈0.9 Ma ago, because the insolation forcing2775

by eccentricity (<1%; Berger et al., 2005) is negligible. Moreover, its2776

communication to low-latitudes is not understood, but this is a problem2777

that plagues, to some extent, all orbital frequencies (Ruddiman, 2001).2778

Could it be that the signals, or at least the quasi-100 000-year compo-2779

nent, are not driven by orbital parameters? Could internal terrestrial2780

phenomena (e.g. GHG) or external celestial causes (e.g. varying solar2781

activity and/or cosmic ray flux) be the ultimate climate drivers on at2782

least some of these time scales?2783

At first glance, the GHG proposition squares well with the Antarctic2784

(Petit et al., 1999; Siegenthaler et al., 2005; Spahni et al., 2005) ice core2785

data. The correlations between δ18O and δD of ice (climate proxies)2786

and the concentrations of CO2 and C H 4 in enclosed air bubbles are2787

impressive (Fig. 52). However, these correlations are discernible only if2788

viewed at resolutions in excess of 1 000 years. Higher resolution records2789

for all seven glacial terminations studied to this day show that the2790

rise in CO2 postdates the warming by several hundred to 2 800 years2791

(Fischer et al., 1999; Monnin et al., 2001; Mudelsee, 2001; Caillon et al.,2792

2003; Vakulenko et al., 2004; Siegenthaler et al., 2005). Consequently,2793

CO2 is likely a product of the ≈100 000-year climate oscillations, not2794

their cause.2795

Could it be, therefore, as argued by Muller and MacDonald (1997),2796

that the ≈100 000-year spectral peak is of astronomical origin, albeit2797

forced by celestial driver(s) rather than by planetary orbital parame-2798

ters? Could varying solar intensity or GCR-flux be the culprit? Such2799

a proposition can be tested because at these time scales we do have2800

preserved records of their proxies, the cosmogenic nuclides, such as2801

10Be, 14C and 36Cl. These cosmogenic nuclides are generated in the ter-2802

restrial atmosphere by GCR-flux that, in turn, is inversely proportional2803

to the strength of the heliospheric and magnetospheric shields, the2804
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Figure 51. Marine oxygen isotope record of the 0 – 0.9 Ma (top) and 0.9 – 2.6 Ma
(bottom) intervals, with geomagnetic events and polarity reversal listed at the top.
Adapted from Worm (1997).

latter being the dominant modulation on multimillenial time scales (see2805

part VI). For the last 200 000 years the geomagnetic intensity indeed2806

shows minima at the 100 000-year frequency that coincide with the 10Be2807

production maxima (Fig. 53). Overall, the two trends mimic each other,2808

as well as the stacked δ18O climate trend. While the 10Be record for2809

earlier Quaternary times is not available, the stacked geomagnetic field2810

paleointensity curve does extend to ≈800 000 years (Guyodo and Valet,2811

1999) and shows some resemblance to the contemporary δ18O pattern,2812

including intensity dips at quasi-100 000-year periodicity. The degree2813

of this apparent correlation is presently a matter of dispute, with some2814
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Figure 52. Antarctic ice core data for the last 650 000 years (650 kyr). Isotopic
composition of hydrogen isotopes in ice (δD) is a proxy for temperature, with
temperature increasing with declining δD. CO2 concentrations were measured in
frozen air bubbles. Adapted from Siegenthaler et al. (2005).

authors claiming high significance (Worm, 1997; Channell et al., 1998),2815

others disputing it (Guyodo and Valet, 1999), and still others (Frank,2816

2000), despite stated preferences, reserving their definitive judgment.2817

A direct comparison of various proxies and of their lags/leads on2818

shorter, 104–103-year, time scales is at present difficult because it is2819

hampered by limitations of geochronology, correlation uncertainties,2820

and by dampened amplitudes of the stacked records. The presumably2821

best resolved signals are those of the last 50 000 years, and here the δ18O2822

minimum appears to have lagged by ≈15 000 ±10 000 years behind the2823

minimum of geomagnetic paleointensity (Frank, 2000), a lag that ap-2824

proaches the uncertainty limits of the orbitally based chronology. While2825

some of this mismatch may indeed be due to correlation problems, a2826

more likely explanation is that the discrepancy is real, potentially due2827

to superimposed variation in heliomagnetic shield intensity modulated2828

by the Sun. Assuming this to be the case, one can subtract the portion2829

of the 10Be signal that is due to geomagnetic paleointensity and view2830

the superimposed higher order oscillations as an indirect measure of2831

solar irradiance (Masarik and Beer, 1999). Utilising this conceptual2832

framework, Sharma (2002) reproduced a 200 000 year solar irradiance2833

trend that fits surprisingly well with the normalized δ18O record for2834

coeval oceans (Fig. 54). This, the advocated correlations of 10Be with2835

δ18O (cold phases of the Dansgaard-Oeschger events) in the Greenland2836

GISP2 ice core for the 40 000 – 11 000 years BP interval (van Geel et al.,2837
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Figure 53. Relative variations of the geomagnetic field paleointensity for the last
200 000 years as derived (bottom) from global stacked paleomagnetic record (Guyodo
and Valet, 1999) and (middle) from reconstruction based on 10Be production rate.
Top figure is a comparison of the 10Be trend (full line) with the global δ18O stacked
record (dotted line) (Martinson et al., 1987). Shaded – intervals of low paleomagnetic
intensities. Adapted from Frank (2000).

1999b), along with the monsoonal patterns in the Arabian Sea area2838

for the last 65 000 years (Higginson et al., 2004), all argue for solar2839

forcing of climate via GCR-flux modulation on time scales of ≤ 104
2840

years. However, the issue is complicated by the fact that a terrestrial2841

record based on a single cosmogenic isotope is equivocal. For example,2842

the 10Be record can reflect either a variable GCR-flux (production)2843

or a changing depositional rate of the hosting phase (redistribution)2844

(Christl et al., 2003), both potentially related to climate, but with2845

opposite cause/effect interpretations. Fortunately, at least for the last2846

≈45 000 years, the opposing propositions can be tested because for2847

this time span we also have a record of an additional cosmogenic2848

tracer, 14C. While the uncertainties in the ∆14C signal for the inter-2849
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Figure 54. Calculated intensity of solar irradiance (dots) during the past 200 000
years juxtaposed with the normalized δ18O record of the oceans (shading). Note
that the magnitude of uncertainties in the derived curve are a matter of debate, but
this would not necessarily impact the causation which could be only from Sun to
Earth. Adapted from Sharma (2002).

vals older than ≈25 000 years are still relatively large, the subsequent2850

record, particularly during the Holocene, is well constrained (Bard,2851

1998; Frank, 2000) and will be discussed in the next section. Having2852

these parallel records of 10Be and 14C enables us to resolve the pro-2853

duction/redistribution dichotomy because cosmogenic nuclides, despite2854

their common production (GCR-flux), have entirely different terrestrial2855

dispersal pathways (see section 13). 10Be “rains” directly onto the sur-2856

face of the planet where it is deposited in the ice or sediments, while2857

14C becomes first part of the atmospheric CO2 pool and is only later2858

(≈20 years) sequestered by photosynthetic activity into plants. Hence,2859

any covariant trend of 10Be and 14C can only be due to the production2860

term. Moreover, the issues of lags and leads become less critical than for2861

the purely terrestrial parameters (e.g. CO2/δ
18O correlations), because2862

any potential causation can only be from space to Earth, and not the2863

other way around.2864

15.6. Postglacial Climate on Millenial to Centennial2865

Time Scales2866

The retreat of large ice sheets in the northern hemisphere commenced2867

≈15 000 years ago, reached a maximum ≈10 000 years ago, and ended2868

≈6 000 years ago (Ruddiman, 2001). This retreat also marks the termi-2869
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nation of the last 100 000-year cooling oscillation (Termination I) that,2870

as argued above, may have been potentially a response to geomagnetic2871

modulation of the cosmic ray flux.2872

Bond et al. (2001) showed convincingly that “over the last 12 0002873

years virtually every centennial time scale increase in drift ice in (their)2874

North Atlantic record was tied to a distinct interval of variable and,2875

overall, reduced solar output”, as read from 10Be and 14C proxies2876

(Fig. 55). Most of these 200 – 500 year climatic oscillations may be2877

a response to heliospheric modulation of GCR-flux by the HMF. In a2878

somewhat nuanced view, (Gallet et al., 2005; see also St-Onge et al.,2879

2003) argued, nevertheless, that at least some of the cooling intervals2880

in the last 3 000 years do reflect short-term spikes in geomagnetic field2881

intensity, as measured on French faience potsherds.2882

The coherency of the Bond et al. (2001) marine signal with comple-2883

mentary records from marine sediments (Christl et al., 2003; St-Onge2884

et al., 2003; Poore et al., 2004; Jiang et al., 2005), lacustrine settings2885

(Björck et al., 1991; Magny, 1993; Verschuren et al., 2000; Snowball and2886

Sandgren, 2002; Hu et al., 2003; Lim et al., 2005), speleothems (Neff2887

et al., 2001; Niggemann et al., 2003; Mangini et al., 2005; Fleitmann2888

et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2005), polar ice sheets (Stuiver et al., 1997; Laj2889

et al., 2000), Alaskan glaciers (Wiles et al., 2004), bogs (Chambers2890

et al., 1999; Blaauw et al., 2004; Xu et al., 2006), intensity of monsoonal2891

or wet/dry cycles (Hodell et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2001; Cruz et al.,2892

2005; Gupta et al., 2005) and pollen records (Viau et al., 2002; Willard2893

et al., 2005), suggests that we are indeed dealing with a global record of2894

climate. The ultimate driver was likely the variable solar activity, the2895

more so that the CO2 levels (Fig. 55) during this entire time span were2896

relatively flat (Fig. 55), at the “pre-industrial” levels of ≈270 ±10 ppm2897

(Indermühle et al., 1999).2898

The Medieval Climate Optimum (MCO) at ≈800 – 1300 AD and the2899

Little Ice Age (LIA) at ≈1400 – 1850 AD are a portion of this oscillating2900

climate pattern that deserves more thorough consideration because of2901

the much debated “hockey stick” temperature reconstruction of Mann2902

et al. (1999). In contrast to the claim of these authors for their local2903

significance, the MCO and LIA were features that were recorded across2904

the globe (Soon and Baliunas, 2003). Moreover, the amplitude of these2905

climate swings must have exceeded the global temperature gradients2906

of the last century because of the existence of farms in Greenland and2907

vineyards in England during the MCO, juxtaposed to frozen Baltic2908

Sea and canals in Europe during the LIA. Neither climate mode was a2909

commonality during the last century and the composite proxy record2910

of Mann et al. (1999) must therefore underestimate the magnitude of2911

short term climate oscillations (von Storch et al., 2004; Esper et al.,2912
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Figure 55. Comparison of the detrended and smoothed production rates for 14C
(top) and 10Be (middle) with changes in proxies of drift ice (“marine”) in North
Atlantic deep-sea sediments (Bond et al., 2001). The “pre-industrial” ice core CO2

concentrations from Indermühle et al. (1999).

2005; Moberg et al., 2005). In contrast to the “hockey stick” reconstruc-2913

tion, the stalagmite record from a cave in the Alps (Mangini et al.,2914
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Figure 56. The δ18O record of a stalagmite from the Spannagel cave in the central
Alps (dashed line) covering the last 2000 years, compared to 14C production rate
(∆14C) (full line with reversed scale) that is a proxy for solar irradiance (Mangini
et al., 2005). CO2 concentration from ice cores and instrumental measurements from
Indermühle et al. (1999) and IPCC (2001). MCO is the warm Medieval Climate
Optimum and LIA stands for Little Ice Age.

2005), covering the time span from 2000 years BP to the early 20th2915

century, clearly shows both the MCO and LIA (Fig. 56). Note also the2916

exceptionally good inverse correlation with the 14C record, the latter2917

a function of the intensity of solar radiation. A comparison to solar2918

irradiance based on 10Be would yield a similar outcome. In fact, the2919

10Be and 14C records are coherent for the last 9 000 years (Solanki et al.,2920

2004). Note again, that all these marked climate shifts happened when2921

the atmospheric CO2 levels were marooned at their “pre-industrial”2922

value of ≈280 ppm (Fig. 56).2923

15.7. Post Little Ice Age Climate on Decadal Time Scales2924

The end of the LIA, in the last decades of the 19th century, coincided2925

with the advent of the industrial revolution and it is this time interval2926

that is the centerpiece of intense scientific and political debates. The2927

instrumental centennial global temperature record (IPCC, 2001) shows2928

an overall warming of ≈0.6◦ C , in two spurts, at ≈1880 – 1940 and2929

1976 – 2000, with almost three decades of temperature decline in the2930

intervening interval. In contrast, atmospheric CO2 increased exponen-2931

tially to today (Fig. 57). A general consensus accepts that the pre-2932
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Figure 57. Decadally smoothed annual mean Arctic-wide air temperature anomaly
time series (dotted) compared to the estimated TSI (Sun, full line) and to
atmospheric CO2 levels from 1875 to 2000 (dashed line). Adapted from Soon (2005).

1940’s temperature rise, because of only a slight increase in atmospheric2933

CO2 levels, could not have been caused by GHGs, and this warming is2934

thus attributed mostly to increased solar activity (Mitchell et al., 2001).2935

The subsequent evolution, however, is a bone of contention. Solanki2936

et al. (2004), reconstructing solar evolution from observational and2937

proxy data, showed that the Sun’s intensity over the second half of the2938

20th century was higher than at any time over the last 8 000 years (but2939

see Muscheler et al., 2005b vs. Solanki et al., 2005. Their solar trend2940

and the IPCC temperature trend are almost identical, except for the2941

last 2 to 3 decades, when the temperature rise exceeded that of the solar2942

index. Solanki and coauthors attributed this to the emergence of the2943

anthropogenic CO2 signal from the background of natural variability,2944

while the “consensus” IPCC interpretation attributes even the entire2945

post-1940’s temperature trend mostly to anthropogenic causes, with2946

cooling to 1976 due to emissions of sulphur aerosols and the subsequent2947

warming to GHGs (Mitchell et al., 2001).2948

The largest impact of climate modulation by GHG should be evident2949

in polar regions. Yet, the decadally smoothed Arctic observational data2950

(Soon, 2005) show almost a perfect correlation with TSI, even for the2951

last decades (Fig. 57). Note, also, that the GCMs’ do not take into2952

account the possible amplification of TSI, likely via GCR-flux and cloud2953

albedo, and this may lead to an underestimate of their climate sensi-2954

tivity to solar forcing (Scafetta and West, 2005) and to simultaneous2955

overestimate of the GHG impact. While the models assume that the2956

relative GHG/solar impact on centennial climate evolution was ≈2:12957
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(Mitchell et al., 2001), statistical evaluation of empirical centennial2958

trends shows that the decadally smoothed solar modulator (Fig. 57)2959

can explain ≥48 – 80% of the regional and global temperature variances2960

(Foukal, 2002; Soon, 2005; Kilcik, 2005). Observational data therefore2961

argue of a reversal of significance, making the case for existence of a2962

TSI amplifier. Is there any empirical support for this proposition? If2963

amplification by GCR-flux exists, whatever the actual pathway, it has2964

to be modulated by the magnetosphere. The convincing correlations2965

(Le Mouël et al., 2005; Veretenenko et al., 2005) of decadally smoothed2966

TSI, temperature, “magnetic indices” (Fig. 58), cyclonic activity and2967

10Be clearly support the existence of such an amplifier. In view of these2968

data, the potential discrepancy of the last 2 – 3 decades may require2969

re-examination. It may be that we are only dealing with a problem of2970

a long-term persistence (Cohn and Lins, 2005) or with an “edge effect”2971

of a time series and final judgment should therefore be deferred until a2972

longer time series is acquired. This cautionary note is supported further2973

by complementary observational data. In contrast to GCM models that2974

hold the Earth’s albedo roughly constant (≈0.3), the observational data2975

by several approaches and groups (Pallé et al., 2005; Wild et al., 2005)2976

show a significant decadal variability in albedo, mostly, although not2977

exclusively, attributed to cloudiness. For the 1985 – 2000 (or 2002) inter-2978

val alone, the impact of such forcings on the planetary energy balance2979

is claimed to have been +2 to 6 W m−2 , coincident with a decline2980

of the Bond albedo of ≈7% (Kandel and Viollier, 2005), while for the2981

combined GHG + aerosol it was only +0.6 W m−2 . For the 2000 – 20042982

period, the somewhat inconclusive data indicate a comparable relative2983

importance. For comparison, the cumulative radiative forcing of all an-2984

thropogenic GHGs combined that is estimated at ≈2.5 W m−2 (IPCC,2985

2001). These observations suggest that celestial phenomena may have2986

been the dominant forcing factor even during the most recent past.2987

Further observational support for the claim that solar activity plays2988

a decisive role on climate on (sub)decadal time scales comes from2989

a multitude of direct empirical observations. Alexander (2005) docu-2990

mented 21-year solar cycle periodicity in South African annual rainfall,2991

river flow, floods, lake and groundwater levels, and in the Southern2992

Oscillation index. The intensity and variability of Schwabe, Hale and2993

Gleissberg solar cycles was shown to correlate with the monsoonal dy-2994

namics (Higginson et al., 2004; van Loon et al., 2004; Bhattacharyya2995

and Narasimha, 2005), Pacific SSTs (Weng, 2005), Siberian climate2996

(Raspopov et al., 2004), Northern Atlantic cyclogenesis, geomagnetic2997

activity and galactic GCR-flux (Veretenenko et al., 2005), atmospheric2998

Southern Annual Mode (Kuroda and Kodera, 2005), Southern Oscilla-2999

tion Index (Higginson et al., 2004), North Atlantic Oscillation (Pozo-3000
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Figure 58. Normalised time evolution of the 11-year running mean for magnetic
indices (SIT) at Sitka, normalized solar irradiance (St) and global temperature
(Tglobe) during the last century. Adapted from Le Mouël et al. (2005).

Vázquez et al., 2004), tropospheric temperatures, water vapour distri-3001

bution and global circulation regime (Gleisner et al., 2005) and latitu-3002

dinal and temporal cloud distribution (Usoskin et al., 2004c), the latter3003

postulated as due to cosmic ray induced ionization. Variations in the3004

interplanetary magnetic/electric field are also linked to tropospheric3005

temperature patterns at Vostok (Troshichev et al., 2003). For many3006

additional examples see the publication lists of the articles quoted in3007

this review.3008
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16. Where do we stand?3011

In this review the evolution of the cosmic ray flux from its origin into3012

the Earth atmosphere is presented. The consequences of variable cosmic3013

ray fluxes for the Earth environment, i.e. the production of cosmogenic3014

isotopes and the interpretation of the related archives as well as the in-3015

fluence on climate is discussed. Although many of the physical processes3016

seem to be understood and others are actively researched, many open3017

questions remain. As the explicit formulation of such questions depends3018

on the research field, it seems better to identify the most obvious tasks3019

for future research:3020

Galaxy: It is evident, that in different regions of the solar orbit around3021

the galactic center the cosmic ray flux is different. The physical3022

processes of the acceleration of a single cosmic ray particle and3023

at its source, at least below 1TeV, seem to be understood. To3024

determine the spectra and total flux of the cosmic rays, it is nec-3025

essary to know the number and strength of the sources and their3026

distribution in space and time. In view of the apparent lack of3027

in-situ data (e.g. the local interstellar spectra), more sophisticated3028

modeling is required until an Interstellar Probe will provide us3029

with direct observations of the local interstellar medium.3030

Heliosphere: The acceleration and propagation of cosmic rays at the3031

termination shock and beyond is presently studied in much detail.3032

The modulation of cosmic rays including charge, space and time3033

dependence is observed with numerous spacecraft as well as Earth3034

bound observatories. Nevertheless, the acceleration of cosmic rays3035

at dynamic shock waves, like the termination shock needs further3036

research. A crucial question is how varies the heliospheric mod-3037

ulation volume with time? It is evident that the Sun encounters3038

different interstellar environments during its passage through the3039

galaxy, and hence the outer heliospheric structure will change.3040

For example, relatively small changes in the interstellar number3041

density will cause the termination shock to migrate inward into the3042

planetary system. The possible consequences of such a migration3043

have been studied only poorly and need further development.3044

Archives: The cosmogenic isotopes are produced in the atmosphere and3045

are then stored in sediments, ice-cores, or meteorites. In many3046

studies the cosmic ray flux at the top of the atmosphere is derived3047

using the force-field approximation, which neglects charge sign de-3048

pendence. The latter, however, is well recorded with Earth bound3049

observatories, like neutron monitors. Therefore, it is evident that3050
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these effects should be taken into account interpreting cosmogenic3051

data.3052

Climate: Empirical evidence for an influence of “space weather and3053

climate” on planetary environments, especially on the terrestrial3054

climate, exists for time scales, reaching from decades up to bil-3055

lion years. As shown in this review it makes sense to distinguish3056

between solar-terrestrial and interstellar-terrestrial relations, i.e.3057

to distinguish between an internal solar and external interstellar3058

trigger for influence on Earth and its environment. In contrast to3059

the solar forcing the cosmic ray forcing operates, in principle, on all3060

time scales. For both forcings the processes relevant for an influence3061

on climate are unclear. Nonetheless, the evidence for the cosmic3062

ray forcing is increasing as is the understanding of its physical3063

principles. Cosmic rays which, despite their negligible energy com-3064

pared to that of solar irradiance, are the main source of ionization3065

in the troposphere. The detailed chain of processes connecting the3066

variable cosmic ray flux with the terrestrial climate (i.e. via cloud3067

formation) has still to be identified.3068

Anomalous cosmic rays: Due to potential massive changes in the struc-3069

ture of the heliosphere along its path around the galactic center,3070

it is likely that not only galactic but also the anomalous cosmic3071

rays are a mediator of the interstellar-terrestrial relations. The3072

investigation of this problem has only recently started.3073

The complexity of the topic “interstellar-terrestrial relations” ev-3074

idently requires an interdisciplinary cooperation. This alone already3075

has a great potential to lead the scientists to new frontiers.3076
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